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Abstract

Clusters of workstations have become increasingly popular, primarily due to an excel¬

lent price-to-performance ratio. The main limitations affecting such machines are the

network hard- and software, as scalable high-bandwidth and low-latency communication

is essential. This dissertation presents a new and efficient communication architecture

specifically designed for workstation clusters. It implements low-level communication

software referred to as the Fast Communication Interface (FCI), in an attempt to achieve

both portability and reusability (no operating system modifications are necessary), while

at the same time maintaining system stability and security. The communication satisfies

the low-latency, high-bandwidth, and scalability requirements set out above. Only a small

and easily implementable set of network hardware functionality must be made available.

Two programming models are supported: state-of-the-art message passing, as well as the

new remote store model. Comparisons between the remote store, and both the message

passing and shared memory models are made, so as to provide an illustration of the effi¬

ciency of the former. Several means of implementing efficient message passing, with the

goal of supporting the widely used MPI (Message Passing Interface) standard, are pre¬

sented and discussed in detail. A FCI-based MPI library is available on several worksta¬

tion clusters constructed by the Swiss-Tx project team. The goal of the Swiss-Tx project
is to develop, build and install a one tera-flop cluster of workstations in Switzerland. To

achieve this goal, two different types of network hardware have been built: The bus based

EasyNet, and the router-based T-NET. EasyNet is a simple network which is suitable for

up to eight nodes, in contrast to T-NET, a reliable multi-channel, multi-cast network for a

maximum of 216 connection endpoints. T-NET supports nearly arbitrary topologies which

are adjustable on-the-fly, and possess intelligent routing and error correction capabilities.
To demonstrate that FCI, in combination with MPI, satisfies the performance goals set out

for it, several measurements taken of the Swiss-Tx machines are presented and compared
with those of other modern networks and machines.
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Zusammenfassung

Workstation Clusters gewinnen zunehmend an Bedeutung, was vor allem auf ein gutes

Preis-Leistungsverhältnis zurückzuführen ist. Die Hauptprobleme solcher Maschinen

stellen die Netzwerk-Hardware und Netzwerk-Software dar, weil eine skalierbare Kom¬

munikation mit tiefer Latenz und hoher Bandbreite sehr wichtig ist. Diese Dissertation

präsentiert eine neue Kommunikationsarchitektur, die speziell für Workstation Clusters

entwickelt wurde. Die implementierte low-level Kommunikations-Software wurde Fast

Communication Interface (FCI) getauft. Sie ist portabel und wiederverwendbar (keine

Veränderungen am Betriebssystem sind notwendig), und beeinträchtigt die Systemsta¬
bilität und -Sicherheit nicht. Die Kommunikation ist skalierbar und bietet tiefe Latenz

bei hoher Bandbreite. Nur eine kleine Anzahl einfach zu implementierender Funktionen

muss von der Kommunikations-Hardware unterstützt werden. Zwei Programmiermodelle
sind verfügbar: Das weit verbreitete Message Passing und das neue Remote Store. Re¬

mote Store wird mit Message Passing und Shared Memory verglichen, um die Effizienz

unter Beweis zu stellen. Verschiedene Wege um effizientes Message Passing zu imple¬

mentieren, mit dem Ziel, den verbreiteten MPI (Message Passing Interface) Standard zu

unterstützen, werden aufgezeigt und eingehend verglichen. Eine auf FCI basierende MPI

Bibliothek ist auf mehreren Workstation Clusters verfügbar, die im Rahmen des Swiss-Tx

Projekts gebaut wurden. Das Ziel des Swiss-Tx Projekts ist es, einen Tera Flop Worksta¬

tion Cluster in der Schweiz zu entwickeln, zu bauen und zu installieren. Dazu wurden

zwei verschiedene Kommunikationsnetzwerke gebaut: Das bus-basierte EasyNet und das

router-basierte T-NET. EasyNet ist ein einfaches Netwerk für bis zu acht Knoten, T-NET

bietet zuverfiässige Kommunikation mit Mehrkanal- und Multi-Cast-Unterstützung für

bis zu 216 Netzwerkzugänge, erlaubt beinahe beliebige und einfach veränderbare Topolo-

gien und unterstützt intelligentes Routing mit Fehlerkorrektur. Um zu belegen, dass

FCI in Kombination mit MPI die gesteckten Ziele erfüllt, werden einige Messungen und

Vergleiche von Swiss-Tx Maschinen mit anderen modernen Netzwerken und Maschinen

präsentiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"The faster you go, the shorter you are."

- Albert Einstein.

1.1 Commodity Supercomputing

Parallel processing is a key technology in modern computers, driven by the never-ending
demand for better performance. This can be achieved by higher clock rates and by many

different forms of parallelism. Parallelism can exist within the processor, as in any mod¬

ern CPU, as well as through the interconnection of several processors. Large machines,

consisting of between several hundred and several thousand processors are used in re¬

search, as well as increasingly in industry. Most computer suppliers nowadays offer small

multi-processor machines, but only a few of them still develop large-scale machines for

the high-performance computing community. Traditionally, large machines are built of

custom-made hard- and software. A poor price-to-performance ratio is often the result

of the long and expensive research and development period, in combination with the low

volume of production. Moreover, only a small number of each machine, for which a large

portion of the hard- and software must be built from scratch, is ultimately ever sold.

A possible solution in overcoming this problem is the maximal exploitation of Commer¬

cial Commodity-Ojf-The-Shelf (CCOTS) technology, which is produced in high volume.

Such technology includes components such as standard workstations 1, off-the-shelf net¬

works like Ethernet, standard operating systems like Linux [LNX] or Microsoft Windows

NT 2, and standard software packages. The so-called cluster ofworkstations (COW), or

workstation cluster, consists of a set of typically similar workstations, communicating
over a more or less standard network, each running its own copy of the same operating

system [Buy99a, Buy99b, CSG98, Pfi95]. The workstations are often called nodes 3. The

communication network is composed of network hardware and software. The network

'This includes any modern desktop computer like PCs, and also small Symmetric Multiprocessors

(SMPs), sometimes also referred to as Servers. SMPs are lowly parallel, shared memory machines, with

usually no more than 16 processors, where the cost of accessing main memory is strictly the same for all

processors.

2http://www.microsoft.com
3A node in a network is a connection end point for data transmissions.
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hardware of a COW can basically be split up into a set of network interfaces, links, and

routers (refer to figure 1.1). Network interfaces are the interfaces to the nodes, for exam¬

ple standard PCI [PCI95] devices, located in each workstation. Links connect network

interfaces to other interfaces, interfaces to routers, and routers to routers. Routers connect

a set of links to others, and forward data from one link to the others, possibly through
the use of routing tables. They can also perform other data-related tasks. Data is often

transported in packets, consisting of packet headers and data. A packet header can hold

routing and checksumming-related information. Depending on the demands, other less

"intelligent" devices, such as switches or hubs, can be used instead of routers 4. The net¬

work software consists of one, or several, communication libraries, and a set of tools. The

libraries provide an interface to the network hardware, which is necessary in perform¬

ing data transfers. The tools are used for application startup, shut down, maintenance,

debugging, and a variety of other tasks.

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram ofa workstation cluster. The machine consists ofstandard

workstations (abbreviated as WS, also more commonly referred to as nodes), and the

network hardware. The network hardware is composedofnetwork interfaces (abbreviated
as NI), routers, and links

A parallel application is composed of several separate parts running cooperatively on a set

of nodes. In a COW, these parts are normally processes. A process is an entity that per¬

forms tasks. In the model that is used in this dissertation, a process consists of resources,

address space, and one or more execution streams, referred to as threads. A thread is the

smallest context of execution and is essentially composed of a program counter, a stack,
and a set of registers. All threads share the process's resources and the address space, and

therefore, consequently, all data. Applications, and accordingly, processes and threads,
make use of libraries. Library functions can be linked to an application at compile-time

(static linking), or at run-time (dynamic linking). If a process has several threads, it can

occur that functions in a library are called concurrently, thus potentially corrupting data

4In chapter 2, "router" is the only term used to cover the complete group of devices connecting links to

links.
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if the library is not aware of this. The library must be thread-safe, the routines, which are

accessible from outside, reentrant. This means that all library access to global and static

data must be coordinated or even synchronized, which adds some overhead.

A parallel application can use all nodes of a COW or only a part thereof. The optimal
situation is one in which n processes are run on a n processor node, one per processor.

The processes normally belong to the same parallel application but depending on the

features offered by a COW, it is also possible to run parts of two, or even more, parallel

applications on the same node.

A workstation, in combination with its operating system, is called aplatform. Many ap¬

plications are written to run on a particular platform. Each platform provides its own

Application Programming Interface (API) for different system services. Thus, consid¬

erable effort is often required to port an application to other platforms. Although these

platform differences continue to exist, and there will probably always be proprietary dif¬

ferences amongst them, new open or standards-conforming interfaces allow applications
to run on different platforms.

COWs are usually homogeneous, meaning that the workstations are identical and run a

copy of the same operating system. Heterogeneous COWs are feasible, but are not user-

friendly, and it is difficult to obtain good performance from them - a reasonable load

balancing is practically impossible, and maintenance is difficult.

In the 15th edition ofthe list ofthe "TOP500 Supercomputer Sites" [TOP00], the machine

listed as the fastest, the Intel ASCI Red from the Sandia National Laboratories in Albu¬

querque/USA, was built using CCOTS technology. Increasingly workstation clusters,
such as the Sandia National Laboratories CPlant, and the Los Alamos National Labora¬

tory's Avalon Cluster, are being represented. Three technological breakthroughs were of

primary importance in allowing CCOTS machines to play a significant role in large-scale

parallel computing:

• The elevation ofthe uni-processor performance ofmicroprocessor-based systems to

the same level as that of supercomputers. In the last two decades, microprocessor

performance has been improving at a rate of approximately 50% per year, super¬

computer performance, in contrast, at only 25% [CSG98]. Nowadays, a company

building a complete parallel system cannot design a faster and better microproces¬

sor, or CPU board, than a standard manufacturer, such as Intel or COMPAQ. Build¬

ing microprocessors or workstations forms the core business of these companies
and they invest considerable amounts of time and money in research and devel¬

opment. In addition, they offer inexpensive Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMPs),
which can be used to construct relatively large machines, at a low price. Most of

the vendor's high-end machines are clusters of their own SMPs.

• The possibility of attaching scalable, low-latency, high-bandwidth interconnects to

standard workstations. Off-the-shelf components achieve a performance that was

previously only possible with expensive and proprietary solutions.

• The emergence of public domain and commercial multi-platform software for man¬

aging and running parallel tasks has accelerated the popularity of affordable parallel
machines using standard workstations. Once again, companies which construct a
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complete parallel system are unlikely to ever develop better software than compa¬

nies that specialize in a specific area. The latter type of enterprise mass produce
their products, and can invest a substantial amount of time and money in research

and development. This is particularly the case as far as operating systems are con¬

cerned.

Workstation clusters also have the following drawbacks:

• They are more difficult to manage than traditional parallel machines. Each worksta¬

tion is a separate machine running it's own copy of a full-featured operating system.

Therefore, managing a COW can be as challenging as managing a normal network

with an equal number of computers. Intelligent management software becomes

very important.

• Using standard operating systems has a big impact on the network hard- and soft¬

ware. Standard operating systems were not originally designed with an eye on

building supercomputers. They are suitable for loosely-coupled workstations, but

are not effective in supporting high-bandwidth, low-latency networks.

• No available network on the market offers the bandwidth of high-end traditional su¬

percomputers 5. Constructing one's own network hardware does not entirely solve

this problem, as the interfaces of standard workstations, such as 33 MHz 32 bit

PCI, do not provide fast enough connection points for high-speed networks. This

will change in the nearer future with the availability of 66 MHz 64 bit PCI and

PCI-X [PCIXOO] 6.

• The workstations are independent and run totally asynchronously, which makes

load balancing more difficult. The progress of a process running on a node is more

or less unpredictable. Other processes can interfere with it, and connected I/O

devices, such as hard disks, may demand CPU time.

1.2 Classification

More than 30 years ago, Michael Flynn [Fly72] proposed a system of computer catego¬

rization. He chose not to examine the explicit structure of the machine, but rather how

instructions and data flow through it. The world is split up into four categories [Hwa93]:

SISD: Single Instruction Stream, Single Data Stream. All instructions of a program

are executed sequentially. These are the conventional sequential machines, e.g.

uni-processor workstations.

SFMD: Single Instruction Stream, Multiple Data Streams. Machines with only one

control unit but several execution units. Many vector computers are SIMD

machines.

5The Cray T3E GigaRing has a maximum bandwidth of 500Mbyte/s.
6Maximum standard 33 MHz 32 bit PCI data rate is 132Mbyte/s. 66 MHz 64 bit PCI offers the fourfold,

PCI-X over 1 Gbyte/s.
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MISD: Multiple Instruction Streams, Single Data Stream. One data stream flows

through a set of processors executing different instruction streams. No com¬

mercial machine of this type has been built to date.

MIMD: Multiple Instruction Streams, Multiple Data Streams. Each processor fetches

its own instructions and operates on its own data. Most parallel computers,

including COWs, are MFMD machines.

Data

Single Stream Multiple Streams

Instructions
Single Stream SISD SFMD

Multiple Streams MISD MIMD

Table 1.1: Flynn's classification scheme

In the past, most supercomputers were SIMD machines. At the moment, MFMD is the

most popular model for general-purpose machines, and is likely to remain so, as it offers

flexibility and a better price-to-performance ratio. All currently existing MIMD machines

can be classified into one of two architectures, depending on their memory organization

(refer to figure 1.2): The CentralizedMemory Architecture and the DistributedMemory
Architecture. Centralized memory machines possess only one physical memory. They are

currently only available with a small processor count because all processors must access

the same centralized memory. With large caches, the single memory can satisfy the de¬

mands of a small number of processors. For larger machines, memory access becomes

more and more of a bottleneck, and consequently, the Centralized Memory Architec¬

ture does not scale. Having a separate memory for each processor avoids this problem
and allows for better scalability. This workaround is realized through what is known as

the Distributed Memory Architecture. Both memory architectures can be further sub-

classified as shared, partially-shared, and non-shared, depending on the way memory

access is handled. "Shared" refers to the fact that the complete memory of the machine is

accessible by all processors, "non-shared", that each processor has his own private mem¬

ory partition. In "partially-shared" machines, only a portion of the memory is shared, i.e.

a part of the memory is accessible to other processors. All currently existing commercial

Centralized Memory Machines are shared memory machines. If the memory access is

uniform, they are called Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMPs). A cluster of workstations

is a type of Distributed Memory Machine. If the memory is shared, partially-shared, or

non-shared depends on the communication network used.
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MIMD

Centralized

Memory
Architecture

(not scalable)

Distributed

Memory
Architecture

(scalable)

shared

partially-shared

non-shared

shared

— partially-shared

1— non-shared

Figure 1.2: Classification ofMIMD architectures. The memory architecture determines

where the memory is physically located, namely centralized (one large memory), or dis¬

tributed (partitioned over all processors). Memory access can be shared (all processors
can access the complete memory of the parallel machine), partially-shared (a proces¬
sor can access only a part of the memory that is assigned to another), or non-shared (a

processor can only access it's own memory)

1.3 MIMD Communication Architectures

The communication architecture of a MIMD machine can be split up into several parts.

The following list provides an overview:

communication model:

Specifies how data is physically transfered between different processes by the network

hardware.

programming model:

The conceptualization of the machine that a programmer uses in writing applications.

network hardware:

The hardware underlying the basic data transport.

communication library:
The software running on a specific platform or set of platforms, providing an API for

data exchange over the network, for
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1.4 MIMD Communication Models

The communication model specifies how data is physically transfered between different

processes by the network hardware of a parallel machine. Many different types of com¬

munication models exist. They are often primarily defined by, and optimized for, the

offered programming model. Most of them can be categorized in three main classes:

Shared memory, message passing, and reflective memory.

1.4.1 Shared Memory

The shared memory communication model is used in (partially-)shared memory MFMD

machines. All processes of a parallel application can usually access the shared memory

regions directly by simple load and store machine instructions, which are routed to the

network hardware which fulfills the order.

1.4.2 Message Passing

The message passing communication model is used in non-shared memory MIMD ma¬

chines. A fitting analogy for the role of the network hardware might be that of the tra¬

ditional postal service. Data is sent as a message, together with a message header. A

process that wants to send a message passes prepared data and header information to the

network interface, which subsequently initiates the transport of the message to the receiv¬

ing process. A message header can contain various information, like the id of the process

the message should be sent to, the message length, or a message identification tag 7.

1.4.3 Reflective Memory

The reflective memory communication model is also used in non-shared memory MIMD

machines. The basic idea is that data can be written directly into the memory of a distant

process. Remote reads are not possible. Data writing takes place by passing data, together
with prepared information about the destination process and destination memory address,
to the local network interface. Data is transported to the receiving process and stored at

the right location in destination process memory. Reflective memory is also known as

mirror memory or replicated memory [JM99, PTM96, Mea96].

1.5 MIMD Programming Models

The programming model is the conceptualization of the machine that a programmer uses

in writing applications. It specifies how the processes of a parallel application communi¬

cate and what kind of synchronization operations are available for co-ordination purposes.

Shared memory and message passing are the most popular programming models. A third

programming model called remote store is presented later in this dissertation (refer to

section 2.8). It combines many advantages of shared memory and message passing.

7Tags can be used to distinguish between different message types.
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1.5.1 Shared Memory

The shared memory programming model assumes that all or a part of the application data

is shared and that all processes ofthe application can read or write the shared part without

any limitations. The user can access shared memory regions directly by simple read and

write instructions or by a functional interface.

1.5.2 Message Passing

The message passing programming model assumes that no shared memory is available

and that a process of a parallel application does not know about the memory layout of the

other processes. Data is conveyed as messages equipped with a header. A header holds

information such as the id of the sending process, the message length, and a message tag.

Normally, messages are actively sent and received.

1.6 MIMD Communication Libraries

A communication library is the software running on a specific platform or set of plat¬

forms, providing an API for data exchange over the network. It supports one or more

programming models, and uses specific communication hardware with a dedicated com¬

munication model. These libraries can be separated into two groups:

low-level communication libraries: Primarily function as intermediate layers. Paral¬

lel applications do not usually make direct use of the low-level communication

library's APIs, as they are not standardized. High-level communication libraries

are implemented on top of low-level communication libraries.

high-level communication libraries: Offer the top-level API suitable for writing paral¬
lel applications. They are more or less standardized in order to make it possible to

write portable applications. Widely employed high-level communication libraries

include MPI [MPI95, GLS99], PVM [PVM], SHMEM [Fei95], and OpenMP,
which are available on many systems.

1.6.1 Low-level Communication Libraries for COWs

A number of low-level communication libraries exist. Every big supercomputer manu¬

facturer has developed its own custom software, specifically optimized for the underlying
hardware. The arena of workstation clusters has been the primary site of a number of re¬

cent developments, many of which have an impact on other areas as well. As previously
mentioned in chapter 1.1, COWs used for high-performance computing have special re¬

quirements. The standard operating systems used by workstations are not designed for

building supercomputers. A common approach is to, as far as possible, minimize inter¬

action with the operating system's kernel 8
to as great an extent as possible, as calling

8The kernel is a part of the operating system. It controls the hardware, provides essential services, and

is responsible for memory, process, and task management.
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a routine within such a kernel can be very expensive. To achieve a satisfactory level of

performance, the low-level communication library has to run entirely in user-space, and,

accordingly, talk directly to the network hardware, without any kernel interference. In

the following section, four important low-level communication libraries most commonly
used in COWs are presented [Buy99a, Buy99b, ABD+98, BRB98c, MH97]. A fifth, de¬

veloped at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), is presented later

in this dissertation (refer to section 3.2).

Active Messages

The Active Messages (AM) library was developed at the University of California at Berke¬

ley [ECG+92, MC96, CMC98]. It offers a message passing API. The basic idea underly¬

ing it is to provide primitives which allow the compiler to optimize the critical aspects of

communication, by applying information gathered in the compilation process. Therefore,
each message is associated with a handler which is executed immediately on message ar¬

rival. This handler extracts the message from the network in an application-specific way.
The message can be processed immediately or it can be integrated into an ongoing com¬

putation. Messages are executed, rather than interpreted. The handler on the receiving
side may issue a response to the sender, identifying an additional handler in the sender

which is executed on arrival of the response.

Fast Messages

The Fast Messages (FM) library, developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign [PKC97, LPC98], is also a message passing library. By providing buffer

management and ordered, reliable delivery, the library helps to simplify and streamline

high-level communication libraries. Data is sent and received as a stream of bytes. It can

improve network throughput in two ways:

• Through providing a scatter-gather mechanism to transfer non-contiguous data, it

can eliminate the need to copy data to and from intermediate buffers.

• A receiver can begin processing a message before the sender has finished sending
it.

Fast Messages is similar to Active Messages. It borrows the message handler concept and

offers a similar API.

Virtual Memory Mapped Communication

The Virtual Memory Mapped Communication (VMMC) library was developed at Prince¬

ton University [DBL+97, DBC+97]. It offers a message passing API as well, and provides
direct data transfer between the memory of the sending and receiving process. A data

transfer takes place only after the receiving process gives the sending process permission
to store data in a specific area. In order for this to take place, the receiving process ex¬

ports areas of its memory as receive buffers. Sending processes must import such remote

buffers before the message can be directly transfered. An exporter can place restrictions
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on the possible importers of a buffer. VMMC ensures that no memory outside of the

exported buffers is overwritten. There is no explicit receive operation in VMMC. It is

possible to send notifications to distant processes about the occurrence of events. Attach¬

ing a notification to a message causes the invocation of a handler in the receiving process

after the message has been received.

Basic Interface for Parallelism

The Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP) library was developed at the University ofLyon

[PT98, PWT97]. It offers a message passing API and is specifically designed to form a

substrate for the implementation ofMPI and PVM. BIP ensures in-order message delivery
and provides send and receive primitives with "loose rendez-vous semantics". Small mes¬

sage sends can complete before a matching receive order is posted because of buffering
in the library.

PM

PM [THI+97, THI96] from the Parallel and Distributed System Software Laboratory of

the Real World Computing Partnership in Japan is a library which provides multi-process
access to the network through using a daemon to multiplex communications for multiple

processes. It offers flow control with a special ACK/NACK mechanism with in-order

message delivery, but does not tolerate network hardware errors.

1.6.2 High-level Communication Libraries

Following a short overview of three popular high-level communication libraries. PVM

and SHMEM are available for COWs, OpenMP is exclusively used in shared memory

machines. Refer to section 1.7 for an introduction to MPI.

PVM

PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)9 is a message passing library that enables a heteroge¬
neous collection of workstations hooked together by a network to be used as a single
distributed memory parallel computer, referred to as the virtual machine. A public do¬

main software package is developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

SHMEM

The logically shared, distributed memory access (SHMEM) library routines from CRAY
10

operate on remote and local memory. They are data passing library routines similar to

message passing routines. SHMEM is available for distributed memory, shared nothing

parallel computers like the CRAY T3E. Supported routines includes remote data transfers,
atomic data manipulations, and broadcast, barrier synchronization and reduction opera¬

tions.

9http://www.pvm.org
10http://www.cray.com
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OpenMP

OpenMP
n is an effort to provide a portable, efficient approach to running parallel ap¬

plications on multi-processor shared memory machines. It is an open specification for a

set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment variables that can be used to

specify shared memory parallelism in programs written with the languages Fortran and

C. The directives, routines, and variables defined in the standard allow users to create and

manage parallel programs while ensuring portability.

1.7 A Short Introduction to MPI

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [MPI95] is the de facto standard messag¬

ing system for distributed MIMD style applications on parallel machines. Proposed in

1994, it has the following goals and constraints:

• To allow efficient communication on many platforms: Avoid memory-to-memory

copying, enable overlap of computation and communication, and allow offloading
to a communication co-processor, where available.

• The realization ofimplementations that can be used in heterogeneous environments.

• To offer a portable application programming interface, usable by programmers, as

well as convenient ANSI C and Fortran 77 bindings of the interface. The semantics

of the interface should stay language-independent.

• The assumption of a reliable communication interface: the user need not cope with

communication failures.

• The definition of an interface that is not too different from other current used com¬

munication libraries, for example, PVM.

• The definition of an interface that can be implemented on many vendor's platforms,
with no significant changes in the underlying network and system software.

• That the interface be designed to enable the realization of thread-safety.

In 1995, the MPI Forum began meeting to consider corrections and extensions to the

initial MPI standard, and later on released the MPI-1.1, MPI-1.2, and MPI-2 revisions of

that standard. MPI-1.1 merely contains corrections to the original, while MPI-1.2 adds

functionality to identify which version ofthe standard is in use, so as to cope with changes
to the standard, and adds further clarifications to MPI-1.1. MPI-2 introduces completely
new classes of functionality, as well as bindings for Fortran 90 and C++.

The next section will concern itself with providing coverage ofthe objects made use of by
the MPI-1.2 standard. Following on that, the functionality embedded within the standard

will be discussed. Special issues relating to MPI, as well as the MPI-2 extensions are

subsequently addressed. The final section encapsulates the magnitude of the differences

found between the classes of functionality offered by the MPI-1.2 and MPI-2 standards.

11
http://www.openmp.org
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1.7.1 MPI-1.2 Objects

MPI-1.2 makes use of the following objects:

• Processes and process ranks: A MPI application is a parallel MIMD style appli¬
cation consisting of a set of processes, normally running on a set of nodes. The

processes do not need to execute the same codes. Process ranks are used to label

MPI processes.

• Process groups and communicators: Processes can be combined to form groups. A

process group is ordered and processes are identified by their rank within the group.

A process that belongs to several groups can have a different rank in each group. A

communicator specifies the communication context for communication operations.
Each communication context provides a separate and distinct communication uni¬

verse. A message is always received within the context it is sent, and messages

sent in different contexts do not interfere with one another. Each communicator has

an attached process group that specifies the set of processes that are allowed to be

involved in a communication. It is possible to attach a process topology, an error

handler, and a set of attributes to a communicator.

• Process topologies: A topology provides a labeling mechanism for processes within

a communicator and may assist the runtime system in mapping the processes onto

the network hardware to improve performance.

• Datatypes: Datatypes are used to transmit and receive non-contiguous data. Pre¬

defined datatypes exist, new ones derived from pre-defined, or other user-defined

types, can be defined.

• Tags: A tag is used to distinguish messages and selectively receive them. It is

specified at both ends of a communication. A process can wait for a message with

a specific tag, or it can use a wild-card to allow the reception of messages with any

tag.

• Request handles: Used to identify pending communication operations.

• Communication statuses: Contain information on concluded send and receive calls.

• Reduction operations: Pre-defined and user-defined functions used for global re¬

duction operations.

• Error handlers: Can be attached to communicators to influence the error behavior.

Pre-defined error-handling functions exist, new ones can be defined.
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1.7.2 MPI-1.2 Functionality

The following is an overview of the MPI-1.2 functionality:

• Point-to-point communication for communication between two processes. A mes¬

sages consists of a data portion and a message envelope. The envelope holds four

fields:

- Source rank, the rank of the sending process.

- Destination rank, the rank of the receiving process.

- Message tag.

- Associated communicator.

A message transfer is always two-sided and therefore consists of two calls, a send

and a receive call. Sending and receiving can be either blocking or nonblocking,

using one of four possible send modes. An ongoing transfer can be monitored or

even cancelled, and a process can check for the availability of a matching message.

Blocking and nonblocking communication: Message sending and receiving is

possible in blocking and nonblocking mode. The term "blocking" refers to

the fact that the routine will block until the send or receive operation is fin¬

ished, after which the routine caller is allowed to reuse resources specified in

the call. An instance for a resource is the message buffer. For example, when

sending a message the buffer containing the message can be reused after return

of the call. In a message receive call, the buffer contains the received message

after return. In nonblocking mode the send or receive routine may complete
before the message has actually been sent or received, and before the user is

allowed to reuse the routine-specified resources. Nonblocking send and re¬

ceive calls return request handles to the caller. A handle is used to reference

non-completed pending operations. Pending operations can be checked for

completion or even cancelled. If it is no longer necessary to have access to a

pending operation, the assigned handle can be released. The idea of both non-

blocking sends and receives is that it may improve performance by allowing
communication and computation to overlap.

Checking for completion: Checking for completion can take place in both block¬

ing or nonblocking mode. In blocking mode, the call returns only if the associ¬

ated order has completed, while in nonblocking mode, it returns immediately
with the information, whether the associated order has completed or not.

Send modes: Different modes are supported for blocking and nonblocking point-

to-point communication, enabling the selection of the semantics used, and

influencing how the message is transfered:

- Synchronous mode: The message is sent as soon as a matching receive

order is available on the receiver.

- Ready mode: The message is sent as soon as possible. It must be guar¬

anteed that the matching receive order has been posted before the send

order is issued.
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- Buffered mode: The message is buffered and then sent with a nonblock¬

ing standard mode send.

- Standard mode: The message is sent in synchronous or ready mode, suit¬

able for longer and shorter messages, respectively. If it is sent in ready
mode and no receive order is posted, the message must be buffered some¬

where in the system. This implies that the completion of send does not

necessarily mean that a matching receive has completed, is running, or

even present.

Message truncation: A message is automatically truncated if the maximum mes¬

sage length specified in the receive order is smaller than the effective message

length specified in the send order.

Message probing: Probing for the availability of a message with a specific tag

from a specific process or process group is also possible. It can take place
in either blocking or nonblocking mode. A blocking probe blocks until a

matching message is available. A nonblocking probe returns immediately with

the information, whether a matching message is available or not.

• Collective communication for operations that involve entire groups of processes.

The following functions are provided:

- Barrier synchronization across all processes in a group.

- Broadcast from one process to all processes within a group.

- Gather data from all processes to one process in a group.

- Scatter data from one process to all processes in a group.

- A gather where all processes within a group receive the result (all-gather).

- A complete exchange where all processes send to all processes in a group

(all-to-all).

- Prefix reduction (scan) on data distributed across all processes in a group.

- Global reduction operations across all processes within a group using pre¬

defined and user-defined functions, where the result can be returned to all

processes in the group, or only a single process (reduce, all-reduce, reduce-

scatter).

Only blocking versions running in standard send mode are available. No tags or

status information is available for collective operations. The amount of data sent

and that specified by the receiver must match exactly.

• Process group and communicator handling functions. MPI provides pre-defined,
but supports both pre- and user-defined communicators. New communicators are

created from existing communicators. The creation of a new communicator is a

collective operation which means that all processes in the parent communicator

must participate. Process group management is a local operation. No inter-process
communication is necessary.
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• Datatype management functions. Datatypes are used in all MPI communication

functions. Pre-defined datatypes are available and new ones can be constructed by

building upon these. Type-constructor functions take a description of the layout, in

memory, of sets of datatypes already in existence.

• Process topology handling functions. Topologies can be managed in various ways

in order to optimize the process topology for the underlying hardware, so as to boost

performance.

• Environmental management and inquiry functions. Used for querying and setting
various parameters related to the MPI implementation and the execution environ¬

ment, and for managing the starting-up and shutting-down of the MPI application.

• Profiling functions designed to add runtime profiling and performance-monitoring
tools.

1.7.3 Special Issues

The MPI standard requires that messages are non-overtaking on both the sending and

receiving side. If a sender issues two messages to one process and both match the same

receive order currently active in this process, then the second message cannot be received

by this order if the first one is still pending. If a receiver has two active receive orders and

both match the same send order, then the second receive order cannot receive the message

if the first one is still pending. MPI makes no guarantee of fairness in the handling of

communication between sender and receiver. A possible starvation must be solved by the

application itself. System resources are permitted to be limited, on the understanding that

a lack thereof be reported by an appropriate error message. MPI-1.2 does not require that

an implementation either supports heterogeneous environments, or that it is thread-safe.

1.7.4 The MPI-2 Extensions

MPI-1.2 is currently widely in use, and therefore it is imperative to the success of a par¬

allel machine that it provides support for the MPI-1.2 standard. Although the MPI-2

specification has been released, it has not been accepted by the user community up till

the present moment. An overview of the functionality added by the MPI-2.0 standard

[MPIX97] follows:

• Dynamic process creation and management: The process model allows for the cre¬

ation and termination of processes at run-time. It provides mechanisms to establish

communication between processes even if they do not belong to the same parallel

application.

• One-sided communication. A process is allowed to specify all communication pa¬

rameters, both for the sending and the receiving side. A process can read and write

memory located in a remote process. Each process has to specify the regions in its

memory that are made accessible to accesses by remote processes. These regions
are called windows.
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• Extended collective operations: Extended functionality, additional routines for

communicator creation, new collective routines.

• External interfaces: The possibility of creating new nonblocking operations similar

to that which is presented in MPI is made available to the user. This can be used

to layer new functionality on top of MPI. The user can associate names to various

objects, add new error codes, decode the internal structure of datatypes for visual¬

ization purposes, and more. Routines to handle threads are available. Attributes can

be attached to communicators, datatypes and windows.

• Support of parallel I/O to enable concurrent access to files by sets of processes.

• New language bindings for C++ and Fortran 90.

• Extensions to existing functionality and several small add-ons, including extra er¬

ror handlers, new datatype manipulation functions, new predefined datatypes, and

memory management routines.

MPI-2 will not be given any further coverage in this dissertation, as it's specification did

not exist at the time the conceptual considerations were made.

1.7.5 Size of the MPI Standards

The MPI-1.2 application programming interface consists of more than 100 functions,
MPI-2 of more than 300. Refer to table 1.2 for an overview of the size of the classes

of functionality offered in MPI-1.2 and MPI-2.

number of routines

class of functionality MPI-1.2 MPI-2

point-to-point communication 40 40

collective communication 16 18

process group and communicator handling 30 37

datatype management 13 24

process topology handling 16 16

environmental management and inquiry 13 48

profiling 1 1

dynamic process creation and management 0 12

one-sided communication 0 14

external interfaces 0 51

parallel I/O 0 52

language bindings 0 4

all 129 317

Table 1.2: Number ofroutines in each MPI-1.2 andMPI-2functionality class. The clas¬

sification is done by the author and is not compelled to match with other proposals
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The routines which are concerned with user data transfer are located in the point-to-point,

collective, and one-sided communication classes, as well as the external interfaces, and

parallel I/O classes. The remaining routines are mostly used predominantly for initial¬

ization and maintenance purposes, tasks usually performed only once at the beginning,
or periodically. A good example are the datatype management routines. All necessary

datatypes are often defined at the beginning. Once this is done, they can be used at any

time without causing additional overhead. In such a case, it does not matter if these rou¬

tines are implemented inefficiently because they are not located in a part ofthe application
called repeatedly.

1.8 Dissertation Overview

Chapter 2 begins with an overview of the requirements of modern supercomputers. It

presents the concept of a new communication architecture that offers two programming
models: The widely used message passing model and a new model referred to as remote

store. The basic network hardware requirements are specified, and the realization of a

message passing API, specifically designed as a substrate for MPI, is discussed. Several

concepts to reduce the processing overhead are presented. Remote store is compared with

other programming models.

Chapter 3 presents the implementation of FCI, the communication library for the new

communication architecture. The machines that form part of the Swiss-Tx project are

introduced. They use two different custom designed networks, known as EasyNet and

T-NET. Three interfaces are discussed: The FCI API, the operating system device driver

interface referred to as the FCIDevice Driver Interface (DDI), and the network hardware

interface, known as the FCI Network Hardware Interface (NHI).

Chapter 4 presents the results of some measurements, and compares the Swiss-Tx ma¬

chines and networks with similar modern products.

In chapter 5, the main results are summarized. An overview of the current state of the

Swiss-Tx project, as well as it's future development, is also provided.

Appendix A describes the matrix-vector multiplication, together with associated algo¬
rithms for the message passing, shared memory, and remote store programming models.

Appendix B explains the performance models underlying these three programming mod¬

els, which are important for the considerations in chapter 2. Appendix C lists the FCI

NHI functions and appendix D contains the FCI API reference manual.

For a detailed discussion of FCI-conforming network hardware refer to [LieOO].

1.9 Conventions

When Gbyte, Mbyte, and Kbyte are used to describe data storage:

1 Gbyte = 1024 Mbytes = 10242 Kbytes = 10243 bytes

When Gbyte/s, Mbyte/s, and Kbyte/s are used to describe data transfer rates, their rela¬

tionship to one another can be described through the following equation:

1 Gbyte/s = 103 Mbyte/s = 106 Kbyte/s = 109 byte/s
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Chapter 2

Concept

"Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler."
- Albert Einstein.

2.1 Requirements of Supercomputing with CCOTS

Technology

Harnessing supercomputer power through the use of CCOTS technology is not a simple
matter. Most of the parts employed are standard products used in normal workstation en¬

vironments and are therefore not designed for supercomputing needs. Available standard

network products like Ethernet, in combination with TCP/IP [TCP, IP], do not offer the

necessary performance (refer to section 2.2). Many different communication architectures

for workstation clusters exist and all of them have certain advantages and disadvantages.
A quality implementation should provide the following:

1. Support for established standards.

2. Low-latency, high-bandwidth communication.

3. Scalable communication.

4. A stable and secure system, implementing reliable communication.

5. Portable and reusable communication network hardware and software.

6. A satisfactory price-to-performance ratio.

2.1.1 Requirement 1: Support for Established Standards

Fulfilling established standards is currently probably the most important prerequisite. Ap¬

plications have become progressively larger, to the point that hardly anyone understands

them anymore. Parallel applications use specific communication libraries that were not

standardized in the past. Because each vendor of parallel machines has implemented his
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own variant of communication library 1, often embedded in the operating system, it has

become very complicated, time-consuming, and expensive to port existing applications
to a new machine. Recent endeavors have tried to establish standard communication li¬

braries that are also oriented towards the needs of the users of parallel machines 2.

In 1992, a broadly based committee of vendors, implementors, and users united to form

the Message Passing Interface Forum. Their goal was to define the syntax and the se¬

mantics of a practical, efficient, flexible, and portable set of library routines that could be

implemented on a wide range of platforms. It is a measure of their success that the so-

called Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard, proposed in 1994, has become the de

facto standard messaging system for distributed applications on parallel machines. MPI is

widely available in public-domain and vendor-supplied implementations. All new paral¬
lel machines, including workstation clusters, must offer a MPI library or else they cannot

be sold. A large number of applications have already been ported to MPI and many new

ones are being developed exclusively for it.

Other important standards that must be satisfied primarily concern the user's software

environment. Users expect to have a standard C or even C++ compiler, complete with

debugger (possibly parallel), and a wide assortment of other tools. Fortunately, a number

of these tools are available for workstations and can also be used in workstation clusters.

Various companies have begun to market tools for COWs. An example is the widely used

parallel debugger TotalView, from Etnus Inc. It is available for many platforms, including
traditional supercomputers, like the CRAY T3E, or the NEC SX-4, as well as standard

machines, like COMPAQ Alpha or Sun SPARC workstations, running Tru64 UNIX or

Solaris, respectively.

2.1.2 Requirement 2: Low-Latency, High-Bandwidth Communica¬

tion

Distributed supercomputing requires the efficient exchange of information across the

communication network. The performance and scalability of a system depends upon

an efficient communication facility. Since the mid-1980s, processing power has been in¬

creasing at a rate of approximately 50 % per year [CSG98]. In terms of performance,
standard network products have not been able to keep pace, caused through the relative

slowness of developments in network hardware, and by the network protocols employed.

The basic yardsticks by which the communication efficiency is measured are its latency
and bandwidth.

examples are Intel's NX/2, nCUBE's Vertex, HITACHI'S Express, and Fujitsu's CAREN/CellOS.

2Examples are [PVM], and SHMEM [Fei95].
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Communication Latency

Communication latency is the time taken to transmit a block of data from a sender to a

receiver. It is measured from the moment when the sending process issues the send order

to the point when the receiving process becomes aware of the arrival of the data. It is

composed of both processing overhead 3, as well as network hardware overhead. Pro¬

cessing overhead is the software overhead introduced within the workstation and between

the workstation and the network hardware. Network hardware overhead, on the other

hand, is caused by the network hardware and the data transfer between node and network

hardware.

Processing overhead is effected by the following:

• Data management on the sending and the receiving side. This may include:

1. protocol handling

2. data copying

3. data packing

4. buffer management

5. software error detection and correction

6. flow-control handling

7. interrupt overhead

Data copying may be required because of the protocol, operating system, or net¬

work hardware used. Data packing may be necessary if the network hardware re¬

quires or returns a contiguous block of data in process memory, but data to send is

non-contiguous, or the receiving application demands that data handed to it be non¬

contiguous. Whether flow-control handling or software error detection and correc¬

tion is necessary depends on the network hardware employed. Interrupt overhead

is added if interrupts are required to handle data transport.

• Control of the network hardware. It may be that network hardware resources have

to be arbitrated, and that the network hardware must be configured to do a data

transfer.

The network hardware overhead component of communication latency, on the other hand,
is influenced by:

• The time required by the data to move out of the node's CPU or memory into the

network interface, and vice versa.

• The network latency: The time data takes to pass through the network. A network

may consist of active elements like routers, which require time for activities such as

error checking and data routing, or to satisfy requirements of the particular protocol
used.

3A more suitable term would have been network software overhead, but the term processing overhead

is widely used.
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Communication Bandwidth

The communication bandwidth is the amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed

amount of time. The maximum communication bandwidth can be measured by sending a

large stream of data from one node to another and depends on:

• The usable link bandwidth. The maximum amount of application data that can be

transfered over the network links.

• The peak bandwidth at which a source node can transfer application data to the

network hardware.

• The peak bandwidth at which application data can be transfered from the network

hardware into the destination node.

0 200 400 600 800 1000 10000 100000

message size [bytes] message size [bytes]

Gigabit Ethernet Fast Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Fast Ethernet

Figure 2.1: Fast and Gigabit EthernetMPI communication latency and bandwidth

Recent developments have led to considerable improvements in network hardware, with

associated consequences for communication latency and bandwidth. The improvements
in communication bandwidth, however, become significantly less influential with reduc¬

tions in message size, as large message latency is mainly dominated by communication

bandwidth, while small message latency is increasingly dominated by processing over¬

head. Good examples are Fast and Gigabit Ethernet, in combination with the TCP/IP

protocol 4. While the raw link bandwidth of Gigabit Ethernet is 10 times higher than the

bandwidth of Fast Ethernet, the protocol overhead remains comparable. Figure 2.1 illus¬

trates some measurements taken from a set of COMPAQ Alpha workstations equipped
with Fast and Gigabit Ethernet. The maximum MPI communication bandwidth of Gi¬

gabit Ethernet is about 25 Mbyte/s, of Fast Ethernet 11 Mbyte/s. With a message size

somewhere in the region of 500 bytes or below, Fast Ethernet's MPI latency is even lower

than that of Gigabit Ethernet.

Many applications exchange rather small packets as opposed to really large ones and

therefore don't perform and scale much better with improved network hardware but stag¬

nating processing overhead. Accordingly, a central issue is to reduce the processing over¬

head (see section 2.2 for an analytical discussion).

4U-Net [WBE97, EBB+95] is a communication architecture using Fast Ethernet and ATM without

TCP/IP protocol.
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2.1.3 Requirement 3: Scalable Communication

In general, a scalable system attempts to avoid design limitations affecting the extent to

which resources can be added to the system [CSG98]. In practice, no design scales per¬

fectly, but a good scaling system should allow for the addition of a "large" number of

nodes. For workstation clusters, scalability is the ability to function and perform well,

even given a "large" number of nodes and processes. An optimized cluster uses its re¬

sources economically and tries to keep the overhead that is necessary to transport data

over the network approximately constant for an increasing number of nodes. Many com¬

ponents of a system can limit it's inherent scalability but only four aspects need to be

taken into account for the hardware and software that is involved in the inter-node com¬

munication: Bandwidth, latency, costs, and the physical extension. If the communication

network of a machine scales perfectly, these factors behave as follows:

• Network bandwidth increases proportionally to the number of processors.

• Network latency from one node to any other remains constant. It does not depend
on the number of nodes.

• Overall costs and physical extension of the complete system are proportional to the

number of processors.

Normally costs and physical extension are closely intertwined. Links become slower

with increasing length, and link technology becomes more expensive when the distance

between the nodes grows. On the other hand, a looser packing allows greater use of

CCOTS technology, reducing development time and cost. Dense packing requires highly-

integrated chips, boards, and nodes, which results in higher costs.

2.1.4 Requirement 4: A Stable and Secure System, Implementing
Reliable Communication

The complete system should be stable, secure, and reliable. A standard workstation with

bundled operating system is assumed to meet these requirements. Clustering such work¬

stations through the addition of network hardware and software should not undermine

stability, security, and reliability in any way. In no case should it be subordinated to

the system's performance. For the communication network, it is important that the data

transfer error-rate is very low. Existing communication architectures differ widely in the

way they address reliability. Some offer reliability directly in hardware and/or software,

through the inclusion of error-checking and error-correction mechanisms, while others

assume that the link error-rate is so low as to render such mechanisms redundant.

2.1.5 Requirement 5: Portable and Reusable Communication Hard¬

ware and Software

Portability means that the network hardware and software are mainly platform indepen¬
dent and that they can easily be ported to new platforms. This is a big advantage as it

guarantees that a major part of the software and possibly hardware as well can be reused
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for future machines, thus reducing costs and development time. Expanding or upgrading
an existing cluster of workstations can then be achieved by adding compatible worksta¬

tions, by replacing old workstations by newer and better ones, or even by substituting
faster network hardware.

2.1.6 Requirement 6: A Satisfactory Price-to-Performance Ratio

The price-to-performance ratio is one of the main factors that determines whether a ma¬

chine is successful or not. Minimized hardware and software costs and development time

are important. Economic use of resources is also a major concern. Important resources

are the communication network, as well as workstation I/O bus, memory, and proces¬

sor. Memory and I/O bus usage should be minimized, and the processor load caused by
data communication over the communication network should be kept as low as possible.
Small protocol overhead between the different components and on the communication

network is a must. The goal is a communication architecture requiring very limited net¬

work hardware functionality, combined with simple but possibly sophisticated software.

This combination leads to improved performance because overhead is reduced 5.

2.2 Rating Latency, Bandwidth, and Scalability

A quality communication architecture should offer a low-latency, high-bandwidth, and

scalable communication network. As mentioned in the previous section, the communi¬

cation latency is composed of network hardware and processing overhead, with the latter

becoming increasingly important.

The dependency of system performance and scalability on the communication latency and

bandwidth is well illustrated by means of a simple example. The matrix-vector multipli¬
cation is chosen, as its communication pattern is typical for many parallel applications.
Refer to appendix A for an explanation of the matrix vector multiplication and its im¬

plementation using different programming models. The following considerations are all

made for the message passing programming model. Refer to appendix B for an explana¬
tion of the definitions employed and for a derivation of the used equations.

The total execution time of a parallel application is given by:

t-execyP) — tcalc\P) T 'Jcoram\P) T ''barrier \P) \~-'-)

2s floating-point operations are necessary to compute one value of a matrix-vector multi¬

plication of size s. Therefore, the total computation time is:

, / \ , . '"parallel , STit0p
''calc\P) ''serial ~l ''serial T

P p

2 s2/
'•serial ~l

p

(2.2)

5It is comparable with the RISC (ReducedInstruction Set Computing) concept presented by John Cocke

from IBM in 1975 [CM90]. His basic message was that a RISC based system, as opposed to a CISC

(Complex Instruction Set Computing) based one, is considered to be faster, less expensive to design and

manufacture, and easier to program.
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For the message passing programming model, the number of generated messages is a

function of the number of processes used. It is assumed that all processes can send or

receive with maximum bandwidth concurrently, and that the network supports broadcasts.

With algorithm A.3, each process broadcasts one message. Therefore, each process sends

out one message of size - (the broadcast) and receives p — 1 different messages of size ä

(broadcasts from all other processes). A synchronization of the processes to guarantee a

separation of the iteration steps is not necessary.

^barrierMP \P) — \A-^)

''commMP\P) P''MPmessage\~ ) Py'latencymp ' ''clock)
y y (^--4)

— Pt-latencyMP ' ''''clock

Following from this, the total execution time for a parallel matrix-vector multiplication

using the message passing programming model is:

2s2t0
texec\P) — ^serial H r P^latencyMP '

^clock v^-^/
r

The parameters are selected as follows:

• The matrix-vector multiplication is performed on a matrix A of 10000 x 10000

elements. The problem size s is 10000.

• The processor has a sustained performance of 250 Mflop/s and therefore an average

execution time per operation top of 4 ns.

• The network can transmit 1, 10, or 100 million values per second. Accordingly, the

network clock cycle tdock is 1 fis, 100 ns, and 10 ns.

• The message passing latency tiatencyUp 1S 1 ms> 100 /-*s> 10 /-*s> and 1 A^-

• The serial component is assumed to consist of 1250 processor instructions, provid¬

ing us with a serial computation time tsermi is 5 fis.

Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 illustrate the performance and the efficiency for different network

clock cycles and message passing latencies, in relation to the number of processes. It is

assumed that each process runs on a separate node.

The case where the network can transmit 1 million values per second and the mes¬

sage passing latency is somewhere between 1 ms and 100 fis is comparable to standard

100 Mbit/s Ethernet with TCP/IP protocol running on many modern PCs. It is therefore

assumed that a value that can be transmitted in one network clock cycle is 8 bytes long
and that the PCs offer 250 Mflop/s when computing with 8 byte floating-point numbers.

A network capable of transmitting 10 million values per second is comparable to Giga¬
bit Ethernet with TCP/IP protocol6. The message passing latency is in the same range

for both networks, as most of it consists of processing overhead caused by the TCP/IP

6This is in the range of the theoretical maximum bandwidth. Measurements have shown that even fast

workstations do not attain more than 25 Mbyte/s (refer to figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.4: Performance P{p) and efficiency E{p) ofa matrix-vector multiplicationper¬

formed on a matrix of10000 x 10000 elements as afunction ofthe number ofprocesses.
The network transmits 1 million valuesper second, the messagepassing latency tiatencyMP
varies

protocol running in software This provides a good illustration of the lack of scalability
of standard networks in carrying out a matrix vector multiplication performed on a ma¬

trix with 10000 x 10000 elements For 100 fis message passing latency, the attainable

peak performance is only 7 2 Gflop/s for 100 Mbit, and 10 6 Gflop/s for Gigabit Ether¬

net, reached at 89 processes in both cases (see table 2 1) The running efficiency with 89

processes is only 32 % for 100 Mbit Ethernet, and 48 % for Gigabit Ethernet The best
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speed
Mval/s

latency

fIS

p
±
max

Gflop/s

Pmax
E
'-'max

% Gflop

P50%

1

1

1

1

1000

100

10

1

3.0

7.2

12.8

17.0

28

89

283

894

43

32

18

8

3.0

6.6

9.3

9.0

24

52

74

79

10

10

10

10

1000

100

10

1

3.5

10.6

30.0

71.6

28

89

283

894

50

48

42

32

3.5

10.6

29.6

65.4

28

85

237

523

100

100

100

100

1000

100

10

1

3.5

11.1

34.7

105.6

28

89

283

894

50

50

49

47

3.5

11.1

34.7

105.4

28

89

278

843

Table 2.1: Maximum and 50 % performance (Pmax and Pr,o%) w^h the corresponding
number ofprocesses (pmax and P5o%) depending on the network speed (measured in

Mval/s, million values per second) and the message passing latency. In addition, the

efficiency at maximumperformance (Emax) is given

network running at 100 million values per second, with a message passing latency of 1 fis,

reaches 21.8 Gflop/s at the same number of processes (the efficiency is 98 %!) and offers

a peak performance of more than 100 Gflop/s (47 % efficiency) using the same PCs. A

network running at the same speed as Gigabit Ethernet but offering a message passing

latency of only 10 fis already reaches 18.4 Gflop/s with 89 processes (83 % efficiency),
and offers a peak performance of 30.0 Gflop/s (42 % efficiency).

As no system scales perfectly, the minimum acceptable efficiency can be fixed to deter¬

mine the maximum feasible number of processes. In table 2.1 the minimum acceptable

efficiency is set to 50 %. The result is that the best network scales up to 843 processes,

the 100 Mbit Ethernet to a poor 52, and the Gigabit Ethernet to only 85 processes.

The inevitable conclusion drawn is that a large machine equipped with Ethernet, or even

Gigabit Ethernet, is not suitable to carry out a matrix vector multiplication performed on a

matrix with 10000 x 10000 elements. It is essential that large machines are equipped with

high-bandwidth, low-latency networks in order to enable scalability for such a problem
size. Having a larger matrix A leads to better scalability. Refer to figure 2.5 for the

performance and efficiency of a matrix-vector multiplication performed on a matrix of

100000 x 100000 elements, where the network clock cycle tciock is 1 fis. The relatively
slow network now allows for better performance than illustrated in the corresponding

figure 2.4.

Let's assume that a machine is equipped with a network that can transfer 100 million

values per second at a message passing latency of 10 /is. The peak performance of

34.7 Gflop/s for a matrix-vector multiplication performed on a matrix of 10000 x 10000

elements is reached at 283 processes. 80 % of it can be already attained with 141 pro¬

cesses. This means that if two applications of the type discussed should run on this ma-
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chine, it would be a better proposition to partition the machine in two halves and let

both run concurrently, than let each of them execute in a linear fashion and use the entire

machine's resources. The partitioning of large machines into several parts is therefore

required if the users are to extract the maximum benefit from their applications. The as¬

sumption therefore is that the partitioning of the machine physically slices the network up

into distinct sections. To ensure good communication performance, each ofthe concurrent

applications must run independently of one another on separate parts of the network.

2.3 Top-Down: An Intermediate API for MPI

Given that MPI has become the de facto standard messaging system for distributed appli¬

cations, it would make sense to specifically optimize a new communication architecture

for MPI. In order that this be realized, changes have to be instituted within the network

software design, and to a certain extent within the hardware design as well.

2.3.1 Four Approaches in Building a Communication Architecture

Essentially, four different approaches exist in building a communication architecture suit¬

able for running MPI applications. These approaches result in designs which can be

summarized as follows:

® The MPI communication library exercises direct control over network hardware not

optimized for the needs of MPI.

© The MPI communication library directly controls network hardware specifically

designed for the needs of MPI.

© An intermediate communication library (ICL) controls the network hardware and

the MPI library is implemented on top of it. The network hardware is not optimized
for the needs of MPI.

© An ICL controls the network hardware and the MPI library is implemented on top

of it, but the network hardware is specialized for the needs of MPI.
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Cases ® and © are illustrated in figure 2.6, cases © and © in figure 2.7.

MPI Application

MPI Library

Standard or Specialized
Communication Network Hardware

Figure 2.6: Different ways to implement MPI: Without ICL, with standard or specialized
network hardware

MPI Application

MPI Library

Intermediate Communication Library

Standard or Specialized
Communication Network Hardware

Figure 2.7: Different ways to implement MPI: With ICL, with standard or specialized
network hardware

Cases ® and © have only theoretical relevance. No existing MPI library directly ac¬

cesses the network hardware. All systems use at least two or even more software layers.
With specialized custom hardware as illustrated in case ©, it would be possible to create

the "best performing" MPI system. All MPI functions could be implemented in the best

possible way using software and hardware specially optimized for MPI. Although this

is the ideal, it's nearly impossible to build. The necessary network hardware and soft¬

ware would be very complex and difficult to develop and maintain. For example, a small

change in the hardware-software interface of the network hardware would be likely to

necessitate many software adaptations, as the changed hardware functionality would be

used frequently in the software. Each communication network hardware component with

different hardware-software interface would require a special MPI library.

A much better method is to define an API of an intermediate layer as described in cases

© and ©. A layered implementation allows for abstraction. Assuming that the ICL API

does not change, the MPI library must be written only once for a complete set of different

hardware (nodes and networks) and ICL libraries. With the same MPI library, various spe¬

cialized and standard communication network hardware could be supported concurrently

by different ICLs offering the same API. A good example is the widely utilized MPICH

implementation [MPICH, GLD+96], which is available for many different networks.

Employing standard network hardware is possible but often does not meet the required

specifications. An example thereof is Fast Ethernet, which can be used with MPICH.

Because it is not multi-cast capable and because of the rather low bandwidth and high
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latency, a MPICH/Fast Ethernet system
7 does not scale for many parallel applications.

Good performance can only be obtained if the application is not communication intensive.

If efficient low-latency, high-bandwidth communication is essential, variant 4, a layered
solution with specialized network hardware is often the best choice. (Refer to section

2.2 for a detailed discussion of the correlation of communication network bandwidth and

latency with system performance and scalability.)

2.3.2 ICL API Functions

1 L i L

r*- PBLAS

LAPACK BLACS

BLAS - ^^^^J

Figure 2.8: ScaLAPACK, other involved mathematics libraries, and MPI The arrows

symbolize the dependencies. PBLAS, for example, uses the BLACS and BLAS library

functions

Defining a simple ICL API which is optimized for MPI is difficult. The chosen set offunc¬

tions must constitute a trade-off between optimal performance and minimum hardware

and software development effort, with the aim of ensuring a good price-to-performance
ratio. Beside the communication related routines, the API has to support environmental

management and inquiry functions, necessary to start up, shut down, and manage parallel

applications. The process of identifying the communication related API functionality re¬

quires that assumptions must be made about the behavior of the applications that will run

on the target workstation cluster and how they make use of the available MPI functions.

We assume that the cluster is a general purpose machine, primarily used for scientific ap¬

plications. These kind of applications often make use of standard mathematics libraries,
such as the Scalable Linear Algebra Package (ScaLAPACK) [BCC+97], a collection of

mathematical software for linear algebra computations on distributed memory computers.

It is based on a set of other libraries, as illustrated in figure 2.8, and can use MPI for data

exchange. Only the BLACS library references MPI, and uses a very limited set of MPI

functions for data communication purposes. These functions include:

7This combination is used in several parallel machines which are often called Beowulf Clusters. Be¬

owulf Clusters consist of commodity nodes using standard software packages, for example MPICH. They
are connected by commodity network hardware, for example Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Myrinet [BCF+95],
or ATM (http : //www. atmforum. com/). The Beowulf Project was started in the summer of 1994

at CESDIS, the Center of Excellence in Space Data and Information Sciences, in Greenbelt, Maryland

[SCB+97]. The number of world-wide Beowulf installations has grown steadily over the years.
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• blocking and nonblocking receives

• standard and ready mode sends

• broadcasts

• barrier synchronizations

• global reductions

If ScaLAPACK is taken as representative of the class of libraries used by scientific appli¬

cations, the conclusion drawn is that the following MPI functions must be optimized and

available in an ICL:

• point-to-point functions

• the broadcast function

• the barrier synchronization function

This approach obtains support from the fact that well-performing implementations for all

collective operations are possible through use of the broadcast and point-to-point func¬

tions alone. The gather, scatter, all-to-all, reduce, reduce-scatter, and scan collective oper¬

ations cannot take advantage of the broadcast function anyway. All-gather and all-reduce

can use the broadcast function to spread the data to all participating processes. Better

performance could be possible if all collective operations would be available in the ICL

and if the hardware could be used more efficiently through the inclusion of this additional

functionality. The upshot of this would be that the necessary network hardware would be

more complex.

Broadcast and barrier synchronization could be also implemented with sequential algo¬
rithms using point-to-point functions. To allow an optimized and scalable implementa¬
tion that can make use of a potentially available data multi-casting feature offered by the

network hardware, both functions must be part of the ICL API. Replacing the barrier syn¬

chronization by a broadcast would be possible if synchronization is an epi-phenomenon
of the broadcast, which cannot be assumed since it depends on the implementation. The

ability of the process that broadcasts a message to advance to the statement after the

broadcast function before all other participating processes have got the message, or even

before they have arrived at the broadcast function, can therefore prove problematic.

2.3.3 Process Topologies

It is not necessary to add the ability to pass topology-related information to the ICL.

If topology-related information is needed to implement an efficient broadcast or barrier

synchronization function, this constitutes (invariable) internal ICL knowledge about the

physical topology of the network.
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2.3.4 Process Groups

Offering broadcast and barrier synchronization in the ICL only makes sense if process

groups similar to the MPI process groups and communicators are supported. This allows

the ICL to define the participating processes, as the corresponding MPI functions always

selectively run across the members of a given process group. All processes of the parallel

application need not necessarily always take part.

2.3.5 Datatype Support

An ICL with datatype support can provide better performance for non-contiguous send

and receive buffers, at the expense of a more complicated ICL. To understand the meaning
of datatypes and non-contiguous buffers, refer to figure 2.9. It illustrates a non-contiguous
buffer defined by a derived datatype, as is possible in MPI. It consists of a four byte

integer, followed by a one byte character, followed by another four byte integer. Assuming
that integers have to be four byte aligned, which is true for many modern systems, a

three byte gap must be introduced between the character and the second integer, with the

consequence that the datatype is non-contiguous. MPI also allows applications to insert

gaps manually in the construction of any possible datatype. With this feature, a user can

define a datatype that addresses only a specific section of a buffer, for example a matrix

sub-block or column. The MPI standard requires that gaps are removed prior to data

transmission, and re-inserted at the receiver. This is necessary to prevent non-involved

areas of a buffer from being overwritten if the user specifies a datatype that addresses

only a specific part, as mentioned above.

gap integer

1
5

'
6

'
7 8 9 10 11

Figure 2.9: A non-contiguous buffer defined by a derived datatype. It consists ofafour

byte integer, followed by a one byte character, followed by anotherfour byte integer. It is

assumed that integers must be four byte aligned. A three byte gap is introduced between

the character and the second integer - the datatype is therefore non-contiguous

Structured buffers without gaps does not raise a performance-leakage issue, as the MPI

library can scan new datatypes for gaps when they are committed. If no gaps are in¬

cluded, the ICL can treat it like a contiguous datatype. Well designed MPI applications
should in any case avoid non-contiguous buffers. Gaps waste process memory, and due

to the increased overhead always included for such send or receive operations, the re¬

sulting (network) performance is lower than with contiguous buffers. Depending on the

implementation, datatypes with gaps may introduce additional data copy steps within the

sending and receiving process. If the network hardware cannot deal with non-contiguous

buffers, data must be packed into a contiguous buffer before it is sent, and unpacked on

the receiving side.

It was decided that the ICL should not be burdened with the additional code required for

handling non-contiguous buffers, and is therefore not datatype-aware. A MPI programmer
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is expected to know that non-contiguous datatypes waste resources and to avoid using
them.

2.3.6 Thread Safety and Heterogeneity

The MPI standard does not specify the execution model for the processes. Accordingly

they could be multi-threaded, with threads possibly executing concurrently. To support

multi-threaded environments, the MPI implementation must be "thread-safe". A "thread-

safe" application is one in which the threads are capable of calling MPI functions concur¬

rently, and in which all functions are re-entrant and blocking MPI functions only block

the calling thread. Multi-threaded programs are complex, and thus difficult to develop
and understand. A thread-safe implementation must be able to handle several threads,
and threads must be scheduled by the operating system. Both result in increases in the

overhead.

In addition, MPI makes allowance for heterogeneous environments, which means that a

workstation cluster can consist of several different types of workstation, possibly using
different operating systems. The maintenance, programming, and load-balancing of such

machines is a complicated affair, and requires a great deal of expertise. As a result of

data representation differences, a MPI implementation must perform some conversions

on transmitted data, causing additional overhead and slowing the parallel applications
down. Currently, no relevant heterogeneous systems exist.

For all of these reasons, the decision was made that the ICL will not be thread-safe or

support heterogeneous environments.

2.3.7 Summary

To summarize - The following functionality is offered by the ICL:

• point-to-point functions (blocking and nonblocking sending, receiving, probing,

waiting and testing for operation completion, message cancelling, send and receive

request releasing)

• process group handling

• broadcast function

• barrier synchronization function

• environmental management and inquiry functions

Functionality not directly supported:

• all collective functions beside broadcast and barrier synchronization

• process topologies

• datatypes

• multi-threaded applications

• heterogeneous environments
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2.4 Bottom-Up: The Best Communication Model

The top-down approach led to a simple ICL API, optimized for MPI. The bottom-up

approach is to select the communication model best suited to implement the message

exchange needed by a MPI application running on a workstation cluster. At a fundamental

level, one of the shared memory, message passing, or reflective memory communication

models must be implemented in the network hardware. Shared memory is not suitable for

large workstation clusters since it is not scalable. Message passing and reflective memory

are scalable models (refer to section 2.8.1 for a detailed discussion).

On the surface, the more appropriate model of the two for our purposes appears to be that

of the message passing communication model. Message passing offers channels from

one process to the others, thus allowing for the transport of data. No real destination

addresses are included in the data transfered from sender to receiver, so that the latter

receives no information in the data as to the location in process memory to be written to.

It is always necessary that an instance on the receiving side relocate the received data,
based on information contained in the message and locally stored information.

CPUo CPU„

'

CPU Bus Network Interface

Main

Memory
Chipset

Memory
Bus

I/O Bus

(e.g. PCI) other I/O Devices

Figure 2.10: Schematic block diagram ofa modern workstation using a chipset. CPUs,

main memory, andI/O devices are connected to the chipset. PCI is a standardI/O bus. A

network interface with local memory is connected to it

The message passing communication model can be fully implemented in the hardware

of the network interface, but also frequently takes the form of software running on the

workstation. Implementing message reception entirely in the network interface is rather

complicated. The receiving network interface must be aware of all active receives and

must know where in process memory it has to store received messages. It must assign

message tags and process source ranks to destination addresses. The necessary tables

have to be managed, which cannot be done in a "dumb" network interface. Fulfilling the

requirement that messages are non-overtaking (refer to section 1.7) introduces an addi¬

tional level of complexity.

Table 2.2 lists all of the sensible management table location variants for the message

passing and remote store communication models. It also indicates who manages and

uses them, and provides a rating of the message reception and network interface costs.

Solution No. 1 is the previously discussed message passing based variant with a highly

sophisticated network interface which holds the management tables and also manages and

uses them. Message reception is fast but the network interface costs are very high. Table

management can also be achieved through the employment of software, which makes the

management flexible and the network interface less expensive, while maintaining message
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solu

tion

comm.

model

table

location

table

manag.

table

used by

message

reception

ni

costs

1 mp rni rni rni fast very high
2 mp rni rws rni fast high
3 mp rws rni rni slow high
4 mp rws rws rni slow medium

5 mp rws/rni rws/rni rws very slow variable

6 rm sni+rni sni+rni sni/sws fast very high
7 rm sni+rni sws+rws sni/sws fast high
8 rm sws+rws sni+rni sni/sws fast high
9 rm sws+rws sws+rws sni fast medium

10 rm sws+rws sws+rws SWS fast low

Table 2.2: Overview ofall ofthe sensible management table location variants, as well as

who manages and uses them, together with a rating ofthe message reception andnetwork

interface costs. Not listed variants are uninteresting. For example, all solutions where the

tables are not located at the same node as they are managed are omitted. See table 2.3

for an explanation ofthe abbreviations used

abbreviation explanation

ni network interface

mp message passing communication model

rm reflective memory communication model

rws receiving workstation

SWS sending workstation

rni receiving network interface

sni sending network interface

x/y x or y

x+y x and y

Table 2.3: Abbreviations used in table 2.2

reception speed. Refer to figure 2.10 for a schematic block diagram of a modern work¬

station. CPUs, main memory and I/O devices are connected to a chipset. This chipset
contains a memory and I/O controller, together with the logic necessary to handle the

CPUs. A network interface with local memory is connected to the I/O bus, of which a

standard exemplar is that of the PCI bus. Main memory and network interface accesses

of the CPUs are routed through the chipset. The memory bus is usually much faster than

the I/O bus, which makes main memory accesses faster than network interface accesses.

Main memory accesses of the network interface must pass through both the I/O and the

memory bus, slowing down the performance. It follows from this, that if the tables reside

in the network interface, the management by software is expensive, because accessing
network interface memory is expensive (solution 2 in table 2.2). On the other hand, if the

tables reside in main memory, management by software is fast and flexible but every time
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a message arrives, the network interface has to do expensive main memory accesses to

determine the right destination address, increasing communication latency (solution 4).

Message Message

Sending Process Receiving Process

Network Interface Network Interface

Figure 2.11: Transfer of a message: The message or a part of it is latched onto an

intermediate buffer ofthe receiving network interface

If message reception is handled primarily by software running on the receiving worksta¬

tion (solution 5), the arrival of a packet must trigger an action, starting an interrupt service

routine, which, in turn, may wake up a sleeping process. The interrupt service routine or

the woken process copies data from a buffer in the network interface to the correct lo¬

cation in the receiving processes memory. The process or handler may also instruct the

network interface to do so (refer to figure 2.11).

workstation type operating system

interrupt service

routine start-up

flS

process

wake-up

flS

180 MHz Pentium Pro Linux V2.0 4 24

233 MHz Pentium Linux V2.0 4 21

500 MHz Alpha 21164 Windows NT 4.0 3 18

Table 2.4: Some average interrupt service routine start-up andprocess wake-up timings

ofthree different non-stressed workstations

Interrupts and process wake-ups introduce non-negligible overhead. In modern systems,

starting an interrupt service routine wastes several microseconds, while process wake-ups

usually take even more time (also refer to section 4.3.4). This time is added to the process¬

ing overhead, thus raising the communication latency. Refer to table 2.4 for some average

timings of several non-stressed workstations. All numbers depend on the system's state

and can only serve to provide an impression how long the different actions might approx¬

imately take. The CPU load, state of the caches, and other characteristics of the system at

the time the software interrupt or process wake-up takes place all have a strong influence

on the outcome. In fact, the workstations were idle during the measurements because

in standard operating systems, a woken process does not start immediately. Instead it

is only marked as runnable, with the preemptive scheduler letting it run later when its

turn has come. Changing between all runnable processes occurs only once every multiple
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millisecond period

Receiving Process

Message

Message

Sending Process

Intermediate Buffer

Intermediate

Message 1

Network Interface Network Interface

Figure 2.12: Transfer ofa message: The message is latched onto an intermediate buffer
in the main memory ofthe receiving node

A slightly different approach for message reception relies on the network hardware di¬

rectly storing received messages, or parts thereof, at predefined locations in main mem¬

ory, and the receiving process relocating it afterwards on request of the application. This

enables a solution without interrupts. Figure 2.12 provides a diagrammatic representation
of this arrangement. A data copy step is introduced, which consumes processing power,

raises the communication latency, and potentially reduces the communication bandwidth,

as well.

Message Message

Send ing Procèss Rec giving Process

Network Interface Network Interface

Figure 2.13: Transfer of a message: The message is transfered directly to the correct

location in the receivingprocess's memory

A far better solution is to avoid any processor interaction on the receiving side (solutions
6 to 10 in table 2.2), thus enabling fast message reception. This is illustrated in figure
2.13. It can be realized if the sender knows in advance where to store the messages in

the receiver's memory, and if the network hardware on the receiving side is capable of

8 The scheduler normally runs every 10 ms on a Linux PC, and about every millisecond on a Linux

COMPAQ Alpha based workstation.
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passing received data directly to the correct location. This is possible with the reflective

memory communication model.

In the reflective memory communication model sender and receiver both own a copy of

the necessary management tables, and both are responsible for table management. The

sending workstation scans its tables and knows where to store data on the receiving node.

If table management is performed by means of software and the tables are located in the

workstations, solution 10 of table 2.2 applies. This represents the best choice. Solutions

6 to 9 are cases where the network interface contains the tables, and is involved in table

management and usage. They are not suitable because the network interface is complex
and the costs are therefore higher than those for solution 10.

A big advantage ofthe reflective memory model is that, due to its simplicity, it requires lit¬

tle in the way of hardware and software resources. Implementing shared memory is much

more complicated, as it supports remote reads, which introduces the following problems:

• If cached remote data is changed, the cache contents must be updated to maintain

data consistency (known as the "cache coherence problem").

• An efficient read instruction supporting read bursting is expensive to implement.
The hardware must be aware of the amount of data in advance or estimate the

amount it should request. A CPU can issue a number of write instructions that

can be easily collected and combined into a single burst. A CPU read instruction

usually stalls the CPU until data is fetched.

• Remote reads are slower than remote writes. The reason for this is that read instruc¬

tions are always comprised of two steps - The first step consists of the requesting
of the data, while it is delivered by the owner in the second. A write instruction is

faster because the same instance requests and delivers the data.

communication

model

scalable fast & simple
data relocation

simple
hardware

message passing yes no yes

shared memory no yes no

reflective memory yes yes yes

Table 2.5: Comparison chart ofthe messagepassing, sharedmemory, andreflective mem¬

ory communication models

In conclusion, table 2.5 provides an overview of the important features of the different

communication models. Both shared memory and message passing have several draw¬

backs. Reflective memory is scalable, allows fast and simple data relocation in the receiv¬

ing node, and is easy to implement in hardware. As previously explained, it is also the

model best suited for the implementation of message passing. To ensure that it is opti¬

mally adapted, it is necessary to extend it by two key features, which are presented in the

following section.
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2.5 The Ideal Communication Model: Extended Reflec¬

tive Memory

2.5.1 Features of Reflective Memory

The defining feature characterising reflective memory is that data can be written directly
into the memory of a distant process. Therefore, it is usual to define one or several transmit

regions in the virtual address space of a process which are linked with receive memory

regions in distant processes. Data written to transmit regions is reflected directly into the

associated receive regions.

Refer to illustration 2.14 for an example. The application runs on three processes, named

Px, Py, and Pz. Each process has it's own virtual address space. A part of this space is

occupied by the local process memory and by transmit regions. Process Px defines the

transmit regions rx$ and rXj\, Py rVj0 and ry^. Pz has no active transmit regions. rx$ is

mapped to receive region r'x0 located in the memory My of process Py, rVjl to r'yl in the

memory Mx of process Px, and to ry^ in the memory Mz of process Pz, and so on. Upon
a write to one of the transmit regions, the network automatically updates all associated

receive regions. A write to rVj0 is reflected to r'y 0,
a write to ry^ to r'yl and ryl, and so

on.

Virtual Address Space
of Process P

Virtual Address Space"
of Process Ç

E9
Memory Mz

Virtual Address Space
of Process P,

Figure 2.14: Basic reflective memory. An example with three processes Px, Py, and Pz,
each of them with local memory named Mx, My, and Mz. Both Px and Py have two

transmit regions (rx$ andrx^for Px, rVj0 andry^for Py). Each ofthem is mapped to one

or more receive memory regions (rx o to r'x 0, rx i to r'x t, ry o to r'y 0,
and ry i to r'yl and

Ci)
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Local Memory
of Process Pv

Local Memory
of Process Pz

Figure 2.15: Direct addressing mode. An example with three processes Px, Py, and Pz,

each ofthem with local memory. Py and Pz both have an open GCS window (wy and w'y
for Py, wz and w'zfor Pz). Portions Dt and D3 ofdata D, which is written by process
Px to GCS address a, are transported to the corresponding addresses a'y and a'z in the

memories ofprocesses Py and Pz

Communication

Network

PiflË

y *?

LCSV

Local Memory
of Process Pv

LCS

Local Memory
of Process R,

I—^^SIEH'*1

Kir Hi *,

m:/

UWi.

m

Local Memory
of Process Pz

Figure 2.16: Direct addressing modefrom the implementers's point ofview. An example
with three processes Px, Py, and Pz, each of them with local memory. Py and Pz both

have an open LCS window (wy andw'yfor Py, wz andw'zfor Pz). Data D, written to LCS

address a, completely lies within both windows wy and wz. It is therefore transported to

the corresponding addresses a'y and a'z in the memories ofprocesses Py and Pz

2.5.2 Extended Reflective Memory

To be optimally adapted for message passing, it is necessary to extend the previously

presented reflective memory by two new key features, namely indirect address mode and

remote interrupts The way of transferring messages presented in the previous section is

adopted and more refined It is now called the direct addressing mode Both addressing
modes and the remote interrupt feature are the constituents of the new extended reflective

memory communication model, which is presented in the following
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Direct Addressing Mode

Figure 2.15 illustrates a sophistication of the data transfer provided in figure 2.14. A

virtual Global Communication Space (GCS) is introduced that is seen by all processes

of a parallel application. The processes can write to this space and also receive from it.

A process can define several address ranges in the GCS where it wants to receive data.

These address ranges are called windows. The number of available windows depends on

the network hardware employed. They can be arranged in any possible variation, while

overlapping of windows from different processes (but not from the same) is allowed. The

boundaries of a window must be aligned to a hardware-dependent small number of bytes,
for example 4. The same is true for the size ofthe data that is written into it. Each process

that has an open window in the GCS has a corresponding window of the same size in

its memory. A sending process always defines the set of processes which are allowed to

receive data.

Refer to figure 2.15 for an example with three processes, named Px, Py, and Pz. Each

has a local process memory and both Py and Pz have an open GCS window. Window

Wy belongs to window w'y in the memory of process Py, and wz to window w'z in the

memory of process Pz. For example, assume that process Px wants to write some data

to the process memories of Py and Pz. Px therefore names Py and Pz as possible data

receivers 9. It knows that Py has opened window wy and that Pz has opened window wz

in the GCS. Px transfers data D by writing it to GCS address a. Only the portions of

data D that lie inside the GCS windows are transported to the process's local memory.

Process Py receives portion D\, Pz portion D3. Portion D2 is received by no one. The

network directly transports the data portions Di and D3 to the corresponding addresses a'y
and a'z in the memories of processes Py and Pz. Therefore, this mode is called the direct

addressing mode.

The presented definition of the direct addressing mode is not suitable for a real implemen¬
tation. From the implementers's point of view, it is more reasonable to give up the central

GCS, and to introduce a Local Communication Space (LCS) for each participating pro¬

cess. The network knows who receives data as the sender names the receiving processes.

The network therefore transports the data to the destination processes where private LCS

windows are applied. The necessary calculations to re-map and cut-out the data portion
is performed within the receiving node and no more in a global instance. Refer to figure
2.16 for an illustration. Process Px writes data D to the communication network sym¬

bolized by a cloud. The destination address is a. The communication network transports

the data to the destination nodes. Both receiving processes have a local communication

space, LCSy for Py, and LCSZ for Pz. In each LCS, one windows is defined, wy for Py,
and wz for Pz. Corresponding to these windows, others of the same size exist in the local

main memories. w'y in process Py is associated to wy, w'z in Pz to wz. Data D lies within

both LCS windows and is therefore completely transfered to the corresponding addresses

ay and a'z in the memories of processes Py and Pz.

Figure 2.17 illustrates how the destination address and the size of the received portion of

data D can be calculated. It makes no difference if the version with GCS or LCS is used.

For both methods, the mapping works in the same way. Anyway, the method based on

9If requested, Px could exclude Py or Pz from the list of possible receivers, which would prevent them

from receiving data.
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I
1 n

w top d top

1 a

w base

a=d_base ^H
w

w'_top

w' base

LCS
Local Memory
of Process R

Figure 2.17: Reception ofDj, apart ofdata D, byprocess Pi

the GCS is no more employed for further considerations in this section 10. The following
notation is used:

a: Start address of data D in LCS.

b: End address of data D in LCS.

s: Size of data D.

a': Start address of data portion Dj in memory of process Pi.

s' : Size of data Dj in memory of process P,.

w-base: LCS window base address.

wJop: LCS window top address.

d-base: Data portion Dj within LCS window base address.

dJop: Data portion Dj within LCS window top address.

w'-base: Process P, window base address.

w''-top: Process P, window top address.

w-offset: Address offset between process P, window and LCS window.

d'-base: Data portion Dj in memory of process P, base address.

d'-top: Data portion Dj in memory of process P, top address.

These are the corresponding formulae:

a if w-base < a

W-base otherwise

b = a + s — 1

b if w-top > b

wJop otherwise

W-offset = w'-base — wJbase = w'-top — W-top

a' = d'-base = d-base + W-offset

d'-top = d-top + W-offset

s' = d-top — d-base + 1 = d'-top — d'-base + 1

d-base

d-top

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

10The main reason is that the GCS-based method is no more usable to describe the indirect addressing
mode.
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Indirect Addressing Mode

The functionality presented thus far is not sufficient to implement a well-performing ICL.

The multi-casting feature available by defining overlapping windows is not suited in im¬

plementing message passing broadcasts amongst process groups. In general, destination

buffers are not located at the same LCS address on all receiving processes. Because MPI

is made for MFMD style machines, all communication buffers are allocated separately,
with locations depending on the overall machine state and therefore normally differing.
The consequence is that the direct addressing mode only allows for a sequential message

passing broadcast implementation. Extending it with an indirect addressing mode solves

this problem.

Local Memory
of Process Pv

Index to

LCS Address

Translation
LCS,

Figure 2.18: Indirect addressing mode. An example with three processes Px, Py, and Pz,

each with local memory. Py and Pz both have an open LCS window (wy and w'y for Py,
wz and w'zfor Pz). Data D is written to LCS index ik. The corresponding LCS addresses

are ay^for Py, and az^ for Pz. They are re-mapped to the corresponding addresses a'%

and a'z k
in the memories ofprocesses Py and Pz

y,k

Index Address

10 aj,0

h aj,l

12 aJ,2

13 aj,3

14 aj,4

15 aj,5

In aj,n

Process P

Figure 2.19: Index to LCS address translation table for process P3. The table can hold

an address ahkfor each index ik

In indirect addressing mode, an index ik is provided by the sending process instead of a

LCS address. On the basis of this index ik, the effective LCS addresses are taken out of
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tables that can hold a destination address for each index. Each participating process has

one of these tables it uses for the lookup. The remaining procedure is the same as for

the direct addressing mode. As in that case, each process can define several windows in

LCS and local process memory for data reception. Refer to figure 2.18 for an example
with three processes, named Px, Py, and Pz. Each of them has a local process memory,

while Py and Pz both have an open LCS window similar to that which is shown in figure
2.16. Window wy belongs to window w'y in the memory of process Py, wz to window

w'z in the memory of process Pz. Px writes data D to index ik, which is transported to

the receiving processes by the communication network. In both receiving process, the

index to LCS address translation table (refer to figure 2.19) is used to map index ik to

the corresponding LCS addresses aVyk and aZyk. Data D, which lies completely within the

corresponding windows wy and wz, is then transported to the corresponding locations a'
k

and a'z k
in the memories of processes Py and Pz.

Remote Interrupts

MPI assumes that nonblocking operations take place in the background. For example,
data transmission of a nonblocking send must be able to run concurrently to an ongoing

computation. Therefore, it is necessary that a background handler is started when some¬

thing has to be done. Control can be passed to such a handler by simply calling it from

time to time within the code of the application (called polling), or on request by a sys¬

tem interrupt. To obtain reasonable communication latency by use of polling, it would be

necessary to call the handler in very short intervals. This wastes CPU time because most

of the time the handler is started for nothing. The better solution is to run it on demand

only, using interrupts. Two types of interrupts exist. Those that are raised by a changing
of a nodes internal state (e.g., a network interface can signal that a data transfer to it can

continue running as the transmit buffers in the network interface used become empty),
and those that are started by a distant node (e.g., a distant node gives permission to start

a new data transfer). The first type is available by default in each state-of-the-art node.

To enable the latter, a second extension is added to the reflective memory communication

model, referred to as remote interrupts. This feature allows a process to raise interrupts
on distant nodes.

Summary

To summarize, extended reflective memory offers the following functionality:

• Direct addressing mode (direct reflective memory writes).

• Indirect addressing mode (indirect reflective memory writes).

• Remote interrupts.

An ICL which fulfills our requirements can be implemented with this set of functionality:

• Blocking point-to-point functions, barrier synchronization: These can be built using
the direct addressing mode.
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• Nonblocking functions: These may need remote interrupts in addition to the direct

addressing mode.

• Fast broadcast: Can be performed by means of the indirect addressing mode.

2.6 How To Implement Efficient Message Passing

MPI is currently the most widely used communication library for new parallel applica¬
tions. The ICL API presented in section 2.3 therefore includes a set of message passing
related routines. The conclusion of section 2.4 was that reflective memory is the best

suited communication model for message passing. Together with the improvements pre¬

sented in section 2.5, an efficient implementation of the message passing ICL routines is

possible. Such an implementation will be described next.

2.6.1 Useful Explanation

This section provides a discussion of the arguments of the blocking and nonblocking

message passing send and receive calls. The elements ofthe message status data structure

shall also be covered.

Send Calls

The arguments of a blocking send call are:

destination: The rank of the process that should receive the message.

tag: The message tag.

buffer: The send buffer containing the message.

length: The length of the message in the send buffer.

In addition to this a nonblocking send call returns a handle that can be used to identify the

pending request:

request: The handle referring the nonblocking send request.

Receive Calls

The arguments of a blocking receive call are:

source: The rank of the process or the process group that should send the message.

tag: The message tag, possibly a wild-card to allow all or a range of tags.

buffer: The receive buffer that is used to store the received message.

length: The maximum permissible message length. Normally equal to the size of the

receive buffer.
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status: Buffer where some status information about the completed receive operation
can be stored.

A nonblocking received call does not return a status, and therefore needs no status argu¬

ment. Status information is not available until the receive has truly completed. Instead,
the call returns a handle that serves to identify the active receive request. Status infor¬

mation can be obtained afterwards by using the check-for-completion calls available for

nonblocking send and receive operations.

request: The handle referring the nonblocking receive request.

Message Status

A message status is available for blocking and nonblocking receives and probes, as well

as nonblocking sends. The message status data structure contains the following fields:

source: The rank of the sending process.

length: The real message length. If the message is truncated, it can differ from

the length named in the receive call.

truncated flag: Flag that indicates whether the message is truncated.

cancelled flag: Flag that indicates whether the send or receive order has been cancelled

(only nonblocking send and receive calls can be cancelled).

tag: The real message tag named by the send call.

2.6.2 Basic Communication Protocols and Associated Problems

The basic message passing communication protocols define the principal means by which

messages are transfered from one process to another one. To understand the problems
which arise through the use of these protocols, the basic blocking and nonblocking mes¬

sage transfers are examined in detail.

A message passing protocol always consists of two parts. The first part is the send and/or

receive announcement, and the second the transmission of the message data. With a send

announcement, a sender notifies the receiver that it wants to transfer a new message.

A receive announcement issued by a receiver informs the potential message sender or

senders that the receiver is awaiting a new message. Three different basic protocols,
illustrated in table 2.6, can be used. They are all presented in the following sections.

protocol
name

send

announcement

receive

announcement

two-sided yes yes

optimistic no no

one-sided no yes

Table 2.6: Basic message passingprotocols
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In the discussion which follows, three assumptions are made. These are that:

• The network is reliable.

• All send/receive order pairs match, indicating that the receiving process wants to

receive the message sent by the sending process.

• No other send and receive orders are pending in the parallel application.

Two-Sided Message Passing Protocol

©

©

Blocking_Send()

ID

Receive Request

check for

matching ID

Blocking_Receive()

check for matching
Send Request: not found

wait for I

Send Request J

©

check if Send Request (3)
matches: yes

ID

Receive Request

wait for 1

Message )

©

Sender Receiver Time

Figure 2.20 : Two-sided messagepassingprotocolfor blocking sendand blocking receive

calls

The obvious candidate for performing a blocking message transfer is illustrated in figure
2.20. It is called the two-sided message passing protocol. The transfer consists of two

parts, a send API call (BlockingSendQ) and a receive API call (Blocking-ReceiveQ).
The BlockingSendQ call takes place after the Blocking-ReceiveQ.
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Nonblocking_Send()

ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag
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ID

Receive Request

©

suspend computation

check for

matching ID

Sender

Nonblocking_Receive()

check for matching
Send Request: not found

©

compute

ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag

suspend computation

check if Send Request
matches: yes

©

ID

Receive Request

compute

©

suspend computation

Receiver Time

Figure 2.21: Two-sided messagepassingprotocolfor nonblocking sendand receive calls

The transfer is split up into several phases:

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. There is no pending send,

so it has to wait for a send request issued by a new send order.

© The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function, which initiates the transfer by

sending a send request to the receiver, carrying the rank of the sending process, the

tag of the message that should be transfered, and an identification code, ID. The

identification code is necessary to distinguish forthcoming concurrent sends and

receives. It then waits until the receiver sends back a receive request.

® The receiver receives the send request and checks whether the rank and tag infor¬

mation match. On finding that the send and receive order match (which they must,

as it was one of the starting assumptions made prior to outlining this sequence of
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events), the receiver sends back a receive request with attached identification code.

It then waits for the message to arrive.

© The sender receives the receive request it has waited for and starts the transfer ofthe

message, once again with attached identification code. The BlockingSendQ API

call can complete as soon as the complete message is transmitted. The message

that is "transmitted" may in fact only exist as a copy of the message which will

ultimately be found in the memory of the receiving process. This copy may, for

example, reside in an intermediate buffer, in the network interface, or may already
be partially in the process memory of the receiving process.

© The receiver receives the message and, on basis of the ID, stores it at the cor¬

rect location in process memory. The message transfer is finished and the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.

The procedure is slightly different if nonblocking send and receive calls are used. Refer to

figure 2.21. Instead of waiting for the send request to arrive, the nonblocking receive call

completes and the process can use the spare time for computations. When the receiver

receives the send request, it suspends the computation and checks whether the rank and

tag information match. After it has sent back an appropriate receive request, the process

continues computing once again until the message arrives and can be stored at the correct

location in process memory. Likewise, the sending process uses the spare time after

transferring the send request and before processing the receive request for computations.

At any time after the nonblocking send has been posted, the application can check for

completion by use of an appropriate API call. The same is true on the receiving side for

the nonblocking receive.

Optimistic Message Passing Protocol

A handshake before the real message transfer can be very time consuming, especially for

short messages. Figure 2.22 illustrates a protocol which omits the handshake. Blocking
send and receive calls are used, with the receive call posted before the send call. This

protocol is named the optimistic message passingprotocol and operates as follows:

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. There is no pending send

order so it has to wait.

© The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function, which subsequently trans¬

fers the message together with the sender process rank and the message tag to the

receiver. The BlockingSendQ API call can complete as soon as the complete

message is transmitted.

® The receiver receives the message with attached rank and tag information and

checks for a matching receive order. A matching order is present so the message

is transfered to the correct location in process memory. The Blocking-ReceiveQ
API call can complete.
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Figure 2.22: Optimistic message passing protocol. Receive order posted before send

order

In illustration 2.23, the send order is posted before the receive:

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function which transfers the message,

together with the sender process rank and the message tag, to the receiver. The

BlockingSendQ API call can complete as soon as the complete message is trans¬

mitted.

© The receiver receives the message with attached rank and tag information but no

matching receive order is posted. It must store the message in an intermediate

buffer. To be able to assign the message to a later receive order, the rank and tag

information, as well as possibly other information, together with a reference to the

message in the intermediate buffer, must be stored in a management table.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. It checks the manage¬

ment table for a matching message. A matching message is already available, so the

message is copied out of the intermediate buffer to the correct location in process

memory. In addition the message has to be deleted from the intermediate buffer to¬

gether with the associated entry in the management table. The Blocking-ReceiveQ
API call can now complete.

At first sight, omitting the handshake, especially for short messages, is a good method of

minimizing communication latency. But this simple solution presents two big problems:

Sizing the intermediate buffer, out-of-buffer-space handling: If the receive order is

posted after the send order, the received message must be kept in an intermediate

buffer. The size of this buffer depends on the parallel application. It is impossible
to predict it exactly, as the point of time when messages are sent is not accurately
known in advance. Message buffering reduces the memory resources that are avail¬

able to the application. Out-of-buffer-space conditions can be handled in two ways:

Through the user-unfriendly termination of the application, or through the exten¬

sion of the protocol by acknowledgments, which increases both the network traffic

and communication latency. If the latter solution was decided on, each process
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Figure 2.23: Optimistic message passingprotocol. Receive orderposted after send order

which has the authority to send could be allocated a special intermediate buffer for

a fixed number of messages of a fixed maximum size. Each process counts the

actual number of messages it has sent and knows when the receiver may runs into

a buffer overflow. As soon as a message is copied out of the special intermediate

buffer, the receiver sends back an acknowledgment. A sender stops sending ad¬

ditional messages when the maximum count is reached and waits until it receives

acknowledgments. Such a protocol and message buffering in general is only feasi¬

ble for shorter messages, or else the necessary buffer space becomes too large with

a growing number of participating processes.

Unexpected message arrival: No message processing takes place until the message is

already streaming in the workstation. Since the data is received from the network at

the maximum possible rate, there is very little time available to fetch the destination

address in process memory by use of tag and rank information. There is the dan¬

ger of occasionally running out of time. This problem may be solved through the

buffering of the incoming message or a portion thereof in an intermediate buffer,
and then copying it to the correct destination in a second step which does not have

to adhere to timing constraints. The upshot of this is once again increases in com¬

munication latency. There may also be possible decreases in the communication

bandwidth if the memory copy bandwidth is too low in proportion to the available

network bandwidth, and therefore causes a bottleneck.

In conclusion, it appears that the optimistic message passing protocol is not suitable for

large messages, but that it could possibly be used for shorter messages.
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One-sided Message Passing Protocol

An intermediate solution, suitable for all sorts of messages (long and short), is to omit the

send request. The receiver only has to tell the sender when it wants to receive a message.

Refer to figure 2.24 for a blocking message transfer with the new so-called one-sided

message passingprotocolwhere the send order is posted before the receive. The transfer

is split up into four phases:

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function. There is no matching receive

request available because no receive order is pending, forcing it to wait.

© The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function that initiates the transfer

by sending a receive request to the sender, carrying the rank of the sending process,

the tag of the message that should be transfered, and an identification code named

ID. It then waits until the message arrives.

® The sender receives the receive request and checks if the rank and tag informa¬

tion match. On finding that the send and receive order match, the sender starts

the transfer of the message, once more with attached identification code. The

BlockingSendQ API call can complete as soon as the complete message has been

transmitted.

© The receiver receives the message and, on the basis of the ID, stores it in the

correct location in process memory. The message transfer is finished and the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.

The procedure is slightly different if nonblocking send and receive calls are used. Refer

to figure 2.25 for an illustration. Instead of waiting for the receive request to arrive, the

nonblocking send call completes and the process can use the spare time for computations.

Likewise, the receiving process uses the spare time after transferring the receive request

and before processing the arrived message for computations.

Figure 2.26 illustrates the blocking scenario, where the send takes place after the receive.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function which initiates the transfer

by sending a receive request to the sender, carrying the rank of the sending process,

the tag of the message that should be transfered, and an identification code, ID. It

then waits until the message arrives.

© The sender receives the receive request. The application calls the BlockingSendQ
API function which checks whether the rank and tag information match. On finding
that the send and receive order match, the sender starts the transfer of the message,

again with attached identification code. The BlockingSendQ API call can com¬

plete as soon as the complete message is transmitted.

® The receiver receives the message and, on the basis of the ID, stores it at the

proper location in process memory. The message transfer is finished and the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.
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Figure 2.24: One-sidedmessage passingprotocolfor blocking sendand blocking receive

calls. The send order isposted before the receive order

The one-sided message passing protocol does not possess the disadvantages associated

with the optimistic protocol. It does not make a significant difference whether the send

function is called before the receive, or vice versa. Message size is also not a factor,

as the same protocol can be used for all sort of messages. However, this protocol is

disadvantaged through the fact that the MPI also allows for receives which do not specify
an explicit sender, but rather a group of processes. This implies that the receive request

must be sent to all possible senders, which introduces additional network overhead.

Summary

The final conclusion arrived at is that the two-sided message passing protocol is safe but

slow, and that the optimistic version can be faster for shorter messages. An implementa¬
tion using the two-sided message passing protocol for large messages and the optimistic

message passing protocol for short messages is feasible, but possesses the aforementioned

shortcomings plaguing the optimistic message passing protocol. In addition, the lengthy
software development process due to the handling of different cases also has to be con¬

sidered. A good interim solution could be to implement the one-sided message passing

protocol instead, as presented in the next section.
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Figure 2.25: One-sided message passingprotocolfor nonblocking send andnonblocking
receive calls. The send order is posted before the receive order
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Figure 2.26: One-sided message passing protocolfor blocking send and receive calls.

The send order is posted after the receive order
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2.6.3 Approach 1: One-Sided Protocol

A first approach is to handle the basic message passing blocking and nonblocking sends

and receives using the one-sided message passing protocol. In this protocol, the receiver

tells the sender when it wants to receive a message and does so through sending receive

requests to possible senders. Two types of messages must be distinguished. The first type

includes those that are expected to come from a specific process, while the second are

those which are allowed to be sent by all members of a given process group. 2.27 lists the

information that must be part of a receive request. It holds the message tag (which can

also be a wild-card specifying all tags, or a range thereof), the addresses where data and

status information should be written to, and the maximum allowed message length. In

addition, both a process group identifier as well as age information to maintain message

ordering requested by the MPI standard are necessary. The next request address field is

used to concatenate several receive requests.

Source

Length
Tag

Truncated Flag

Cancelled Flag

Tag
Maximum Length

Status
Process Group ID

Age

Next Request Address
Data

Receive Request

Figure 2.27: A receive request with associated status and data area

Figure 2.28: Structure ofa receive request block. A set ofreceive requests is concatenated

toform two queues
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Figure 2.28 illustrates a receive request block. Two receive request queues are stored in

it: The used queue contains currently used requests, the,free queue unused ones. The first

entry of the used queue is pointed to by first used, the last one by last used, first free

points to the first entry of t\\çfree queue.

Local Memory

SL

Ry

Local Memory
Process P,

GCS

SI

RL

r;

Local Memory
Process Pz

Figure 2.29: Receive request block lines in the GCS and the corresponding mapping to

the memory regions ofthe three processes Px, Py, and Pz

Each process has three receive request block lines stored locally in main memory. A line

consists ofp receive request blocks, where p is the number of processes that participate in

the application. Two lines are used to handle receives where the sender of the message is

a single process. For process Pi, they are called the Sender S^ and Receiver R[ lines. The

third line is needed for receives where a process out of a group is allowed to be the sender.

It is called the Sender Receiver SR' line. See illustration 2.29 for an example with three

processes, named Px, Py, and Pz. i?- is allocated right after S[ in the main memory of

process P,. Each process has two open windows in the GCS n
to allow direct addressing

mode writes to its request block lines. One window is reserved for both S[ and i?-, and

the second for SR'. The latter is a global window, which means that all processes of the

application have a copy in local memory. The corresponding receive request lines in the

GCS are referred to Si, Ri, and SR. Writes to Si and Ri are reflected to SI and i?- in main

memory of process Pi, writes to SR to SR' in main memory of all processes.

Si is split up in p receive request blocks called Sij, Ri in Rij, SR in SRj (0 < i,j < p).
If process Px wants to receive a message from Py, it inserts a receive request in locally
stored receive request block RXyV (equal to a direct main memory write access to R'xy)
and also in SVyX, which is reflected to S' in the main memory of process Py. When

process Py wants to send a message to Px, it waits for a matching receive request in S'yx.
1 'For purposes of clarity, the GCS-based method is used for all of the following explanations regarding

direct addressing mode extended reflective memory accesses.
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Sender/

Receiver SR

Sender SQ

Receiver RQ

Sender S3

Receiver R3

Sender S5

Receiver R5

GCS

Figure 2.30: A section of the GCS tables which hold the receive request blocks for an

application with the eightparticipatingprocesses, P0 to P7. Only the tablesforprocesses
P0, P3, and P5 are shown

If a matching request is present, it takes the necessary information out of the request and

transfers the message directly to the correct location in the memory of process Px. This

necessitates the use of a third window in the GCS n. Subsequently, process Py marks the

receive request in SVyX (local) and RXyV (reflected to R'x in Px) as inactive. Later, process

Px can clean up the tables and remove the inactive receive requests from RXj,y (local) and

SyyX (reflected to S'yx in Py).

Figure 2.30 reveals what a portion of the local and distributed tables allocated in the GCS

for an application with eight participating processes might look like. Only the tables for

processes P0, P3, and P5 are presented. SR0 to SR7 are mapped by all eight participating

processes, Sij0 to Sij7, and Pi)0 to Rij7 by process P, (0 < i < 8). The uppermost line

containing SR0 to SR7 is used to maintain receive requests which are set up by a process

that wants to receive a certain message from a process, as member of a group. The other

lines are involved when the sender is explicitly given. Assume that process P5 wants

to receive a message from process P3 and that process P3 wants to send a message to

process P5. Process P5 inserts a receive request in P5;3, as well as in 53j5 (in figure 2.30,

both fields are marked black). Process P3 waits for the matching receive request in 6^5,
finds it, takes the necessary information out of the request and transfers the message to

the proper location in process P5's memory. This is followed by process P3 marking the

receive request in S3y5 and P5;3 as inactive. Later, process P5 can clean up the tables and

remove the inactive receive requests from P5)3 and 53j5.
Now, assume that process Px wants to receive a message which a process in a group

12The third window can be omitted if the communication memory of process Pt starts right after R^. The

window used by S[ and R't must be enlarged by the space required for the communication memory.

All

Processes,

Process P-,

Process Pj

Process l|

0 1 2 3 4 I5

5

6 7

0 12 3 4 6 7

80,0 S0,1 S0,2 S0,3 S0,4 S0,5 S0,S S0,7

RO,0 RQ,1 R0,2 R0,3 R0,4 R0,S R0,8 R0,7
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É
6 7
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S5,0 S5,1 SS,2 %3 S5,4 ®S,S SS,S S5,7
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has the authority to send, and that process Py will be the sender. Process Px inserts a

receive request in SRX which is reflected to SR'X in all processes. Process Py waits for

the matching receive request in SR'X and finds it. To make sure that no other process will

send a message for the same request, process Py has to guarantee mutual exclusion by

locking SRX for exclusive access. When the lock is acquired, Py has to rescan SR'X in

order to guarantee that the receive request is still pending. It is possible that it may have

been marked inactive or even removed if another process with a matching send request

was faster and had attained the lock first. If the request is still available, Py sends the

message to process Px and marks the receive request in SRX as inactive. In either case, it

has to release the lock. Later on, process Px can remove the inactive request.

An example is provided in figure 2.30. Process P5 wants to receive a message that a

process in a group is authorized to send. The message will be sent by process P3. P5

inserts a receive request in SR5 (in figure 2.30, the fields are marked black). Process P3

waits for the matching receive request in SR5 and finds it. It acquires a lock for SR5,

rescans it, and detects that the request is still active. It sends the message to process P5,

and marks the receive request in SR5 as inactive. Process P5 can now remove the inactive

request handle.

It is necessary that message age information be stored in each receive request, in order to

maintain message ordering as requested by the MPI standard. A receiving process Px can

store receive requests in Sy,x (respectively Rx,y) and SRX. Sending process Py is able to

find matching receive requests in both queues and has to select the right one. It does this

by means of the age information. Within a request queue, the age is given by the queue

concatenation. Older requests are closer to the beginning, newer ones closer to the end of

the queue. This implies that new receive requests must be added to the tail.

The entire message transfer is performed by the sending process. After issuing a receive

request, the receiver has to wait until message and status have arrived in main memory at

the location given by the receive requests data address and status address fields. If one

assumes that the status is transmitted after the message and that tag is the final field of

the status which is transfered 13, the receiving process can wait until the tag appears in its

memory to ensure that message and status have arrived. Therefore, the location where the

tag will be stored in the memory of the receiver must be initialized with a constant lying
outside of the range of valid tags, before the request is issued 14.

The scenario presented has two disadvantages that both affect scalability:

1. An area in main memory is used for the receive request tables. Its size is not a con¬

stant and depends on several factors, for example the number of processes involved.

2. If a group of processes as opposed to a specific process is named as possible sender,
the request is written to SRt, qualifying it as a broadcast operation. Moreover,

SRZ must be exclusively locked. Broadcast and lock operations introduce overhead

which normally grows in proportion to the number of participating processes.

13The message and all other fields of the status must arrive before the tag in memory of the receiving

process.

14The MPI standard requires that the tag's upper bound is at least 32767. Having reserved a 4 byte field

for the tag makes it possible to store additional information in it, as 2 bytes suffice for the MPI tag.
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Disadvantage 1: Main Memory Required

The amount of main memory required by the receive requests primarily depends on the

number of processes the application consists of, the number of requests in a receive re¬

quest block, and the size of a request. A list of the notation used follows:

p: Number of processes.

n: Number of requests in a receive request block.

st,: Size of additional space required in a receive request block in bytes.

sr : Size of a request in bytes.

st: Total size of the tables.

Each process P, must store three receive request block lines: S[, R[, and SR'. Each line

contains p receive request blocks, each of which in turn contains n requests. Therefore,
the size of the tables per process is calculated as follows:

st = 3p(sb + nsr) (2.13)

Tables 2.7 and 2.8 provide some examples. A receive request block is assumed to have 2,

4, or 8 requests. This allows a process to have up to 2, 4, or 8 active receive requests per

process. 8 requests per process is sufficient for most applications. Each field in a request

block is assumed to occupy 4 bytes. Therefore, the size of a request is 7 * 4 = 28 bytes

(refer to figure 2.27), and a receive request block requires 3 * 4 = 12 bytes of additional

space to store the first free, first used, and last used pointers (refer to figure 2.28). The

numbers in the tables are given for 1024, 8192, and 65536 processes.

#receive rec uests

2 4 8

#processes

1024 0.2 0.4 0.7

8192 1.6 2.9 5.5

65536 12.8 23.3 44.3

Table 2.7: Size ofthe receive request tables per process in Mbytesfor a given number of

processes, and receive requests per process

#receive requests

2 4 8

#processes

1024 0.2 0.4 0.7

8192 12.8 23.3 44.3

65536 816.0 1488.0 2832.0

Table 2.8: Total amount of machine memory usedfor the receive request tables for a

given number ofprocesses, and receive requestsper process. All numbers are in Gbytes
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For 1024 processes, the main memory consumed by the receive request tables is neg¬

ligible. However, for 65536 processes and 8 receive requests per process, more than

40 Mbytes per process are required. This is a considerable size for modern systems but

raises total hardware costs only by a few percent. Main memory is no longer as major
an expense factor as it was in the past. Driven by technological progress, larger memory
sizes will become available at ever decreasing prices, thus reducing the costs added by an

additional 40 Mbytes of main memory.

Error-prone applications with missing waits or missing tests for completion of nonblock¬

ing receives cannot cause an overrun in the receive request blocks, since requests are

already marked inactive by the sending process immediately after the message is sent and

therefore can be moved to the^ree queue. For applications that need a large number of

receive requests per process simultaneously, the tables must be enlarged. One method of

optimizing the application is to reduce the number of receive requests through combining

messages. This eliminates the need to enlarge the tables and usually also improves per¬

formance, as some overhead is omitted due to the reduction in the number of messages

transfered.

Disadvantage 2: Process out of a Group as Sender

Receive requests with a process out of a group as message sender affect scalability be¬

cause a broadcast and a lock operation for mutual exclusion are required to manage ac¬

cesses to SR%. This problem cannot be eliminated by using the one-sided message passing

protocol since the receiving process must send a receive request to all possible senders.

Its impact can, however, be reduced by the following approaches:

• By avoiding receive requests with a process out of a group as sender. Whenever

possible, the application should define an explicit sender in receive operations.

• By using several independent instances of the locking mechanisms, one for each

receive request block SR%.

• By dynamically allocating one SR line for each new process group, which must be

deallocated when the group is disposed.

The first approach can only be recommended to application writers. Existing applications
which make use of receives with no explicit sender could possibly be modified.

Using one lock for each receive request block SRU as opposed to one lock for the com¬

plete SR line improves parallelism. Several processes can access different receive request

blocks concurrently.

Using several SR lines, one for each process group, can also increase parallelism, and

reduces the number of processes that must receive associated receive requests. The draw¬

back is that additional main memory is required for these receive request blocks. The

amount of memory used is a function of the number and size of process groups used by
the application.
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Figure 2.31 : The mixed messagepassingprotocolfor blocking sendand blocking receive

calls. The receive order names a group ofprocesses as possible senders and the send

takes place after the receive call

2.6.4 Approach 2: Mixed Protocol

To overcome the scalability dilemma, one solution would be to handle requests which in¬

volve a process from a group as sender in an alternative fashion. Two protocols make this

possible: The optimistic and the two-sided. The optimistic message passing protocol is

fast, but introduces severe problems already described in section 2.6.2, and is not suitable

to transfer "long" messages. For these reasons, it can no longer be considered a candidate.

The two-sided protocol is slower than the optimistic protocol, due to the handshake, but

avoids problems associated with the former, and therefore should be considered the better

solution. Because the one-sided protocol is appropriate for receives with specific message
senders, both protocols must be mixed. The new protocol has therefore been dubbed the
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Blocking_Send()
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Figure 2.32 : The mixed message passingprotocolfor blocking sendand blocking receive

calls. The receive order names a specific process as sender and the send takes place

before the receive call

mixed message passingprotocol. It operates in the following manner:

® For each send order, a sender sends a send request to the receiver. It is necessary that

the sender always generate a send request, since the number ofreceive requests must

be equal to the number of send requests, so as to maintain synchronicity between

the sender and the receiver. Otherwise it is not possible to clearly assign a send to a

receive order.

® Receives with specific senders are handled by means ofthe one-sided message pass¬

ing protocol. The receiver does not need to wait for a matching send request but it

needs to remove it to keep information in the sender and receiver consistent.

® A process with a receive order which has a group process as sender waits until a

matching send request is available. When this occurs, it sends a receive request to

this dedicated sender and removes the send request.
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© If a receive order with a group process as sender is pending, subsequent receive

orders must wait. It is possible for receive orders to overtake, if a matching send

which does not match the overtaken receive order request is available. In this case,

the receiver is allowed to issue a receive request.

Refer to figure 2.31 for an illustration of a message transfer with a receive call that names

a group of processes as possible senders. The BlockingSendQ API call takes place after

the Blocking-ReceiveQ.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. There is no send request

available so it has to wait for one to be triggered by a new send order.

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function. The check for a matching
receive request fails and a send request is sent to the receiver. The sender then waits

until the receiver sends back a receive request.

® The receiver receives the send request and checks if the rank and tag information

match. On finding that the send and receive order match, the receiver sends back a

receive request. It removes the send request and waits until the message arrives.

© The sender receives the receive request it has waited for and transfers the message.

The BlockingsendQ API call can complete.

© The receiver receives the message. The message transfer is finished and the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.

Figure 2.32 illustrates the case in which the receive call names a specific process as sender.

The send takes place before the receive call.

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function. There is no matching receive

request since no receive order is pending. It sends a send request to the receiver and

waits for a receive request.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. It receives the send re¬

quest, which is of no immediate interest to it, and sends a receive request to the

sender. It removes the send request and waits until the message arrives.

® The sender receives the receive request it has waited for and transfers the message.

The BlockingsendQ API call can complete.

© The receiver receives the message. The message transfer is finished and the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.

If the send takes place after the receive call, the procedure is as shown in figure 2.33.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function that initiates the transfer

by sending a receive request to the sender. It checks for a matching send request

but there is none. It then waits until the message arrives.
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Figure 2.33 : The mixed message passingprotocolfor blocking sendand blocking receive

calls. The receive order names a specific process as sender and the send takesplace after
the receive call

® The sender receives the receive request. The BlockingSendQ API function is

called and the sender checks for a matching receive request. On finding that the

send and receive order match, the sender transfers the message, followed by the

corresponding send request, to the receiver. The BlockingSendQ API call can

complete.

® The receiver receives the message, as well as the send request, which must subse¬

quently be removed. The message transfer is finished and the Blocking-ReceiveQ
API call can complete.

The mixed message passing protocol avoids broadcast and locking operations for table

handling. The SR line is no longer necessary, and the age and the process group ID in¬

formation in the receive request can be omitted. The new receive request is presented in

figure 2.34. Additional tables for send requests must be allocated. Handling send requests

introduces protocol overhead which consumes bandwidth and increases the latency. Fig¬
ure 2.35 illustrates the contents of a send request. It holds the message tag and a next

request address field that is used to concatenate several send requests. In a request block
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Figure 2.34: A receive request with associatedstatus anddata area, suitablefor approach
2
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Figure 2.35: A send request

as shown in figure 2.36, send and receive requests are combined. The send requests are

grouped to form a send request block, the receive requests combined in a receive request

block. Send and receive request blocks each contain two queues. The usedqueue contains

currently used requests, the_/ree queue unused ones. The first entry in the used queue is

pointed to byfirst used, the last one by last used, firstfree points to the first entry in the

free queue.

The allocation of the requests in the GCS takes place in analogous fashion to the way it

was outlined in section 2.6.3 (refer to figures 2.29 and 2.30). The differences are that Si
and Ri now contain send and receive requests, and that the SR line is no longer necessary.

Figure 2.37 illustrates the new layout. Each process Pi has two request block lines stored

locally in main memory, referred to as Sender S^ and Receiver R[ lines. P- is allocated

immediately after S[ in the main memory of process Pj. A line consists of p blocks,
where p is the number of processes that participate in the application. Each process Pj

has one open window in the GCS to allow writes to its request blocks, S[ and P-. The

corresponding entries in the GCS are called Si, and Pj. Writes to Si and Ri are reflected

to SI and P- in the main memory of process P,. Si is split up into p request blocks called

Sij, Ri in Riyj (0 < i, j < p). If process Py wants to send a message to Px and no

matching receive request is present (the procedure illustrated in figure 2.31, or 2.32), it

has to issue a send request. It stores this request locally in the send request block located

in SyyX (equivalent to a direct main memory write access to S'yx), as well as remotely in

Rx,y (which is reflected to R'x in process P^'s main memory). Process Px can now use

this send request. It can remove it by marking it inactive in SVjX (reflected to S'yx) and
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Figure 2.36 : Structure ofa request block consisting ofa sendand a receive request block

RXjy (local). The handling of receive requests and transferal of the message takes place in

exactly the same manner as previously presented in section 2.6.3.

Figure 2.37 presents a section of the tables allocated in the GCS for an application with

eight participating processes. Only the tables for processes P0, P3, and P5 are shown. Sij0
to Siy7, and Riy0 to Riy7 are mapped by process Pj (0 < i < 8). Assume, for illustrative

purposes, that process P5 wants to receive a message from process P3 and that process P3

wants to send a message to process P5, as shown in figure 2.31. Process P3 inserts a send

request in 53j5 and P5)3 as well (in figure 2.37, both fields are marked black). P5 waits

for the matching send request in P5)3, finds it, and is now in a position to issue a receive

request as presented in section 2.6.3. Afterwards, it marks the send request in P5)3 and

5^5 inactive for their removal later on by process P3.

Main Memory Requirements

The improved method underlying the mixed message passing protocol reduces the amount

of memory that is required for the GCS tables. Memory requirements depend primarily
on the number of processes the application consists of, the number of requests in the send
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Figure 2.37: A portion ofthe GCS tables holding the send and receive request blocksfor
an application with eightparticipatingprocesses, P0 to P7. Only the tablesfor processes
P0, P3, and P5 are shown

and receive request blocks, and the size of the send and receive requests. A list of the

notation used follows:

p: Number of processes.

ns : Number of requests in a send request block.

nr : Number of requests in a receive request block.

ssb: Size of additional space required in a send request block in bytes.

srb\ Size of additional space required in a receive request block in bytes.

ssr : Size of a send request in bytes.

srr : Size of a receive request in bytes.

st: Total size of the tables.

Each process, Pi, must store two lines, S't and P'. Each line consists of p send and

receive request blocks, each of which in turn contains ns send and nr receive requests.

Accordingly, the size of the tables per process is calculated as follows:

Sf — zpySgi) -|- nsssr -\- srb -\- nrsrrj (2.14)

Tables 2.9 and 2.10 provide a few examples of mixed protocol usage. Send and receive

request blocks are assumed to have the same number of entries, that is, either 2, 4, or 8.

This allows a process to have up to 2, 4, or 8 active send and receive requests per process.

Each field in a send and receive request block occupies 4 bytes. Therefore, the size of a

receive request is 5 * 4 = 20 bytes (see figure 2.34), and of a send request 2*4 = 8 bytes

(refer to figure 2.35). Send and receive request blocks each require 3*4 = 12 bytes
additional space (refer to figure 2.36). The numbers in the tables are given for 1024,

8192, and 65536 processes.
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#requests
2 4 8

#processes

1024 0.2 0.3 0.5

8192 1.3 2.1 3.9

65536 10.0 17.0 31.0

Table 2.9: Size of the request tables per process in Mbytesfor a given number ofpro¬
cesses, andfor a given number ofsend and receive requests per process

#requests
2 4 8

#processes

1024 0.2 0.3 0.5

8192 10.0 17.0 31.0

65536 640.0 1088.0 1984.0

Table 2.10: Total amount ofmachine memory neededfor the request tables for a given
number ofprocesses, andfor a given number ofsend and receive requests per process.

All numbers are in Gbytes

Tag

Length

Data

Next Request Address

Send Request

Figure 2.38: The new send request, extended by a message length and datafield

2.6.5 Approach 3: Enhanced Mixed Protocol

Both approaches presented thus far have the disadvantage that the communication latency
is increased by send and receive request transfers. This shows up particularly clearly in

pure latency benchmarks, where the lowest obtainable latency is important. On the other

hand, requests may be omitted, if the optimistic message passing protocol is used. This

possibility, however, seems to raise the problems presented in section 2.6.2. Fortunately
a simple workaround exists. This involves the usage of the mixed protocol, but with the

difference that send requests are expanded by message length information and a data area.

The data area itself can be used to transmit an entire (short) message, or at least a portion
thereof. Refer to figure 2.38 for the new layout. The so-called enhanced mixedprotocol
works as follows:

1. The sender always sends a send request to the receiver, a request which may already
contain the message or a part of it.
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2. The receiver always sends a receive request to the sender.

3. If no matching send request is present at the receiver then the following takes place:

• For receive orders with a specific sender: Orders are handled with the one¬

sided protocol, which means that a receive request is issued to the sender.

• For receive orders with a group of processes as possible senders: The receiver

has to wait for the matching send request.

4. If a matching send request is present at the receiver:

• In cases in which the send request already holds the complete message: The

receiver sends a receive request to the sender, which is only used to maintain

synchronicity between the sender and the receiver. Message and status must

be copied to the correct regions in process memory (see figure 2.39).

• When the send request holds only a part of the message: The receiver must

issue a receive request and wait for the remaining data (refer to figure 2.40).

Blocking_Send()

check for matching
Receive Request: not found

©

©

ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag

Short Message

ID

Receive Request

Rank, Tag

remove matching
Receive Request

Sender

ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag

Short Message

Blocking_Receive()

check if Send Request
matches

Receive Order: yes

copy Message to

Destination Buffer

©

ID

Receive Request

Rank, Tag

Receiver Time

Figure 2.39: The enhanced mixed message passingprotocolfor "short" messages. The

send takesplace before the receive call
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Blocking_Send()

check for matching
Receive Request: not found

©
ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag

Part of Message

ID

Receive Request

Rank, Tag

(on check if Receive Request
^ matches: yes

ID

Part of Message

ID

Send Request

Rank, Tag

Part of Message

Blocking_Receive()

check if Send Request
matches

Receive Order: yes

ID

Receive Request

Rank, Tag ©

copy Part of Message to

Destination Buffer

wait for remaining
Part of Message

ID

Part of Message
©

Sender Receiver Time

Figure 2.40: The enhanced mixed message passing protocolfor "long" messages. The

send takes place before the receive call

Refer to figure 2.39 for an example of a "short" message transfer where the entire message

fits into the reserved space in the send request, and the BlockingSendQ API call takes

place before the Blocking-ReceiveQ.

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function. There is no matching re¬

ceive request since no receive order is pending. It sends a send request carrying
the rank of the sending process, the message tag, an identification code named

ID, and the "short" message to the receiver. The message is transmitted and the

BlockingSendQ API call can complete.

® The receiver receives the send request, together with the message. It calls the

Blocking-ReceiveQ API function and checks whether the rank and tag informa¬

tion match. On finding that the send and receive order match, the message is copied
to the correct location in receiver process memory, and a receive request issued to

the sending process. The message transfer is finished and the Blocking-ReceiveQ
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API call can complete.

® The sender receives the receive request which is flushed.

Figure 2.40 provides an illustration of the case in which a "long" message which does not

fit into the send request is transfered with the enhanced mixed message passing protocol.

® The sender calls the BlockingSendQ API function. There is no matching receive

request since no receive order is pending. It sends a send request carrying the rank

of the sending process, the message tag, an identification code, ID, and a part of the

"long" message to the receiver, and then waits for a matching receive request.

® The receiver calls the Blocking-ReceiveQ API function. It receives the send re¬

quest, which includes a portion of the message. It checks whether the rank and tag

information match. On finding that the send and receive order match, the receiver

sends back a receive request with attached identification code. The message portion
is copied to the proper location in receiver process memory. The receiver then waits

for the remaining part of the message to arrive.

® The sender receives the receive request it has waited for and transmits the re¬

maining part of the message, once again with attached identification code. The

BlockingSendQ API call can complete.

© The receiver receives the remaining part of the message and, on the basis of the ID,

stores it at the correct location in process memory. The message transfer is finished

and the Blocking-ReceiveQ API call can complete.

The major disadvantage of the new protocol is that the overhead is further increased

through to the data copy step which is introduced. The copy step is required because

the message or a part of it is stored in an intermediate buffer in the send request, and

accordingly, more memory is used to store send requests. Assuming a 16 byte data area,

a send request now requires 3 * 4 + 16 = 28 bytes (refer to figure 2.38). The enhanced

mixed protocol has the advantage over the optimistic protocol that a fixed amount of space

is reserved for incoming messages which can never overrun. A sender always knows how

many unused send requests are available for it. The benefit of the one-sided and mixed

protocol is possibly a lower "small" message latency, although this depends heavily on

the application or the benchmark. Section 2.6.7 provides an evaluation of the expected

performance of the different protocols.

2.6.6 GCS and Process Memory Layout

Both the send and receive request GCS tables, as well as the communication memory

in which the message and status receive buffers are located, are accessible by extended

reflective memory direct addressing mode write instructions. It is therefore vital to ar¬

range the GCS windows suitably. A possible layout of the GCS and the corresponding

mappings to the memory regions of the parallel application's processes are illustrated in

figure 2.41. For purposes of clarity only two processes are shown. Each process has two

windows defined in the GCS. One is used for data exclusively intended for the process's
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Figure 2.41: GCS layout and the corresponding mappings to the memory regions of the

parallel application's processes

own use, the other for data that is shared across all processes of the application. Window

wn is reserved exclusively for process Pn, wm exclusively for Pm. The corresponding

memory in process Pn holds the Sender S't and Receiver R\ lines for the send and receive

requests (see sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4), and the local communication memory where the

message and status receive buffers are located. Window w9 is mapped by all processes

and therefore holds all the globally shared information. This includes the Sender Re¬

ceiver SR line holding the receive requests, if approach 1 is used to implement message

passing (refer to section 2.6.3), as well as various global management data structures, to

be presented in sections 2.6.11, 2.6.12, and 2.6.13. With the ability offered by extended

reflective memory to select the processes which may receive (refer to section 2.5.2), it is

possible to use the global window w9 for uni-casts or multi-casts as well as broadcasts.

This makes it possible to alter fields in a data structure stored in the memory of a few or

even a single process.

2.6.7 Performance Evaluation

The theoretical performance of the presented message passing protocols can be rated ac¬

cording to the expected maximum communication bandwidth and minimum communi¬

cation latency. No assumptions have been made about the hardware used, or how the

software implemented data transfer takes place, since these factors are not part of the

protocol specification. Accordingly, to determine the theoretical maximum bandwidth,

only the number of required data copy steps on the receiving side may be used. Other

parameters are not available.

The communication latency of a single message passing transfer is primarily determined

by two factors: The communication latency of a single data transfer step over the net¬

work, and the number of interdependent transfer steps a protocol requires. A transfer is

"interdependent" if it has to wait for the arrival of the transfer it depends on, before it is

allowed to start.
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Figure 2.42: The three phases ofa transfer step

Each transfer step can be split up into three phases (see figure 2.42)

® On the sending side, data is transfered over the I/O bus from the sending process to

the network interface (first I/O bus transfer phase).

® Data is transported by the network hardware to the receiving node (network transfer

phase).

® On the receiving side, data is transfered over the I/O bus from the network interface

to the receiving process (second I/O bus transfer phase).

It is assumed that the phases ® and ® last for the same length of time. To calculate the

time taken for one transfer step, tstep, the duration ofthe two I/O bus transfer phases, i//o,
and the single network transfer phase, tnetW0rk, need to be combined:

tstep — ^'jijQ -\- tnetwork (2.15)

The presented model has the disadvantage that it is not clearly defined, as to where the

I/O bus transfer phase really ends and the network transfer phase starts. Fortunately, it has

no impact on the conclusions drawn, as ti/0 and tnetwork are only used to calculate tstep
and in no other formula.

The predicted minimum communication latency depends largely on the application com¬

munication pattern. People often use the so-called ping-pong algorithm to measure the

latency (refer to section 4.1), where a process sends the smallest possible message (or the

one with the lowest latency) to a distant process which sends it back immediately after

reception, and vice versa. The latency of the different message passing protocols will be

compared using this algorithm.
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The following notation is used for the subsequent discussion:

txfer (i) ' Overall time spent for i message transfers with the ping-pong algorithm.

tgtep'- Time taken for one transfer step.

ti/o ' Duration of a single I/O bus transfer phase.

tnetwork- Time used for a single network transfer phase.

n: Number of consecutive message transfers.

Two-Sided Message Passing Protocol

Figure 2.43 illustrates the transfer steps required by the two-sided protocol. Each message

transfer consists of three interdependent steps:

1. The sender sends a send request to the receiver.

2. The receiver sends back a receive request.

3. The sender transmits message and status.

For a subsequent message transfer in the opposite direction (the sender is now receiver

and vice versa), the same three transfer steps are once again necessary. The amount of

time taken by n of such consecutive message transfers is given as:

txferTS(n) = 3ntstep (2.16)

No data copy steps are necessary since the receiver is prepared for the arriving message

and can store it directly in the correct location.

Optimistic Message Passing Protocol

The optimistic protocol omits the handshake and therefore only needs one step for each

message transfer. This protocol is illustrated in figure 2.44. The sender sends message

and status directly to the receiver, and vice versa. Two different cases are illustrated:

® A matching receive order is already posted when the message arrives. The message

can be stored directly at the proper location in the receiving node. No data copy

steps are necessary.

® No receive order is posted when the message arrives. A data copy step is necessary

because the arriving message must be stored in an intermediate buffer until the

matching receive order is present.

The time taken by n consecutive message transfers is:

^xferoPTV^J TlT'step (2.17)
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SendQ Send Request

Receive()

Receive Request

Message, Status

Send Request

Receive Request

Message, Status

Process #1

Receive()

Send Request

Receive Request

Message, Status

Send Request SendQ

Receive Request

Message, Status

Process #2 Time

Figure 2.43: Transfer steps ofthe two-sided message passingprotocol

Send() Message, Status \© Receive()

Message, Status

Message, Status Send()

©
Receive()

Message, Status Receive()

Send() Message, Status

Message, Status

Receive() Message, Status SendQ

Process #2

Message, Status

Process #1 Time

Figure 2.44: Transfer steps ofthe optimistic message passingprotocol

One-Sided Message Passing Protocol

The one-sided protocol omits the send requests and accordingly requires two interdepen¬
dent transfer steps (refer to figure 2.45):

1. The receiver sends a receive request to the sender.

2. The sender transmits message and status.

For all following transfers, only one transfer step is needed, because the receive request

can be hidden. Each new receive request may be transfered immediately after the message
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and status of the previous message transfer. The time taken by n consecutive message

transfers can therefore be expressed through the following equation:

^xferosv^J ''step T ^'''step \^ ~r ±)<'step (2.18)

No data copy steps are necessary because the receiver is prepared for the arriving message
and can store it directly in the correct location.

SendQ

Receive Request

Message, Status

ReceiveQ Receive Request

Message, Status

Receive Request

Receive Request ReceiveQ

Message, Status

Receive Request

Message, Status

Receive Request

SendQ

ReceiveQ

Process #1 Process #2 Time

Figure 2.45: Transfer steps ofthe one-sided message passingprotocol

The formula is only valid if the message sender is known. If the sender is unknown it

becomes necessary to broadcast the receive requests and to lock access to the receive

request blocks. The time required therefore cannot be estimated, as it depends largely on

the hardware employed.

Mixed Message Passing Protocol

The mixed protocol makes use of the one-sided and of the two-sided protocol. The one¬

sided protocol is employed for receives which name a specific process as message sender,
and the two-sided when the sender is not explicitly given. Both are illustrated in figure
2.46. In cases ® and ®, the one-sided protocol is used. The send request isn't required,
as the message sender is known by the receiver. In case ®, the sender is unknown and the

receiver has to wait for the send request first. The time taken by n consecutive message

transfers is therefore:

'^xferMixi V^J ''step ~r Titstep (Jl ~r ^/''step

if the message sender is known, and

txferMiXn \n) = àntgtzp

(2.19)

(2.20)

for an anonymous sender. No data copy steps are necessary because the receiver is always

prepared for the arriving message and can store it directly at the correct location.
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SendQ
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Figure 2.46: Transfer steps employed by the mixed message passingprotocol

Enhanced Mixed Message Passing Protocol

For "short" messages which fit into the send request, the enhanced mixed protocol may

out-performs the one-sided and the mixed protocol, if the receiver names a dedicates

message sender. Figure 2.47 illustrates three different cases, all needing only one transfer

step:

® The sender has not received a matching receive request and therefore sends a send

request containing the message and the message length to the receiver. Before the

send request arrives, the receiver issues a receive request for this message that must

be flushed by the sender. No data copy step is necessary. The receiver is prepared
for the arriving message and can store it directly at the correct location without

intermediate buffering.

® The sender already possesses a matching receive request for a new send order. It

sends message and status to the receiver. Once again, no data copy steps are nec¬

essary. Transmitting a send request is necessary as the mixed message passing

protocol requires that a send request is transmitted in any case.

® The sender has not received a matching receive request and therefore sends a send

request containing the message and the "short" message to the receiver. A data copy

step is necessary as the arriving message must be stored in an intermediate buffer

until the matching receive order is present. When the receive order is available,
the receiver sends a receive request to the sender, which is only used to maintain

synchronicity between the sender and the receiver.
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The time taken by n consecutive message transfers is therefore:

^xfer-EMixi V1') ^''Jstep (2.21)

For 'longer messages' and if the message sender is unknown, the two-sided protocol is

used, as in the mixed protocol. Therefore, the time taken by n consecutive message

transfers is:

txfer-EMiXn \n) = dntgtep (2.22)

Send() Send Req., Msg., Length

\ ©

k
®

Receive Request ReceiveQ

Receive() Receive Request
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Receive Request

Send()
Message, Status

Send Request

Message Status

Send Request

Send Req., Msg., Length SendQ

Send Req., Msg., Length

Receive() Receive Request

Receive Request

Process #1 Process #2

TTime

Figure 2.47: Transfer steps employed by the enhanced mixed message passingprotocol

Conclusions

The two-sided protocol is slow, as it always requires three interdependent transfer steps.

The performance ofthe optimistic, the one-sided, the mixed, and the enhanced mixed pro¬

tocol for messages with dedicated message sender is equal when the first message transfer

is not taken into account. All need only one interdependent transfer step for consecutive

message transfers. If a process out of a group is message sender, the enhanced mixed

protocol performs in the same manner as the optimistic protocol for "short" messages,

and like the two-sided and the mixed protocol for "longer" messages.
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Imagine a scenario in which an I/O bus is used which takes about 1 fis for a single I/O

bus transfer phase. If, in addition, a network which requires 2 fis for one network transfer

phase is employed, the following equation can then be used:

tgtep = Ztj/o + tnetwork = (2xl + 2) flS = 4flS (2.23)

Table 2.11 provides an overview of the predicted communication latency and the number

of data copy steps required for the different message passing protocols. The two-sided

protocol always takes 12 fis, the optimistic 4 fis. If the message sender is explicitly given,
the one-sided protocol requires 8 fis for the first message transfer, with all which follow

taking only 4 fis. The same is true for the mixed protocol, since the one-sided protocol is

used if the message sender is known. If a process out of a group is message sender, the

mixed protocol uses the two-sided protocol and therefore requires 12 fis. The enhanced

mixed protocol always requires 4 fis, except for "longer" messages without dedicated

sender, where it takes 12 fis.

The number of data copy steps can provide an estimate of the theoretical maximum band¬

width. Copy steps may reduce the communication bandwidth while a zero-copy protocol
allows for maximum speed.

message passing

protocol

communicati

dedicated sender

on latency in fis

no dedicated sender

#data

copy steps

two-sided 12 12 0

optimistic 4 4 Oor 1

one-sided 4(8) n/a 0

mixed 4(8) 12 0

enhanced mixed 4 4(12) Oor 1

Table 2.11: Predicted communication latency and the number ofrequired data copy steps

for different message passing protocols. As statedpreviously, the latency for a receive

order without given message sender using the one-sidedprotocol cannot beforecasted

Whether the one-sided, the mixed or the enhanced mixed protocol performs the best de¬

pends primarily on the application, as well as the hardware and the software platform
used. In chapter 3, a set of machines is presented which are based on the one-sided and

the mixed protocol. The results of communication latency and bandwidth measurements

for these machines are made available in chapter 4. At the moment, no implementation of

the enhanced mixed protocol exists.

A disadvantage which has not been taken into account in the considerations made thus far,
is the fact that the protocols require some management for the send and receive requests,

which in turn increases the overhead, and therefore the communication latency. For ex¬

ample, requests must be appended and removed. In the following section, a new concept

is introduced which helps to reduce the number of dependent network transfers, in order

to further minimize the communication latency.
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2.6.8 Transfer Combining and Hidden Table Management

Figure 2.48 presents the transfer steps necessary to perform a message transfer with the

two-sided protocol, or the mixed message passing protocol without explicitly given mes¬

sage sender. A send request must be created and appended to the send request queue,

while the message receiver has to be woken, so that the request can be processed. If the

receiver has a matching receive order, a receive request is set up, appended to the receive

request queue and a remote interrupt issued to the sender. The matching send request

can be marked inactive. The sender now can remove the send request, transfer message

and status, and mark the receive request inactive. Later on, the receiver can remove the

inactive receive request.

put send request

append send request

wakeup receiver

put receive request

append receive request

wakeupsender

mark send request inactive
Keceiver

remove send request
•

put message

put status

mark receive request inactive
•

remove receive request

Figure 2.48: Communication steps necessary to complete a message transfer

Most machines use connection-less services with packet routing for data transmission. A

goal should be to minimize the number of packets that are necessary per message transfer,

as each packet introduces additional protocol overhead. A first approach is to combine

as many transfer steps as possible. Figure 2.49 illustrates the three transfer types which

are available with extended reflective memory: Direct writes, indirect writes, and remote

interrupts. A direct write consists of fields containing the id ofthe destination process, the

destination address, the data length, and the data. An indirect write uses an index instead

of an address. For remote interrupts, a destination id and an identifier named event are

provided. The identifier is used to allow several types of interrupts. If the destination

for several consecutive transfers is a single process, they can be combined to a single
transfer and transmitted in one packet. This method is known as transfer combining, and

is presented in figure 2.50. Several direct and indirect writes, as well as remote interrupts,
are combined into a single block which is transfered to a single destination.

*-

Sender
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Transfer,

Transfer)

Transfer

Figure 2.49: Possible types ofextended reflective memory transfers

Figure 2.50: Transfer combining: Several direct and indirect extended reflective memory
writes, and remote interrupts, are combined into a single transfer

put & append send request,

wakeup receiver

put & append receive request,

wakeup sender,
mark send request inactive

<

Sender remove send request

put message & status,
mark receive request inactive,

Receiver

remove receive request

Figure 2.51 : Communication steps necessary toperform a message transfer with transfer

combining
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put & append send request,

wakeup receiver

put & append receive request,

wakeup sender,
mark send request inactive,

maintain receive request queue

put message & status,
mark receive request inactive,

remove send request

Figure 2.52: Communication steps necessary toperform a message transfer with transfer

combining and hidden table management

Using transfer combining makes it possible to reduce the number of transfer steps, as

shown in figure 2.51. The steps required for issuing a send request can be combined. In

one transfer, a request is created and appended, and the partner process woken. The same

procedure takes place for the receive request, where in addition it is possible to mark the

matching send request inactive. The sender can transmit message and status, mark the

receive request inactive, and remove the inactive send request in one step. Removing
the receive request still takes place at the end of the transfer, in a single transfer step.

The situation can be improved even further if hidden table management is used: Remov¬

ing the send request may take place after message and status are transfered, and receive

request queue maintenance can be combined with the creation and appending of new re¬

ceive requests, as demonstrated in illustration 2.52. Both tasks are performed after the

completion of the critical "work" depended on by the other process, in order to decrease

the communication latency.

The application ofthis solution can lead to the situation in which the,free queue for receive

requests becomes empty while inactive requests are available, but reside in the usedqueue.

In such a case, the responsible process has to perform a clean up first before a new request

can be issued.

2.6.9 Queue Handling

The one-sided and the (enhanced) mixed protocol don't need any locking to handle send

and receive requests in St and Rt. Each queue is managed by a single process. Other

processes can only scan requests and mark them inactive. A new request is always ap¬

pended to the end of the used queue. The new request must be taken from the^ree queue.

The most obvious candidate is the first entry of the queue. Since messages can overtake

others, it has to be possible to remove any entry in the used queue, and append it to the

beginning of the^ree queue afterwards.

Each request passes through four stages:

1. It is removed from the head of the^ree queue.

Receiver

2. It is appended to the end of the used queue.
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3. It is removed from the used queue. It can be located at queue head, tail, or some¬

where in between.

4. It is appended to the head of thefree queue.

Each of these stages is discussed in the following sections.

Remove First Request in Free Queue

Request Request

ri+i

Request

Figure 2.53: Request ri is removedfrom the free queue

Removing the first request in t\\e free queue is performed in the manner illustrated in

figure 2.53. To remove ri, firstfree must simply no longer reference r,. Instead it must

reference the request pointed to by the next request address field (named next) of rj, which

isri+i 15.

Append Request to the End of the Used Queue

Request Request Request

®

Request

Figure 2.54: Request ri is appended to the end ofthe used queue

Appending a request to the end of the usedqueue takes place as shown in figure 2.54. The

request to append is named r^. The three steps involved are outlined below:

® Fill the next field of request Ti with the constant that references the queue end.

15 When the ^ree queue is empty, no more free requests are available. The application must terminate.

When only one request is in thefree queue, next of r^ holds a constant that references the queue end. This

constant is copied tofirstfree.
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Let the next field of request rm, which is the request referenced by last used, point
tor,-.

Let last used point to request r,
16

Removing a request from the used queue requires the use of varying methodology, de¬

pending on the location of the request in the queue.

Remove First Request in Used Queue

i \

Request j Request Request

rI j •j+1 ri+2

Request

Figure 2.55: Request tj is removedfrom the beginning ofthe used queue

Figure 2.55 illustrates the removal of a request located at the queue head. It is achieved

simply by \ettm%first wseJ reference the second request. The request to remove is named

Tj. The second request in the queue is rj+1, and is pointed to by the next field of request
„

17

Remove "Internal" Request in Used Queue

Request Request

rj*i

Request

rJ+2

Request

Figure 2.56: Request rJ+i is removedfrom inside the used queue

Figure 2.56 illustrates the removal of a request which is located inside the queue. The

request to remove is named r,-+i, and in the example is located at the second position in

16When the used queue is empty, first used also has to be adjusted. It must point to request r^ as well.

Step © is then omitted.

17When only one request is in the used queue, next of r, holds a constant which references the queue

end. This constant is copied tofirst used.
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the queue, right after request r,-, and before r,-+2. rJ+i is simply removed by allowing the

next field of request tj point to request rj+2, which in turn is pointed to by the next field

of request rJ+i.

Remove Last Request in Used Queue

Request Request

j+1

J~®

Request

'm-1

Request

Figure 2.57: Request rm is removedfrom the tail ofthe used queue

Figure 2.57 portrays the removal of a request located at the queue tail. The request to

remove is named rm. Two steps are necessary in achieving the removal:

® Allowing last used reference request rm—1 •

® Filling in the next field of request rTO_i with the constant which references the queue

end.

Append Request to the Head of the Free Queue

©

Request Request Request

Figure 2.58: Request r-j is appended to the free queue

A request is appended to thefree queue through its insertion at the beginning ofthe queue.

Refer to figure 2.58. The request to append is named r,-. Two steps are required for the

successful completion of the operation:

® Allowing the next field of request tj to point to request r^.

® Lettingfirstfree reference request rj.
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Handling appending and removal in this way guarantees that all queues are always con¬

sistent 18. Only one dedicated process executes append and remove operations at a time,
and therefore makes use of one of the three fieldsfirstfree, first used, and last used. Ei¬

ther the process is always the same, or if the one-sided message passing protocol is used,
mutual exclusion is guaranteed by use of a locking mechanism. All other processes only

require thefirst used field to obtain the first queue entry. Thefirstfree, and last used fields

are excess to the requirements of these other processes, first used and the next fields of

all requests never point to illegal requests if the presented queue handling procedures are

used.

Send and receive requests have only a next request address and no previous request ad¬

dress field. To remove a request from the used queue, it is necessary to be aware of the

identity of its predecessor, because the predecessor's next request address field must point
to the request pointed to by the next request address field of the request to remove. Its

identity can be determined by walking through the queue beginning from the first request

until the target request is reached. Depending on the implementation, walking through the

used queue does not constitute additional overhead, because it has to take place initially
in any case in order to find the matching request.

2.6.10 Nonblocking Sends and Receives

One fact common to all ofthe presented approaches to implement message passing is that

the complete message transfer is performed by the sending process (refer to sections 2.6.3,

2.6.4, and 2.6.5). As previously explained, the tog-field in the status can be used to monitor

the state of a receive operation. It follows therefore that the tag field must be initialized

with a constant that lies outside the range ofvalid tags, before the receive request is issued.

A change ofthe tog-field indicates that the message has arrived at the receiver. A blocking
receive operation waits for the tag to become valid to be sure that the message has arrived.

If the message requested by a nonblocking receive operation has arrived is determined

by simply checking whether the tag has become valid. A blocking receive operation
known as BlockingReceiveQ can therefore be implemented by calling a nonblocking
receive operation, NonBlockingReceiveQ, followed by a wait for completion operation,
referred to as WaitForCompletionQ. WaitForCompletionQ, in turn, fulfills its role

by repeatedly calling a test for completion operation known as TestForCompletionQ,
until the message requested by the associated nonblocking receive has arrived (refer to

figure 2.59). No interrupt or additional thread is necessary to handle nonblocking receives.

Implementing waiting for completion by simply polling the tag field consumes all the

CPU time assigned to the waiting process or thread by the operating system. Concur¬

rent calculations are not efficient and necessary CPU time is wasted by the polling rou¬

tine. This is not a drawback for the parallel application the process belongs to, as multi¬

threaded parallel applications are not supported (refer to section 2.3). Allowing other

applications to run concurrently on the same CPU is accordingly inefficient, but also un¬

usual on parallel machines used for scientific computing 19.

18It is assumed that write and read accesses to single fields are atomic.
19CPU time is only one critical parameter. There exist many others, such as the available main memory,

for example. Many applications expect to have a specified amount of memory per process, which is often
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NonBlockingReceive()

{

initialize status tag

issue receive request

}

WaitForCompletion()

{
do

{
TestForCompletion()

}
while this test

does not succeed

}

Figure 2.59: Simple and efficient implementation ofthe blocking andnonblocking receive

operation

With the (enhanced) mixed message passing protocol, a process must handle nonblocking
receives which have a process out of a group as message sender in the background. When

a send request arrives an interrupt must be released to check if a matching receive order is

waiting. If so, the appropriate receive request can be sent. If this cannot take place within

the interrupt service routine 20, an additional thread or process must be available which

can be woken to fulfill the task.

The handling of nonblocking sends is resource-intensive as well, and also requires in¬

terrupt support, and possibly a wakeable additional process or thread. When a receive

request arrives, an interrupt must be released and a service routine started. The request is

compared with the list of unsatisfied send orders. If a matching send order is found, the

message can be transfered.

2.6.11 Process Groups and Collective Operations

Process groups are used in a variety of ways. In a message passing receive or probe op¬

eration, a group names the processes that are allowed to send the message. In a broadcast

and barrier operation, it names the participating processes. To allow an efficient imple¬
mentation ofMPI, the ICL offers three group management operations: Create, merge, and

destroy. All MPI group, context, and communicator management operations can be im¬

plemented on top of this set. Group merging is necessary because MPI offers an operation
to create an intra-communicator from two inter-communicators [MPI95].

According to the MPI communicator creation functions, a new child group is always

close to the amount of memory reserved for applications.
20One reason why it may not take place within the interrupt service routine is that the handling takes too

long to do it in interrupt context.

BlockingReceive()

{
NonBlockingReceive()

WaitForCompletion()

}

TestForCompletion()

{
succeed if status tag

has become valid

}
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Child Group Address

Process Count

Rank Table

Broadcast Message Index

Broadcast Start Flag Table

Broadcast Done Flag

Barrier Arrived Flag Table

Barrier Go Flag

Next Group Data Address

Group Data

R0 R, Rn-1 R„

Rank Table

so S! S
«

n-1 S„

Broadcast Start Flag Table

*0 *1 Än-1 K

Barrier Arrived Flag Table

Figure 2.60: Group management data structure necessary to manage process groups,

broadcasts, and barriers

created within the context of an existing group, called the parent group. The ICL must

therefore offer at least one group containing all processes participating in the parallel

application at start up. To manage a process group, a data structure similar to the one

shown in figure 2.60 is necessary. The illustrated example contains a childgroup address

field, used for creating new groups, and a field namedprocess count, to store the number

of entries in the array rank table. The rank table holds the ranks of all processes which are

group members. The broadcast message index, broadcast startflag table, and broadcast

done flag are used to manage broadcast operations, while the barrier arrivedflag table

and the barrier go flag are employed for barrier management. Unused structures are

concatenated in afree queue by use of the next group data address field. An used queue is

not necessary. A fixed number of these group management data structures is preallocated
in the global GCS window wg (refer to section 2.6.6). A local copy is held in each process

memory and all accesses are direct addressing mode writes.

Creating a New Process Group

Creating a new process group within the context of a parent group may take place as

follows: All processes of the parent group must participate. The process with the lowest

rank in the set of processes which will form the new group, called the child group, is

declared as master. The master must lock access to the global process group structures

exclusively, so as to avoid corruption when another group manage routine tries to alter

it concurrently. It disconnects a new group data structure from the_/ree queue and fills

in the process count field and the rank table. The rank table must contain the ranks

of the processes participating in the new group. The child group address field of the

parent group is filled with the address of the new created group. All the other processes

wait for this address, so as to obtain access to the child group. When it is available, the

broadcast message index, broadcast startflag table, and barrier arrivedflag table of the

child group must be appropriately initialized, in preparation for following broadcast and
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barrier operations. Further explanation of how the broadcast and barrier operations can

be implemented is provided later on. The child group address fields of the parent and

the child group must be reset. If required, the configuration of the network hardware for

the new group can occur once this has been done. The group creation operation must be

finalized by a barrier. This is necessary to guarantee that all participating processes have

completed and are ready to use the child group.

Destroying a Process Group

Destroying a process group is mainly performed by the master, which is once again the

process in the group with the lowest rank. Before it can be started, the group members

must perform a barrier synchronization, so as to guarantee that all of the members have

entered the group destroy routine and are ready. It is necessary to exclusively lock access

to the group management data structures once more, to avoid concurrent accesses. The

master is now in a position to simply append the structure which is no longer used to the

free queue, and all group members can then proceed to delete the reference to it. The

group may also have to be deallocated in the network hardware.

Merging two Process Groups

The group merging routine is used by the MPI inter-communicator merge operation. One

precondition is that the participating process groups do not overlap, something which

is also prohibited by the MPI standard. Merging two groups can take place as follows:

Out of each group, a process is selected as leader. Each member of both participating

groups knows the leader of the local group, and the leader of the remote group. These

two processes are assigned to coordinate the merge operation. To start off, a barrier

synchronization of the members ofboth participating groups is required, to guarantee that

all processes have entered the merge routine. Once this has taken place, the leaders of

both groups communicate the address of their own group management data structure to

the members of the remote group. In order to achieve this, use is made of field i of the

group address table in the merge data structure illustrated in figure 2.61, where i is the

rank of the local leader. This structure also holds a leader table where both leaders with

ranks i and j can place the rank of the remote leader in the i-th respectively j-th field.

Both tables offer one entry for each process in the parallel application. The merge data

structure is preallocated in the global window w9 (see section 2.6.6). It is initialized at

application startup. In the subsequent step, all participating processes wait for the address

of the remote group data structure in field j of the group address table, and for the rank

of the local leader, in field j of the leader table, j is the rank of the remote leader, and is

therefore different for both groups. When these conditions are fulfilled all the information

needed is available. The entries used in the merge data structure can be reset, and the

new group holding all processes of both given groups can be created in similar steps, as

described above.

Refer to figure 2.62 for an example of a group merge with two groups G0 and G\, in an

application with four processes, named P0, Pi, P2, and P3. Each group consists of two

processes, G0 of P0 and Pi, and Gi of P2 and P3. P0 is the leader of G0, while P2 is GVs

leader. P0 lets entry 0 in the group address table point to the group data structure of its
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group G0, and writes the rank of the remote leader (2), in entry 0 of the leader table. P2

lets entry 2 in the group address table point to the group data structure of its group Gx,
and writes the rank of the remote leader (0), in entry 2 of the leader table. Through use of

the leader table entries, it is guaranteed that no other group merging call involving group

G0 or Gi is running concurrently.

Group Address Table

Leader Table

Merge Data

G0 G1 Gn-1 G
n

Group Address Table

Ln-1 Ln

Leader Table

Figure 2.61: The merge data structure required to merge two non-overlapping process

groups

Processes: P0, P1

Group Leader: PQ

Group Data 0

Processes: P2, P3

Group Leader: P2

Group Data 1

J

Group Address Table

Leader Table

0 12 3

Merge Data

Figure 2.62: Merging two process groups in an application with four processes. Each

group consists oftwo processes, group Gq ofprocesses P0 and Pi, group G\ ofprocesses
P2 and P3. Process P0 is leader ofgroup Gq, P2 leader ofG\

Broadcasting

Message broadcasting can take place sequentially with the extended reflective memory

direct addressing mode, but is much more efficient in parallel, using the indirect address¬

ing mode. It is not possible to employ the broad- and multi-casting mechanism provided

by the direct addressing mode, as the message destination buffers are not addressable by
the same GCS addresses. They are not located at the same relative position in the sec¬

tion of process memory mapped to the GCS window used for message transmission (the
exclusive windows wn and wm in illustration 2.41, in section 2.6.6), because they can be

allocated dynamically by the processes. The index used for indirect addressing is assigned
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Local Memory

Receiver B,

Figure 2.63: A broadcast operation with three participatingprocesses named P0, Ph and

P2. Pi is message sender, the others are receivers

when the group is created and the address that is associated to it on each participating pro¬

cess is adapted in every broadcast operation to point to the start of the current message

receive buffer.

The following section describes a possible implementation of the message broadcast op¬

eration. Each receiving process stores the destination buffer start address at the local

broadcast message index in the index to LCS address translation table and resets the local

broadcast done flag. After this has been done, it sets its flag in the broadcast startflag
table in the message sender's memory, so as to inform the sender that it is ready to receive

the message. As soon as all message receivers have set the flag, the sender transmits the

message in the indirect addressing mode by use of the broadcast message index. When

the transfer is completed, the sender resets the fields in its locally stored broadcast start

flag table which were involved, and sets the broadcast doneflag on all receiving processes

to inform them of the ending of the broadcast operation. The latter is achieved through
use of the direct addressing mode, as the group management data structures are allocated

at the same location in the global GCS window (see illustration 2.41 in section 2.6.6).

Refer to figure 2.63 for an example. The three processes involved are named P0, Pi, and

P2, while Pi is message sender. Each process possesses local main memory, where the

message source buffers, message destination buffers, and the pertinent group management
data structure are stored. For the sake of clarity, only the necessary fields of the structure

are shown. The sender uses index 7 to transmit the message in indirect addressing mode.

The necessary steps are listed below:

® P0 and P2 write the message destination buffer start addresses, a, and b, into the

index to LCS address translation tables.

® Pq and P2 reset the local broadcast doneflags.
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® P0 and P2 set the corresponding flags in the broadcast startflag table, P0 field 0,

and P2 field 2. Field 1 is not used, as Px is message sender.

© Pi sees the necessary flags in the broadcast startflag table. P0 and P2 are ready to

receive the message. The message is sent by use of the indirect addressing mode,
with index 7.

© Pi then resets the fields in the locally stored broadcast startflag table.

© In the final step, Pi sets the broadcast doneflag in P0 and P2.

Barrier Synchronization

The implementation of barrier synchronization depends on the functionality offered by
the network hardware. Machines like the CM-5 or the CRAY T3D provide hardware

support for barriers, but many other machines do not offer support. They build barriers

entirely in software by use of point-to-point, and possibly broadcast, messages [HS96].
The major performance goals for barriers include the following [CSG98]:

Small criticalpath length:
The chain of interdependent operations needed for n processes to pass the barrier

should be small.

Low traffic:
The barrier algorithm should reduce the total number ofbus transactions and avoid hot

spots.

Low storage cost:

The storage cost should be kept low.

Scalability:

Latency, traffic, and storage costs should increase slowly in proportion to increases in

the number of processes.

Many software implementations are based on a tree-like algorithm: Imagine a tree with n

nodes, where each tree node (root, leaf, or internal) represents a process that participates
in the barrier. The tree may be of any chosen branching factor k. This factor defines how

many children a node has. The number of stages of the tree is fixed for a given n and k.

Refer to figure 2.64 for an example where n = 7 and k = 2. When a leaf process arrives

at the barrier, it sends a signal to the parent process. Internal processes have to wait until

their children have reported that they have also arrived at the barrier, and then they can

send a signal to its parents as well. When the root process has received the signals from all

its children, all processes have reached the barrier (®). This can be communicated to all

processes by using the inverse algorithm (©). As soon as a process knows that the barrier

is completed, it can continue executing the program code following the barrier call.

The presented algorithm does not guarantee that hot spots do not occur and that the num¬

ber of bus transactions is kept low. The performance of the algorithm depends on the

network topology, and the placing of the participating processes in the network. If the

process tree is badly allocated, a lot of unnecessary network traffic is produced. The
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Figure 2.64: Barrier synchronization: Tree-like algorithm with 7processes and branch¬

ingfactor 2. The tree consists ofone root node, 4 leafnodes, and two internal nodes

Figure 2.65: A barrier synchronization with three participatingprocesses named P0, Pi,

and P2. Pi is the rootprocess, the others are leaves

barrier execution time will vary, depending on the point of time when the processes of a

parallel application run into the barrier.

A special case ofthe algorithm is the flat tree with only one stage. One process is declared

as root, and all the others (which are all leaf nodes) send a signal to it as soon as they have

arrived at the barrier. This constitutes a rather simple solution which is almost certainly
not optimal, and is used merely to illustrate how a straight-forward implementation can

be achieved using extended reflective memory. To facilitate the algorithm, the barrier

arrivedflag table and the barrier go flag of the group management data structure are

employed. One process is declared as root and waits until all processes have set their flag
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in the barrier arrivedflag table, stored locally in the memory of the root process. As

soon as all flags are set, the root clears the barrier arrivedflag table and globally sets the

barrier goflag, which is what the other processes are waiting for. The barrier goflag is

initialized individually by each process before it sets the flag in the barrier arrivedflag
table.

Refer to figure 2.65 for an example. Three processes named P0, Pi, and P2 take part,

with Pi as root. Each process has local main memory, which is where the pertinent group

management data structure is stored. For purposes of clarity, only the fields involved are

shown. The necessary steps are listed below:

® P0 and P2 reset the local barrier goflags.

® P0 and P2 set the corresponding flags in the barrier arrivedflag table, in the case

of P0, field 0, and in P2's case, field 2. Field 1 is unused as Px is root.

® Pi takes note of all the necessary flags in the local barrier arrivedflag table and

resets them again.

© Pi sets the barrier goflag in the structures stored in P0 and P2.

2.6.12 Mutual Exclusion

Locking is needed to enable exclusive access to the process group structures, and to the

Sender Receiver SR line if the first approach presented in section 2.6.3 is used. Since it is

a feature often utilized in parallel applications, it should also be included in the ICL API.

Mutual exclusion can be realized through the introduction of so-called keys. A key can

be understood as a tool that serializes access to a specific object. Only the key owner has

the right to access the object and only one process can own a specific key. A key must be

released before another process can get it, and several processes can compete for a key at

the same time. For each key used in the application, a key data structure as presented in

figure 2.66 is necessary. The key data structure is located in the global GCS window (refer
to figure 2.41 in section 2.6.6), and must be initialized at application startup. All accesses

to this structure are direct addressing mode write instructions. It contains a request table,
with an entry for each process, and a current owner field. Each key has a dedicated key
handler. If a process wants to acquire a specific key, it stores a request in the associated

field of the request table, and raises a remote interrupt on the process that is key handler.

If the key is currently not in use, the key handler can pass it to the requesting process

by writing the rank of this process in the current owner field. The requesting process

waits until its rank appears in the current owner field. To release the key, the key owner

resets the associated field of the request table, and raises a remote interrupt on the key

handler, which is now in a position to pass the key to another process that has requested
it. To optimize memory usage, the key data structure could be split up into two parts. The

current owner field must be stored by all processes, but the request table is only required

by the key handler.
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Request Table

Current Owner

Key Data

Rn-1 Rn

Request Table

Figure 2.66: The key data structure needed to handle locking requests

2.6.13 Message Probing

Probing allows incoming messages to be checked for, without actually receiving them.

A blocking and a nonblocking version exist in the ICL API. The blocking version waits

until a message that matches the pattern given in the call is available, and returns status

information about the message without actually receiving it. The nonblocking version

immediately returns with a flag indicating whether a matching message could be received.

Status information is only supplied if a matching message is available.

A blocking probe is very similar to a blocking receive. The only difference is that the

sending process only transmits status information and not the message itself, and that the

send order remains active. Probe and receive request can be distinguished by adding a

type field to the receive request (refer to figure 2.67)21.

Source
Type

Length
Tag

Truncated Flag
Status Address —

Cancelled Flag
Data Address

Tag
Maximum Length

Status
Next Request Address

Receive Request

S Data

Figure 2.67: A receive request with additional type field to support message probing.
This request can be used with the (enhanced) mixed message passingprotocol

The implementation of nonblocking probes with the one-sided message passing proto¬

col requires additional resources, as the function must return immediately, and is not

allowed to block until a matching message is present. The straight-forward solution is

to introduce new probe data structures in the global window (refer to figure 2.41 in sec¬

tion 2.6.6), which are accessed by direct addressing mode write instructions. The probing

21 In a real-world implementation, if four bytes are reserved per field, the type and the tag field can be

combined to save memory space. The type information needs only one bit, and the MPI standard specifies
that the tag upper bound value must be at least 32767, which uses only 15 bits.
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process enters the information needed into a sender probe data structure, and wakes up

all legitimate senders, so that they can inform the probing process about the availability
of a matching message by writing to a receiver probe data structure. Possible layouts
of these two data structures are shown in figure 2.68. In an application consisting of n

processes, n sender probe data structures and n receiver probe data structures are avail¬

able. In all processes that qualify as possible message senders, the probing process Pj fills

the tag and the process group id fields of sender probe data structure i. In addition, the

process initializes the tag fields in the local receiver probe data structures associated with

the possible message senders, and wakes up all these processes using the remote interrupt

facility. The woken processes check for matching send orders. All processes Pj that find

a matching send order set the tag and the length fields in receiver probe data structure

j, in accordance with the parameters of the send order. All other processes Pk set the

tag field of receiver probe data structure A; to a special value, indicating that no matching
send order is available. The probing process waits until all possible message senders have

written their replies to the receiver probe data structures. It then analyzes the answers and

returns the appropriate result to the caller of the nonblocking probe function.

The procedure outlined above has two major drawbacks:

• If a process group, as opposed to a specific process is named as message sender, sev¬

eral sender and receiver probe data structures must be filled, and several processes

have to be woken. This affects performance and scalability as well.

• The reliance on expensive remote interrupts which increase the processing overhead

and reduce performance.

Tag

Process Group ID

Sender Probe Data

Tag

Length

Receiver Probe Data

Figure 2.68: Sender and receiver probe data structures used to handle nonblocking

probes. The straight-forwardsolution

Type

Source

Tag Tag

Length

Truncated Flag
Process Group ID Bata Address

Cancelled Flag
Next Probe Request Maximum Length

Tag
Probe Request Next Request Address

Status

Receive Request

Figure 2.69: Probe request data structure used to handle nonblockingprobes with the

improved method, together with associated status information and receive request
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Figure 2.70: Structure ofaprobe request block. A set ofprobe requests is concatenated

toform two queues

There is, however, a more efficient method available to the one sided message passing

protocol to handle nonblocking probes. In this scenario, when the nonblocking probe
function is called, a receive request is posted and the addressed, potential message sender

handles it as in the blocking case. In other words, as soon as a matching send order

is available, the sender transmits message status information, but not the message itself.

The send order is not concluded and therefore remains active. The probing process then

subsequently stores, together with the tag and process group id, a reference to the status

in a probe request data structure, as illustrated in figure 2.69. The nonblocking probe
function then proceeds to terminate with the information that no matching message is

available. Used probe requests are added to the used queue, unused reside in the free

queue of the probe request block, as presented in figure 2.70. The probe request queue

is necessary since, due to the nature of the one-sided message passing protocol, the asso¬

ciated receive request can be removed as soon as the sender has reset the tag field. The

status information, however, still remains available. No reference to the receive request

needs to be stored in the probe request. If the nonblocking probe function is called again,
the probe request block's used queue is scanned for a previously posted receive request

matching the parameters given by the call. If a matching receive request is found, the

tag field in the associated status is simply checked for a matching send request, and the

probe call can return the result. If it is not found, a receive request must be allocated and

a reference to it stored in a new probe request. The call subsequently terminates with the

information that no matching message is available.

Probe and receive requests must be removed from the corresponding used queues and

added to the_/ree queues as soon as a matching send order is available, and a probe call

has returned this information to the caller. An even better solution would be to keep the

probe and receive requests in the used queues, until they are needed for new requests, or

until a receive order with the same parameters is present, which would invalidate them

for future probe calls. If all probe requests are in use, a workaround might be to use the

straight-forward method for additional probes.

The (enhanced) mixed message passing protocol makes blocking and nonblocking probes

easy to implement. For each send order, the protocol prescribes that a send request be sent
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to the receiver. If the send requests are blown up by a length field 22, no additional data

structures and mechanisms are necessary, as these requests can simply be used to obtain

all the information needed by a probe operation.

2.6.14 Mapping MPI Functions

The ICL, unlike the MPI, does not offer different communication modes. Standard, syn¬

chronous, ready, and buffered MPI sends use the same message passing protocol, namely
the one-sided, mixed, or enhanced mixed protocol. Blocking standard, synchronous, and

ready sends call the ICL blocking send routine, nonblocking standard, synchronous, ready

sends, as well as blocking and nonblocking buffered sends call the ICL nonblocking send

routine. Corresponding routines for MPI broadcast, barrier, blocking and nonblocking

probing, and most MPI test and wait for completion functions also exist in the ICL. Func¬

tions not directly supported can be provided for through a combination of those which are

supported. Look at appendix D for a detailed discussion about the ICL API.

2.7 Means of Reducing Processing Overhead

In this section, some generally well-known methods of reducing the processing overhead

are presented. These have been partially realized in many popular communication archi¬

tectures. The big advantage of the architecture presented in this dissertation is that all the

concepts have been combined to achieve maximum application performance.

The basic approaches in attempting the reduction of processing overhead, are to:

• omit the unnecessary, optimize the necessary

• process as much as possible through hardware

Switching processes, calling functions within the operating system kernel, and raising

interrupts are normally expensive operations. Omitting them whenever possible without

undermining system stability and security is a primary goal. Unnecessary data copy steps

are also a factor underlying oversized processing overhead. The network hardware should

take care of as much as possible. The handing over of control to the hardware primarily
effects data transport, including flow control, routing, and error correction.

2.7.1 Protected User-Level Communication

In modern standard operating systems, such as Linux, or Microsoft Windows NT, all of

the hardware is controlled by device drivers located in the kernel. To guarantee system

stability and security, an application that wants to use a device has to access it through the

responsible driver by means of the execution of a system call. No application directly ac¬

cesses the hardware. Security and stability are guaranteed as all requests, including those

which are corrupt, are appropriately handled by the device driver. Concurrent requests are

automatically serialized by the operating system. In general, system calls are requests to

22A length field is already available in the send requests ofthe enhanced mixed message passing protocol.
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the kernel to perform system specific or privileged operations. They are usually resource-

intensive, and for this reason increase the processing overhead. For standard machines,
the overhead lies in the range of a few microseconds. Refer to table 2.12 for some mea¬

surements taken from three different non-stressed machines. The results are only useful

for the purpose of giving an impression. They depend on many conditions, for example,
on the state of the caches, or on the code that is executed before, in, and after the system

call.

A system call is normally invoked by a software interrupt raised by the application. Sev¬

eral things must be done before the actual device driver code can be started. Its termi¬

nation requires additional steps as well. The following list outlines the sequence of steps

required for the execution of a system call. It applies to the UNIX operating system, and

in particular to Linux:

1. Start of the system call by the application code.

2. Prepare system call parameters, and set up the calling stack frame.

3. Raise software interrupt.

4. Interrupt service routine is started: Save necessary CPU registers.

5. Verification that a valid system call was invoked.

6. Extend the current process context by the kernel context23.

7. Execute the actual device driver code.

8. Check if the system scheduler should be run, and if so, call it. This is necessary to

allow context switching to another process marked as runnable.

9. Remove kernel context23.

10. Restore previously saved CPU registers.

11. Finish interrupt service routine, return from software interrupt.

12. Clean up the stack frame.

13. Check return value and set error state if necessary.

14. Return control to the application code.

Modern CPUs use a set of linear pipelines to cascade processing stages. When an interrupt
is raised, all pipes must be cleared by flushing them, or by waiting until all pending
instructions are terminated, which constitutes an interruption of the continuous flow. The

CPU has to fetch the interrupt vector out of an interrupt table through use of the interrupt

identifier, and must save and restore its registers, which also takes some time.

23
Adding the kernel context is necessary to have direct access to the hardware and kernel internal data

structures.
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workstation

type

operating

system

system call time

in fis

180 MHz Pentium Pro Linux V2.0 2

233 MHz Pentium Linux V2.0 1

500 MHz Alpha 21164 Tru64 UNIX 9

Table 2.12: A few average system call timings taken from three different non-stressed

workstations

Traditionally, the network is accessed through a device driver as well. Each data packet
that is sent or received must be routed through the kernel and adds to the system call's

overhead. See figure 2.71 for an illustration of network access using three processes.

Device driver and kernel are responsible for system stability and security, and to ensure

that a concurrent access by several processes is handled correctly. The device driver sends

and receives data by reading and writing I/O ports of the network interface. Accesses to

I/O ports are routed to registers, buffers, FIFOs and other components on the network

interface.

Figure 2.71: A network interface controlled entirely by a device driver. All data transfer
takes place through system calls

One means of avoiding the expensive system call overhead is to omit the kernel and to

access a specific set of the network interface I/O ports directly through the application.
This set must be secure, so that any combination of reads and writes has no impact on

system stability and security. In order to realize this level of security, the I/O ports of

the network interface are split up into two different types of regions: A region containing

system I/O ports which can potentially affect system stability and security, and therefore

are only accessible by the device driver in the kernel, and a second region containing
user I/O ports to handle data transfers, allowing any access to it without corrupting the

system. If only one process of a node uses the network interface, one set of user I/O ports

is sufficient. If, on the other hand, it is a requirement that several processes using the

network should run on one node, for example in the case of a SMP, then three network

layouts present themselves:

• Attaching a single network interface equipped with one set of I/O ports, in combi¬

nation with time sharing.
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• Using several network interfaces, one for each process, equipped with one I/O port

set each.

• Attaching a single network interface equipped with several I/O port sets.

Any combination of these three layouts is also feasible.

Time sharing refers to the situation in which several processes access a shared network

interface serially, one after the other. The device "belongs" to several processes at the

same time. In a standard unmodified operating system, there cannot be a superior instance

controlling the accesses, because all processes can access the device at any time. Mutual

exclusion must be guaranteed by the processes themselves. In other words, they must be

cooperative. To guarantee security, all processes accessing the same network interface

must also belong to the same application. If a process becomes corrupted, it can only
affect others of the same application. Other concurrently running applications are not

disturbed. Time sharing introduces overhead if several processes want to access a single
network interface concurrently. A process wastes CPU time when it must wait until it is

allowed to access the device.

Using a separate network interface for each process enlarges the network and therefore

increases hardware costs. One might think that increasing the number of network links

per node leads to improvements in performance, but there are two primary reasons why
this is not so. Firstly, the I/O bus (refer to figure 2.10) can reach a bottleneck when more

data arrives than this bus can transport, and secondly, concurrent accesses from and to the

network interfaces leads to competition, which increases the overhead on the I/O bus and

slows down transfers.

Figure 2.72: A network interface controlled by a device driver and three processes. The

device is directly accessed by the processesfor data transferal

For a multi-processor node running several processes of a parallel application, maximum

flexibility and a good price-to-performance ratio is attained by using a single network

interface, equipped with one set of user I/O ports for each process. Figure 2.72 provides
an example with three processes and a network interface, equipped with three user I/O

port sets to handle data transfers. Each process uses the device driver to handle operations
such as application start up, shut down, and maintenance. The device driver accomplishes
this through accessing a set of system I/O ports. The application performs all time-critical

data communication operations by directly accessing network interface user I/O ports

from the user-level. Each I/O port set belongs to exactly one process. It is allocated and

de-allocated by use ofthe device driver. In many modern operating systems, the allocation
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takes place through the openQ call, and de-allocation through the closeQ call. Both are

predefined system calls which each device driver must support. The operating system

guarantees that the closeQ function is called on process termination, ensuring that the

corresponding user I/O port set is de-allocated.

The network interface is usually connected to the I/O bus of the workstation, and all of its

I/O ports are accessible by the CPU through normal load and store instructions. This is

made possible through the allocation of a range in the physical address space of the CPU

where all I/O devices are located. Other regions of the address space are occupied by real

main memory, with the remainder lying unused (see figure 2.73 for an example).

Physical Address Space

Figure 2.73: Schematic illustration ofthe physical address space ofa workstation. Main

memory and I/O devices are mapped in the physical address space visible to the CPU.

They can be accessed by normal load and store instructions

Operating systems such as UNIX, Linux, and Windows NT run each process in a separate

context within a private virtual address space. To establish the mapping between virtual

and physical addresses, both spaces are divided into conveniently sized chunks referred

to as pages. All pages are usually of the same size, for example 4 or 8 Kbytes. Every
time the CPU accesses a certain virtual address, a mapping between this address and a

physical address takes place. The address translation is achieved through the use of page

tables, which contain the necessary information. Typically, there is one page table for

each process. Figure 2.74 illustrates a simple mapping of physical memory and I/O port

pages to virtual pages. New entries in a process's page tables can be established by the

mmapQ system call provided by modern operating systems. This call can be used to

establish a mapping between the process's virtual address space and the network interface

I/O port set associated with the process. The system call does this through modifying
the process page tables. Since the number of aligned pages which can be mapped must

conform to an integer, all I/O port sets must be located in different pages. Were this not so,

several processes could access the same ports, threatening system security and stability.
If the network interface is capable of fetching data from and writing data to main memory,

it must check the addresses used to guarantee that no accesses outside process memory

take place, and potentially affect system stability and security. A faulty application could

provide invalid information about buffer locations. If incorrect addresses are used, ac-
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Figure 2.74: A simple mapping between virtual andphysical addresses, using page ta¬

bles. Three memorypages and two I/O portpages are mapped to processX

cesses could either corrupt memory used by the kernel or other processes, disturb other

I/O devices, or cause exceptions. The network interface must know which address ranges

may be written to and read from, and must check the addresses given by the application.
These ranges are set by the device driver in the operating system through use ofthe system

I/O ports.

2.7.2 Zero-Copy Communication

Zero-copy occurs when data is not copied within the main memory of the sending and

the receiving node. Copy steps can be necessary for several reasons. When using the

proposed ICL interface, a MPI send order using a non-contiguous datatype depends on

a message being packed into one block without gaps, which introduces a data copy step.

The same is true for a MPI receive order using a non-contiguous datatype. The received

block must be unpacked, which introduces an additional data copy step. If the network

interface is capable of actively reading or writing main memory, data copying may also be

necessary to perform so-called Direct Master Accesses (DMA). In many systems, DMA

transfers are much faster than normal programmed I/O (PIO), where data is moved by
CPU instructions. Most workstations only support DMA for physical and not for virtual

addresses 24. To remain platform independent, virtual address DMA cannot be assumed

to be available. Several different methods of using a physical address DMA engine are

available. The method chosen depends on the kind of communication memory used. Ifthe

communication memory is allocated contiguously in physical main memory, the physical
address associated with the virtual message buffer start address can be determined and

the DMA can be executed. If the communication memory is normal process memory, the

24SUN workstations are an exception. They allow DMA on virtual process memory.
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method used is dependent on whether the network interface can handle virtual addresses,
which presupposes knowledge of process page tables.

If the network interface is only aware of physical addresses, which is usually the situation,

message sending can take place as follows. The message or a portion thereof is copied
into an intermediate buffer normally allocated by the kernel. This buffer must consist of

physically adjacent memory pages. The network interface can then be advised to start a

DMA, which in turn transfers the message or the part thereof stored in the intermediate

buffer. Message reception may take place in a similar fashion. Once again, a buffer of

physically adjacent memory pages to hold the message or a part of it is necessary. The

network interface is advised to transfer data into this buffer, after which it is copied from

the buffer to the real destination. A means of omitting the copy step on the sending and

the receiving side is to start a DMA for each page or each block of (incidentally) physi¬

cally adjacent memory pages. This increases the control overhead, and, depending on the

implementation, may result in better performance than the scenario involving additional

copy steps.

If the network interface can handle virtual addresses, it possesses the capability to fetch

the message directly from main memory and to transfer it directly to the correct mem¬

ory locations on the receiving node. Needless to say, an additional copy step is still

required if the network interface does not support datatypes, and the datatypes used are

non-contiguous.

Some implementations also make use of intermediate message buffering in the kernel, or

need to calculate software checksum information. Both situations introduce additional

copy steps.

Network Interface

Process

Network Interface

Communication Network

Figure 2.75: Solution with four data copy steps and without user-level communication:

On the sending side, data is copied within the sendingprocess, from the sendingprocess
to the kernel, andfrom the kernel to the network interface. On the receiving side, it is

copiedfrom the network interface to the kernel, from the kernel to the receivingprocess,
and within the receivingprocess
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Take a look at figure 2.75. This is the worst case scenario. Data is first copied within the

sending process. This could be necessary because the ICL does not support datatypes.

Then, the message is copied into the kernel. One reason for this could be that the device

driver controls the network interface, or, alternatively, that the network interface supports

DMA but does not know the process's page tables, and that communication memory is

non-contiguous. The message is then transfered to the receiving node. The receiving
network interface or the CPU copies data into kernel memory, which is where it is fetched

by the receiving process. Another copy step is introduced, if, as is possible, the receive

order specified a non-contiguous buffer. Additional buffering in the network interfaces,

or routers, for example, is not shown.

Figure 2.76: Optimum solution, with user-level communication and the proposed ICL.

The two copy steps within the sending and receiving process are only necessary if the

datatypes used are non-contiguous. No additional data copying is necessary

The example in figure 2.76 illustrates the best case scenario for the proposed ICL. Data

copying within the sending and receiving process is only necessary if the associated

datatypes are non-contiguous. Data is written directly to the network interface by pro¬

grammed I/O, or fetched by DMA. On the receiving node, the message is stored directly
in process memory. Once again, this can take place either through PIO or DMA. If com¬

munication memory is physically non-contiguous, and DMA is used, then the network

interface must know the process's page tables. Additional buffering in the network inter¬

face, or routers, for example, is not shown.

2.7.3 Efficient Communication Memory Management

[CBD+98, WBH+98] As already mentioned, two types of communication memory are

available. These are standard physically non-contiguous process memory, or specially
allocated physically contiguous communication memory. IfDMA has to be used on stan¬

dard workstations, non-contiguous memory requires supplementary hardware in the net¬

work interface, and contiguous memory a special memory manager which can allocate
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and deallocate physically adjacent memory blocks25.

Modern operating systems make use oftechniques caWedpaging and swapping. A process

sees a contiguous virtual address space but the physical memory behind these addresses

is located in distributed pages or is possibly even unallocated. Data larger than one page

does not need to be located contiguously in physical main memory (also refer to illustra¬

tion 2.74 in section 2.7.1). It can not even be taken for granted that it is in main memory

at all, as it could have been swapped out to disk [Tan87]. Pages are swapped out to use

the physical memory they occupied for other purposes (for example, processes). There

are two means through which the network interface can guarantee that main memory ac¬

cesses always succeed: Through knowing the status of all the pages involved, or pinning
down pages that are accessed by the network interface, to prevent their being swapped out.

The first solution requires that swapped out pages be loaded in again when they are used,
which is a very expensive operation. Additionally, every time a page is swapped in or out,

the network interface must be informed. Both operations require deeper knowledge of the

operating system, and would possibly necessitate unintended modifications of the kernel.

It is therefore assumed in the following discussion that communication memory is pinned
down.

Contiguous Memory Manager

The contiguous memory manager operates in an area of contiguous main memory that is

marked as non-swappable. This area can be preallocated or dynamically sized. Dynami¬

cally sizing is not easy to implement and exacerbates the memory fragmentation problem
which crops up in any memory manager. When the memory is fragmented, it is possible
that plenty of free space is available, but that each free block is too small for the data that

must be stored. If the allocated area must grow because the existing area has been filled, or

there are not sufficiently large blocks available, it can also not be guaranteed (at least eas¬

ily) that the newly added area is physically located directly before or after the area already
in existence. Preallocated memory has the disadvantage that a large amount of memory

must be exclusively reserved for communication. Preallocation can take place when the

system starts up, but is more flexible if it takes place either before or at application start

up, as the size can be dynamically determined.

The contiguous memory manager, as opposed to the standard memory manager, must be

used if communication areas are allocated. The ICL needs, at any rate, to check whether

a buffer, for example, that provided by a send or receive operation, is contiguous or not.

If not, the ICL must abort the application or temporarily allocate an area of the same size

through use of the contiguous memory manager, and then copy the message prior to a

send or after a receive operation.

Hardware Page Table Support

A more flexible solution is to implement page table support in the network interface. With

this feature, the network interface knows the location of the communication memory of

all assigned processes and translates virtual addresses to physical addresses by itself. It

25 SUN workstations are an exception. They allow DMA on virtual process memory.
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Figure 2.77: A network interface with page table support. The device owns local copies

ofthe page tables ofthe processes it manages. An incoming message is stored directly in

the correctpages in the physical main memory ofthe workstation

can be implemented as follows: The network interface stores the page table information

of the sections containing application data 26, or possibly even the information of all

sections of an application 27. Every time an associated page table is altered 28, this is

propagated through to the network interface. In order for this to take place, the tables

required become large and require memory located on the network interface. To support

four processes with a virtual address space of 4 Gbytes per process with 4 Kbyte pages

and 4 byte addresses, a memory 16 Mbyte in size is required 29. Refer to figure 2.77 for

an example of a workstation equipped with a network interface with page table support.

In the illustration a process X runs on the workstation. The associated page tables are

also known by the network interface, which can copy an incoming message directly to the

correct pages in physical main memory. In the virtual eye-view of process X, the message

is contiguous.

Pinning Down Memory

With both setups, either that using a contiguous memory manager or that employing hard¬

ware page table support, it is still essential that pages used for communication are fixed

in main memory to prevent them from being swapped out to disk. On the surface this

may seem to be a disadvantage, since the pinning down of memory areas constrains the

resources ofthe system. However, it is usually not desired that a parallel machine used for

high-performance computing engages in swapping, since swapping drastically decreases

the performance. Compared with random main memory or even cache accesses, random

disk I/O is orders of magnitude slower, mainly due to the long positioning time of the

26The static and dynamic data, and the bss (block storage space) sections. The static data section holds

initialized but alterable data. The dynamic data section is used for dynamic data allocation. The bss section

holds initialized variables for common storage.

27Including the code section that holds the program code.
28
Occurs when memory in the dynamic data section is allocated or deallocated.

294 * 4 Me *TÊft = 16 Mbyte
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mechanical disk heads. The entire application should reside in main memory, so as to

ensure good performance. If an application is too large, additional main memory could

be added, or the application could be moved to a larger machine.

2.7.4 Avoiding Interrupts with Spin-Waiting

Interrupts should be avoided whenever possible. Measurements of Linux, Microsoft Win¬

dows NT, and COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX workstations have revealed that it takes up to sev¬

eral fis until the interrupt service routine is started (refer to table 2.4 in section 2.4). This

time is added to the processing overhead, if interrupts are needed for data sending, re¬

ceiving, or other purposes. Waking a sleeping process is even more expensive, with a

considerable delay before it is really up and running. In standard operating systems, a

wakeup only marks a process runnable and does not immediately start it. The preemptive
scheduler will allow it to run later, when its turn arrives. Switching between all runnable

processes only takes place every multiple milliseconds.

The goal should be to handle blocking sends and receives without interrupts. It can be

obtained using a spin-wait implementation. There are basically two methods of waiting
on an event: By suspending execution, or by waiting until the expected event arrives.

Suspending and resuming process execution are resource-intensive operations. The run¬

ning process or thread must be suspended, and another process or thread may continues

with execution. When the event arrives, which is usually signaled by an interrupt, the

processes must be awakened again. Waiting for the expected event by spinning around

in a tight loop, known as spin-waiting, avoids such operating system activity. Unfortu¬

nately this method has the disadvantage that the CPU is kept busy, thereby wasting CPU

time which could be better spent by other threads. However, this is no drawback for a

COW with a single-threaded environment for parallel applications, if only one process of

a parallel application runs on each CPU and the machine does not execute other appli¬
cations concurrently. In this case, process execution cannot continue before the blocking
send or receive has completed, and the CPU time consumed by spin-waiting is not needed

otherwise.

Spin-waiting can be implemented in two ways, depending on the functionality available

in the network interface. The most obvious method is to consecutively read the network

interface register which signals that the event has arrived. This method has one big dis¬

advantage: It wastes a considerable amount of system resources, since overhead traffic

is generated on the buses involved in the accesses, and because such read accesses stall

the CPU until the register contents are transfered to the CPU. Modern buses perform bet¬

ter the larger the transmitted data blocks (called bursts), because fewer address phases
and bus arbitrations are necessary. Spin-waiting by means of reading a network inter¬

face register inserts a large number of small accesses, which chop larger, possibly lower

prioritized data transfers, such as message receptions. A much better solution, requiring

support by the network interface, is to spin-wait by reading main memory locations. As

soon as the event arrives, the network interface writes a flag to a dedicated location in

main memory, and the CPU spin-waits on this location. Modern systems with caches and

cache snooping support manage to further reduce the overhead, as repeated CPU reads of

the same main memory location can be fetched from the caches and not from the slower
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main memory. This avoids any bus activity outside the CPU core. As soon as the flag ar¬

rives in main memory, the corresponding cache line is automatically invalidated by cache

snooping, and next time the flag is fetched from main memory.

2.7.5 Handling Interrupts

Interrupt handling, which is required, for example, to handle nonblocking sends, can

basically be performed in three different ways. It can be performed:

1. By the ICL, running in user context. A second execution stream knowing relevant

ICL internal data 30 calls a function of the device driver within the kernel, which

sleeps until an interrupt occurs. When an interrupt occurs, the interrupt service

routine is started. It wakes the sleeping function, which terminates immediately
afterward. The second execution stream regains control, and now handles the in¬

terrupt in user context. Having handled the interrupt, the second execution stream

once again calls the same device driver function, so as to start all over and to wait

for the next interrupt.

2. Directly by the interrupt service routine. The required ICL internal data must be

accessible by the interrupt service routine.

3. By an execution stream in the kernel. At application start up, a second execution

stream knowing relevant ICL internal data is created within the kernel, which sleeps
until an interrupt occurs. On each interrupt, it is wakened up to do its job, and then

goes to sleep again. In modern operating systems, the second execution stream is

first generated in user context. This stream calls a device driver function, which

makes the execution stream run in kernel context.

Solution No. 1 is the slowest method of handling interrupts. Each interrupt requires a

system call, and must wake up a sleeping execution stream. In modern operating sys¬

tems implementing preemptive scheduling [PS83], the advantage of this solution is that

other execution streams and interrupt service routines can run concurrently, as execution

streams in user context run under control of the scheduler. Solution No. 2 is the fastest

method. No additional execution stream must be woken, as everything is handled directly

by the interrupt service routine. This is not a good approach if a considerable amount of

time for interrupt handling is needed, as may be the case if large messages must be trans¬

ferred to the network interface. In state-of-the-art operating systems, while an interrupt
service routine is running, no other execution streams and (lower or equal prioritized)

interrupts can be handled, and accordingly, large parts of the node are blocked. This can

be problematic if some devices within the system require that their interrupt is handled

within a fixed period of time, as this can no longer be guaranteed 31. With solution No. 3,

this problem can be partially defused. In many operating systems, an execution stream in

the kernel can not be interrupted by other execution streams in user or kernel context, but

30The second execution stream can be another process, or light-weighted thread.
31 An example is a Ethernet network interface that requires buffer space for data reception before addi¬

tional packets arrive. A buffer overrun occurs if the interrupt is not handled in time.
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by all interrupts. As a workstation cluster does not aim to be a real-time capable machine,

a kernel context execution stream may block other streams.

Often, only data transmission to and from the network interface take a significant amount

of time. In this case, a DMA-capable network interface (refer to section 2.7.2) can solve

the problem and may allow for an implementation which makes sole use of the second

solution. The interrupt service routine simply has to pass the relevant information to the

network interface, which is not an expensive operation.

An additional problem that may turn up with solution No. 2, is that the interrupt service

routine does not have all the necessary information. If user data should be transferred to

the network interface, for example, the interrupt service routine must know the location

of the data, which is not available by default. It can be distributed over several pages

but the interrupt service routine does not know the page tables. In modern operating

systems, an execution stream in kernel context which is initiated by a stream of a process

in user space, through calling a function of a device driver, knows the page tables of the

associated process by default. It has access to all kernel internal data, and also to all data

of the associated user space execution stream.

Which solution or combination of them is best suited for an implementation mainly de¬

pends on the platform used and the operational area of the machine and the applications.
Other aspects than those mentioned may also have to be taken into account. A good

example thereof is the usage of SMPs with an operating system which can run a kernel

execution stream or interrupt on each CPU concurrently.

2.7.6 Avoiding Process/Thread Switching

Whenever possible, only one process or thread should be involved in time critical parts of

a communication library. Switching between processes and threads is resource-intensive

and increases the processing overhead when required for message sending or receiv¬

ing. Refer to table 2.13 for a few average context switching timings for two processes.

They are taken from readings provided by the LMBENCH tools for performance analysis

[MS96]. The participating processes do nothing, and the workstations are non-stressed. If

the processes were active, contamination of data and instruction caches would take place,
further increasing the context switching overhead.

workstation

CPU type

operating

system

context switching
time in fis

100 MHz Pentium Linux VI.3.37 16

200 MHz Pentium Pro Linux VI.3.37 6

233 MHz Alpha 21066 Tru64UNIXV3.2 83

300 MHz Alpha 21164 Tru64UNIXV3.2 14

UltraSPARC SunOS V5.5 14

Table 2.13: Some average context switching timings for two processes running on five

different workstations. The participatingprocesses are not active, and the workstations

are non-stressed
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2.7.7 Fast Data Transport

Data transport can be handled in its entirety by hardware, or through a combination of

software and hardware. The set of functionality encompassed by data transport includes

data packeting, flow control and routing, as well as error detection, correction, and recov¬

ery. The provision of good working error management is absolutely necessary, if large

parallel applications with long execution times are to run on the machine. Error detection

is mandatory, in order to guarantee that application results are correct. Error correction

and recovery improve the reliability of the machine. Error recovery is a component of

the flow control. Flow control is responsible for a number of things, such as guaranteeing
that network internal buffers do not overrun and that the packet ordering is maintained.

Routing in large networks is usually handled by means of routers.

Data transport and its associated functionality can be implemented, at least partially, by
software. However, it is usually the case that the more that is taken care of through hard¬

ware, the better the network performance. Consider the calculation of the checksums

necessary for error detection and correction. When this is implemented in software, it can

be as expensive as a data copy step. Each element in the block of data must be read once,

in order to be able to do the necessary calculations. While the use of slow software error

correction in cases in which transmission errors are infrequent would constitute a possible

workaround, for larger router-based networks with higher error-rates it is far more prefer¬
able to have link to link hardware error correction than endpoint to endpoint software

error correction, since longer distances between endpoints raise more transmission errors.

Moreover, it is a complicated task to implement broadcast and multi-cast functionality
without link to link hardware error correction. Any required software interaction has to

be initiated, which must be done by an expensive interrupt (refer to section 2.7.4).

2.8 The Remote Store Programming Model

The remote store programming model emerged from the idea of offering the direct ad¬

dressing mode ofthe extended reflective memory communication model presented in sec¬

tion 2.5 to the user. It therefore forms part of the ICL API. As will be demonstrated, the

attainable performance of the remote store model is greater than with message passing or

shared memory for a specific set of applications. It often is not feasible to rewrite standard

message passing or shared memory applications for the performance gain, but it may be

worthwhile for a set of programs which need to extract increased levels of performance
from the available hardware.

Data transfer from one process to a distant is solved as follows: All processes of a parallel

application see a virtual Global Communication Space (GCS). They can write to this

space and can also receive from it. A process can define several non-overlapping address

ranges in the GCS in which it wants to receive data. These address ranges are called

windows. The number of available windows depends on the network hardware used. They
can be arranged in any possible variation, while overlapping of windows from different

processes is allowed. The boundaries of these windows must be aligned to a hardware-

dependent, small number of (for example 4) bytes, called the data granularity size. The

size of all blocks of data written to the GCS and the starting addresses on the sender and
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Figure 2.78: A section of the Global Communication Space (GCS) with three processes

Px, Py, and Pz. Eachprocess possesses a local memory and has one window opened. Px
has window wx, Py and Pz windows of the same size named wy and wz. Each process

has a corresponding window in its local memory, named w'x, w'y, and w'z. Process Px

writes data D to an address within wy and wz, which is automatically transported to the

corresponding addresses in the memories ofprocesses Py and Pz

receiver side must be a multiple of the data granularity size Each process that has an

open window in the GCS has a corresponding window of the same size in its memory A

process that writes to the GCS must define who will receive the data by naming a group

of processes

Refer to figure 2 78 for an example with three processes named Px, Py, and Pz Each

has a local process memory and one open window in the GCS Window wx in the GCS

belongs to window w'x in the memory of process Px, wy belongs to w'y in the memory

of Py, and wz, which is equal to wy, belongs to w'z in the memory of Pz Assume that

process Px wants to write data D to the process memory of Py and Pz It knows that Py
has opened window wy and that Pz has opened window wz for the same area in the GCS

It writes D to the proper location in the GCS (®) D will be transported automatically to

the corresponding locations in the memories of processes Py (®) and Pz (®)

2.8.1 Performance Evaluation

The matrix-vector multiplication has been chosen for the purpose of evaluating the per¬

formance ofthe remote store model, because its communication pattern is typical for a set

of important parallel applications from the field of scientific computing The remote store

model is compared with the message passing and shared memory programming models

The comparison is carried out through analytical modeling Refer to appendix A for an

introduction to the matrix vector multiplication and its implementation for the three pro¬

gramming models Refer to appendix B for an explanation of the definitions used and for
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a derivation of the applied equations. The conclusions are applicable for similar applica¬
tions running a large number of processes on big parallel machines. This precondition is

necessary, since some of the assumptions made are not valid for small parallel machines,

especially SMPs.

The total execution time of a parallel application is given by:

texec\P) — lcalc\P) T tcomm\P) T tbameryP) v^-^ V

2s floating-point operations are required to compute one value of a matrix-vector multi¬

plication of size s. Therefore, the total computation time is:

, / \ , ''parallel , Snt0p
^calcXP) ''serial ' ''serial ~l

P p

tserial

2s2t

P

(2.25)

tcomm and tbamer depend on the programming model used.

For the following equations, a fully connected crossbar router is assumed to interconnect

all processes. Each process can send or receive concurrently with maximum bandwidth,
and the network supports broadcasts (or multi-casts, if not all nodes are involved).

For the message passing programming model, the number of generated messages is a

function of the number of processes and algorithm used, and also depends on the im¬

plementation of the BroadcastQ and AllgatherQ calls. Algorithm A.2 with SendQ-
ReceiveQ pairs generates (p — l)2, algorithms A.3 and A.4 with BroadcastQ and

AllgatherQ calls, as few as p messages for the broadcast-capable network. Since all

of a process's local receive orders must be satisfied before the next computation phase of

a matrix-vector multiplication can start, no special synchronization is necessary. With al¬

gorithm A.3, each process broadcasts one messages. This means that each process sends

out one message of size - (the broadcast) and receives p — 1 different messages of size -

(broadcasts from all other processes), tbamer and tcomm for message passing are defined

as follows (refer to equation B. 14):

hamerup (p) = ° (2-26)

''comm.MP\P) P''MPmessage\ ) Py'latencymp ' ''clock)

P'HatencyMP ' ^clock

Using the shared memory model, each process calculates a part of the shared vector y,

executes a barrier call, and copies vector y into vector x (refer to algorithm A.5). Vector

y is shared. In a large machine with distributed memory, this means that most of the

processes have to access it remotely. Reading the full vector remotely requires s single
reads. By distributing vector y so that each process has the portion of vector y in local

memory which it performs calculations upon, the number oftransmissions can be reduced

to^s.
p
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The costs for 2—s single remote reads running concurrently on each of p processes are

(refer to equation B. 17):

t
commsm

P — 1

{P) = tsMread( s)
P — 1

. .

^ SytlatencysM ' ''dock) (2.28)
p p

""'"

Pre-fetching data through the use of read combining is not taken in account. The number

of combined reads taking place depends heavily on the network hardware used, and is

therefore not predictable.

In the remote store model (refer to algorithm A.7), only remote writes are possible. Each

process writes - values. The minimum costs for - combined remote writes running con¬

currently on each ofp processes are (refer to equation B.20):

''commjis \P) — tRScwrite \ ) — ''latencyrs ' ''dock (2.29)

A barrier is necessary in the shared memory and remote store algorithms, because the

processes must be synchronized before the new vector x can be copied. The effective

costs depend on the hardware implementation. For p processes it is assumed to take the

following form:

''barriersM \P) ''barrières \P) P sync

tSync is the time per process spent for synchronization.

(2.30)

prog, model tcalcip) ''comm \P) ''barrier \P)

mes. passing + |
ZS top

'-serial T
p

P'datencyMP ' ''''clock 0

shared mem. _/. I
^S top

'-serial ~r
p p

*rI»fenc!/sjK ~r ''dock) Pt'sync

remote store
i

|
ZS top

''serial ~r
p ''latencyus ' 7> clock P^sync

Table 2.14: Matrix-vector multiplication execution time split into computation, commu¬

nication, and synchronization timefor the message passing, shared memory, and remote

store models
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The parameters for the following comparison are selected as follows:

• The processor has a sustained performance of 500 Mflop/s, and therefore an average

execution time per operation top of 2 ns.

• The network is capable of transporting 50 million elements per second with a re¬

sulting network clock cycle tciock equal to 20 ns.

• The latencies are assumed to be:

- message passing: tlaiencyMP = 5 fis

- shared memory: ttatencysM = 250 ns

- remote store: tlaiencyRS = 1 fis

• The serial part is assumed to consist of 1000 instructions, with a resulting serial

computation time tseria[ of 2 /is.

• tgync, the shared memory and remote store synchronization time per process, is 1 fis.

50% of peak
remote store

message passing
shared memory

4000 6000

number of processes p

10000

Figure 2.79: Efficiency E(p) ofa matrix-vector multiplication with problem size 100000,

as afunction ofthe number ofprocesses

Figure 2.79 presents the achievable efficiency E for the different programming models

as a function of the number of processes. Table 2.80 show the corresponding achievable

performance P. The matrix-vector multiplication is performed on a matrix A with 100000

x 100000 elements. The problem size s is 100000.

Figures 2.79 and 2.80 illustrate that the remote store programming model guarantees su¬

perior scalability than either message passing or shared memory for the analytical model

and specific application used. Table 2.15 provides an illustration of the peak and 50%

performance, together with the corresponding numbers of processes, for the three pro¬

gramming models.
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5000

4500

peak
remote store

message passing
shared memory

4000 6000

number of processes p

8000 10000

Figure 2.80: Performance P{p) of a matrix-vector multiplication with problem size

100000, as afunction ofthe number ofprocesses

programming
model

P
p
£
max

Gflop/s

P50%

Gflop/s

message passing 2828 660 2635 659

shared memory 6320 300 732 183

remote store 6325 1581 6323 1581

Table 2.15: Maximum and 50% performance using the corresponding number ofpro¬
cessesfor a matrix-vector multiplication with aproblem size of100000

It is patently clear that this performance model does not accurately reflect reality. The

abstractions and assumptions made keep the model simple. The algorithms used, in com¬

bination with the model, unveil the advantages of remote store:

No remote reads: Remote store does not allow remote read instructions. The shared

memory programming model makes copious use of remote reads. Normally, each

process needs to read a substantial amount of remote data, while the result data pro¬

duced by a process is rather small. The read combining and data caching required
is difficult to implement and a large number of processes reading the same remote

data can lead to a bottleneck in the network [DP97, Dan99].

Data location: In a remote store application, data distribution is defined in its entirety by
the user. It is always known when data has to be fetched remotely.

Functional interface: Remote store offers a functional interface similar to that provided

by message passing: The programmer defines exactly when communication should

take place.

Broadcast and multi-cast capable: A remote store write instruction can have several
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destinations ifwindows of different processes are overlapping, which is comparable
to the broadcast and multi-cast functionality of message passing.

Clearer programs: In shared memory, all shared data is visible. In remote store, only
the part a process is interested in is visible to it. This enforces a good programming

style and makes programming clearer.

Easy to program: Remote store is as easy to program as shared memory. Data distribu¬

tion is transparent, and data transfer takes place through simple write instructions.
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Chapter 3

Implementation

"Any intelligent person can make things bigger and more complex. It takes a lot of

courage to move in the opposite direction"

- Albert Einstein (slightly modified).

3.1 The Swiss-Tx Project

At the end of 1997, the Swiss-Tx project [GG97, GD+98, KG99, BLF+99] was launched

by the following institutions: The Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology in Lausanne

(EPFL)
1 and Zurich (ETHZ) 2, the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innovation

(CTI) 3, Supercomputing Systems (SCS) 4, the Swiss Center for Scientific Computing

(CSCS) 5, and the COMPAQ Computer Corporation 6. The goal was to develop, build

and install a one tera-flop cluster of workstations within restrictive time and labour force

constraints 7. Four additional machines have already been built: three small systems

with 8, 16, and 12 processors, referred to as Swiss-TO, Swiss-TO (Dual), and Baby Tl,

respectively, and one medium-sized system with 64 processors, known as Swiss-Tl. The

tera-flop machine called Swiss-T2 will have 504 processors, 252 Gbytes ofmain memory,

and 5 Tbytes of disk storage (see table 3.1).
All Swiss-Tx machines are based on workstations and servers using the COMPAQ Alpha

processor. Baby Tl and Swiss-Tl are built with AlphaServers from COMPAQ. Swiss-TO,
Swiss-TO (Dual), Baby Tl, and Swiss-Tl machines use COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX as their

operating system. Originally, Swiss-TO (Dual) was delivered with Microsoft Windows

NT, but was changed to COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX after three months. This was mainly due

to the fact that Windows NT is not accepted by the high-performance computing commu¬

nity. Nearly all applications are written for UNIX and UNIX-like operating systems and

no-one wants to adapt them for Windows NT. Most users of the community are familiar

'http //www.epf1.ch

//www.ethz.ch

//www.admin.ch/bbt/KTI

//www.ses.ch

//www.cscs.ch

//www.Compaq.com
7About 5 man-years for the network software, and 7 man-years for the network hardware.

2http
3http
4http
5http
6http
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Machine

Name #fip Network

Peak

Perf.

(Gflop/s)

Main

Memory

(Gbytes)

Disk

Storage

(Gbytes)

TO 8 EasyNet 8 2 64

TO (Dual) 16 EasyNet 16 8 170

Baby Tl 12 T-NET 12 6 130

Tl 64 T-NET 64 32 900

T2 504 T-NET 1008 252 5000

Table 3.1: Parameters ofthe Swiss-Tx machines. Front-end nodes are not counted

with the standard UNIX tools. They are not willing to deal with a new environment that

does not offer any advantages. The operating system for the Swiss-T2 has not yet been

chosen. It will probably be COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX or Linux.

EasyNet

I/O-

Figure 3.1: The EasyNet network as it is used in Swiss-TO and Swiss-TO (Dual). 8 nodes

are connected by the EasyNet bus. An additional Fast Ethernet network is usedfor data

I/O and to run socket basedparallel applications

All Swiss-Tx machines primarily consist of CCOTS technology. Only the network hard¬

ware and software is custom-made. The main goals of the project are listed at the begin¬

ning of section 2.1. The network hardware and software is mainly platform independent.
No operating system modifications at all are necessary. It currently runs on PCs and

COMPAQ Alpha-based workstations and servers using COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX, Linux,
and Microsoft Windows NT as operating systems. The Fast Communication Interface

(FCI) is the implementation of the intermediate communication library (ICL) presented
in chapter 2. It requires no operating system modifications and therefore can be easily

ported to any modern standard operating system. Two different communication networks

have been built to date: EasyNet and T-NET, both using very similar network software.

EasyNet is inexpensive bus-based, low-latency network hardware, designed for up to 8

nodes. T-NET is router-based, high-bandwidth, low-latency network hardware designed
for large and complex network topologies. The topology of a T-NET network can be

modified on-the-fly and the T-NET hardware supports uni- and multi-cast routing with

automatic error correction. Swiss-TO and Swiss-TO (Dual) are equipped with EasyNet,

Baby Tl, Swiss-Tl and Swiss-T2 with T-NET. The topology of Swiss-TO and Swiss-TO

(Dual) is illustrated in figure 3.1. For Swiss-TO, 8 single processor nodes are connected

by the EasyNet bus. Swiss-TO (Dual) has 8 dual processor nodes. The Baby Tl consists

of 6 dual processor nodes, which are each connected by two links each to a single 12 x 12
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Fast Ethernet Switch

Fast Ethernet Switch

Figure 3.2: The T-NET network as it is used in Swiss-Tl. 32 dualprocessor nodes are

connected by eight 12 x 12 crossbar routers. The routers are connected to a service

workstation. Additionally, a Fast and Gigabit Ethernet network is usedfor data I/O and

to run socket basedparallel applications

T-NET crossbar router. The machine is shown in picture 3.3. Swiss-TO, Swiss-TO (Dual),
and Baby Tl use an additional Fast Ethernet network for data I/O and for socket based

parallel programs like MPICH applications. The topology of Swiss-Tl is shown in figure
3.2. 4 dual processor nodes are connected by two links each to a 12 x 12 T-NET router.

The remaining 4 links are used to interconnect the routers in the illustrated fashion. An

additional Fast and Gigabit Ethernet network connects all nodes. It is used for data I/O

and to run socket based parallel applications. A T-NET system is usually also equipped
with a service network that links the crossbar routers to a service workstation for mainte¬

nance purposes. 3.4 and 3.5 are images of the Swiss-Tl system as it is currently installed

at EPFL. The ultimate topology of Swiss-T2 has not yet been decided on.

An additional prototype machine that was used to develop the FCI library and the EasyNet
hardware is installed in the Electronics Laboratory at ETHZ. It consists of 8 Linux PCs,

equipped with 233 MHz Intel Pentium processors, that are connected to one another

through EasyNet (refer to image 3.6).
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Figure 3.3: A picture of the Baby Tl machine. The machine consists of six dual pro¬

cessor COMPAQ AlphaServers for computation, which are each connected by two links

to a single 12 x 12 T-NET crossbar router. Two additional AlphaServers are used as

front-end nodes, and a standard PCfor T-NET management purposes. All servers are

also connected by Fast Ethernet and can be managed by a terminal server

3.1.1 Communication Hardware EasyNet

The primary goals of the EasyNet network hardware are low-latency and low-price. It

is a bus-based system for up to 8 nodes. Each node is equipped with a 32 bit 33 MHz

PCI bus network interface (refer to figures 3.7 and 3.8). All of the network interfaces are

connected to a 60 wire flat ribbon cable, capable of transporting 32 bit of data in parallel.
While the PCI bus interface always runs at 33 MHz, the remaining parts of the device

(communication controller, EasyNet bus interface, and EasyNet bus) can operate at var¬

ious clock rates. With eight nodes attached to the EasyNet bus, the maximum possible
clock rate is 12 MHz. With a clock rate higher than this, one can not guarantee an ad¬

equately reliable communication. The peak bandwidth offered is therefore 48 Mbyte/s.
The hardware performs error detection but no error correction. The basic communication

model is that of the extended reflective memory model, without the indirect addressing
mode. It offers a mutual exclusion mechanism in hardware.

3.1.2 Communication Hardware T-NET

T-NET is a router-based high-bandwidth, low-latency network hardware designed for

large and complex network topologies. It consists of 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus network

interfaces (refer to figures 3.9 and 3.10), 12 x 12 crossbar routers (refer to figures 3.11
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Figure 3.4: A picture of the Swiss-Tl machine. The cabinet in the middle with glass
door accommodates nine T-NET routers, two terminal servers, Fast and Gigabit Ether¬

net switches, a standardPCfor T-NET management purposes, and two power switches.

Eight T-NETrouters are used to connect the 32 compute nodes (dualprocessor COMPAQ

AlphaServers) that are installed in thefour cabinets on the left and on the right side. The

ninth router is only attached to a special development node. Two front-end nodes, the

development node, the tape robot, and the disk storage are located in the two cabinets

near the T-NET routers cabinet

Figure 3.5: Apicture ofone ofthefour cabinets, eachwith eight dualprocessor COMPAQ

AlphaServers ofthe Swiss-Tl machine

and 3.12), electrical or optical bidirectional links, and a service network with service

workstation. A network interface is connected to a router (or to another network interface

for a two-node machine), and a router may be connected to other routers. The extended
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Figure 3.6: Apicture ofthe Swiss-TOprototype machine. Eight PCs are connected by the

EasyNet network. The topmostPCs are openedfor debugging and measuringpurposes

EasyNet
Bus

PCI Bus

Figure 3.7: Block diagram of the EasyNet communication network interface. The com¬

munication controller implements a mutual exclusion mechanism and extended reflective

memory without the indirect addressing mode. It is connected to the PCI bus and the

EasyNet bus through special interfaces

reflective memory communication model with both, the direct and the indirect addressing
mode is supported.

T-NET's main features can be summarized through the following list:

Flexible network: T-NET is a scalable network. It is very flexible regarding topology,

dimensions, and size of the network. The topology can be changed by simply re¬

connecting the crossbar routers and network interfaces, as well as adjusting the

routing tables. Possible topologies include the 2D-Mesh, 3D-Torus, Hypercube,

Multistage, and Fat Tree layouts. Maximum link length is 20 m for electrical, and

500 m for optical links. Raw link peak bandwidth is 1.25 Gbit/s in each direction,
and a maximum of 216 connection endpoints are feasible.
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Figure 3.8: Image ofthe EasyNet communication network interface

T-NET -

Link

VÊÊÊÊÊÈk

TT

wÈÊËÊ

ID Validation

PCI Bus

Figure 3.9: Block diagram of the T-NET communication network interface. The main

work is performed by the communication controller, which is equipped with memoryfor
the so-calledID validation, and to store page tables. The ID validation table is used to

guarantee that no messages are sent to nodes andprocesses that take no part in the ap¬

plication. A special link controller controls the transport ofdata to andfrom the bidirec¬

tional T-NET link accessed through the link interface. Link controller andcommunication

controller are decoupled by FIFOs, which also serve as intermediate buffers. The PCI bus

is accessed through a special PCI bus interface

Reliable communication: Data is transported in packets. The flow is controlled by an

acknowledge/retransmission protocol on a per-link basis. Each packet contains

CRC information required to detect transmission errors. The checksum is gener¬

ated once in the source network interface and is checked in every crossbar router it

passes, as well as in the destination network interface. The crossbar router uses cut-

through routing techniques. The packets are pipelined through the routers whenever

possible without buffering. This reduces latency but also prohibits the crossbar

router from removing erroneous packets. Packets that cannot be routed immedi¬

ately, because the desired output link is busy, must be buffered, which adds addi-
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Figure 3.10: Image of the 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus T-NET communication network inter¬

face

12 T-NET.

Links
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Figure 3.11: Block diagram of the T-NET crossbar router. The crossbarfeatures up to

twelve bidirectional T-NET links. For each link, a link controller is available that controls

the data transport. As is the case with the T-NET communication network interface, it is

supported by a special link interface. Together with the crossbar, the routing controller

is responsible for packet routing. It is supplied with memory that holds the necessary

routing tables. The service controller is connected to the service network. It is used

for configuration purposes and to visualize performance data on an attached display.

Performance data is brought together by a specialperformance collector

tional latency. The network interfaces use store-and-forward routing. The complete

packet is received prior to its transferral to the router (process sends data) or the

destination process (process receives data). To make packet retransmission on a

per-link basis possible, each router and network interface buffers all packets with

outstanding acknowledgments. This makes it possible to retransmit packets when

necessary. The bit error-rate per link is less than 10"-20

Multi-channel support: Depending on the amount of memory available on the network

interfaces, up to 128 communication channels per network interface are supported,
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Figure 3.12: Image ofthe T-NET crossbar router

which is important when SMPs are used 8. Each process running on the SMP 9

can use a private communication channel. In addition, a special system channel is

available that can be used to transfer operating system data, for example, TCP/IP

packets. This speeds up standard applications which use sockets.

Protected communication: Parallel applications running concurrently do not interfere.

The network provides supervision to ensure that all packets are only routed to pro¬

cesses which belong to the sending process's application. Each channel of a com¬

munication interface is allocated by a specific process and cannot be accessed by
others.

Multi-cast capability: T-NET can transport multi-cast data by use of the extended re¬

flective memory direct and indirect addressing modes, which is an important feature

for a scalable network. This speeds up collective routines significantly, and reduces

network load.

Smart packet routing: The crossbar router can route data independently from each of

the 12 input links to one or several of the 12 output links. The hardware supports

static routing with deadlock detection, and multi-level deadlock resolving mecha¬

nisms.

Page table support: The network interface has built-in page tables used to automati¬

cally re-map received data to the correct location in the memory of the receiving

processes.

Service network: Beside the high-speed network for application data, a special service

network connects all routers to a service workstation. It is used for configuration
and monitoring purposes.

8On the Swiss-Tl machine, two channels are available.

9Usually, one process per processor.
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3.1.3 EasyNet Versus T-NET Functionality Comparison Chart

As summary, a EasyNet versus T-NET functionality comparison chart is given in table

3.2.

issue EasyNet T-NET

flexible no yes

error detection yes yes

error correction no yes

multi-channel support no yes

protected communication yes yes

direct addressing mode yes yes

indirect addressing mode no yes

remote interrupts yes yes

page table support no yes

service network no yes

Table 3.2: Comparison ofthefunctionality ofEasyNet and T-NET

3.2 FCI

The Fast Communication Interface (FCI) is the implementation of the intermediate com¬

munication library (ICL) presented in chapter 2. It was designed to possess low-latency
and high-bandwidth, as well as be economical with resources, portable, reusable, scalable,

stable, and secure.

It offers the message passing and remote store programming models, and a key man¬

agement mechanism to support mutual exclusion. FCI comes with the following three

interfaces to the environment (refer to figure 3.13):

Application Programming Interface (API) The interface for FCI applications. An ap¬

plication using the FCI API can be a pure FCI application, or, for example, a higher-
level interface such as MPI.

Device Driver Interface (DDI) The interface to the device driver which is required to

control the network hardware.

Network Hardware Interface (NHI) The hardware/software interface, which is the in¬

terface to the network hardware.
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MPI Application

FCI Application MPI

Application Programming Interface (API)

Fast Communication Interface (FCI)

Device Driver Interface (DDI)

ïMëiÊuMkÉ^^màMlmÊ^i^ÊÊB<

Communication Hardware

Figure 3.13: FCI and its integration in the environment

3.2.1 FCI API

The FCI API offers the following routines:

• Process group management routines.

• Remote store routines.

• Blocking and nonblocking message passing sends, receives, and probes (point-to-

point routines).

• Barriers and message passing broadcasts (collective routines).

• Mutual exclusion management routines.

• Environmental management routines (start up, shut down, environmental queries).

Appendix D contains a detailed specification of all FCI routines, including parameters.

All data accesses are aligned to the data granularity size given by the constant named

FCI_DATA_SIZE. This constant is currently set to 4 for all supported platforms. The

size of a block of data must be a multiple of FCI_DATA_SIZE as well10.

Processes

Each FCI application consists of a fixed number of autonomous processes, executing their

own (possibly different) code. These processes define the communication world. The

size s of this world is the number of processes involved in the application. Processes are

identified according to their rank, which are consecutive integer values in the range from

0 to s-1. FCI processes are not allowed to be multi-threaded if more than one dedicated

process uses FCI routines. All processes of an FCI application execute in separate address

spaces.

10In addition, a constant named FCI_DATA_MASK exists, and provides the corresponding bit mask (cur¬

rently 0x03 in hexadecimal notation).
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Process Groups

Process groups are often used in FCI. In remote store, a group of processes defines the

processes which are allowed to receive data. In message passing, a process can restrict the

group of processes that are allowed to send a specific message to it, and a group member

can broadcast a message to all other members of a group. A barrier synchronization across

the members of a group is also possible. FCI offers a set of predefined process groups to

simplify programming:

• A group containing all processes of the parallel application.

• s groups, each of them containing a single process.

• A group containing the local process.

In the FCI API, the predefined group containing all processes of the parallel application is

represented by FCI_ALL_PROCESSES, and the local process by FCI_LOCAL_PROCESS

The groups that contain a single process are directly referenced by the rank of this process.

Three routines are available for the maintainance of process groups: A new group of

processes is created by FCl_CreateGroup ( ). It is always created within the context

of another group, the parent group. All members of the parent group must take part, even

if they will ultimately not belong to the new, or child, group. The child group must be

a subset of the parent group. FClJDestroyGroup () destroys a group of processes.

FCI JYIergeGroups ( ) concatenates two disjointed groups. For the merge operation,
each source group must have a dedicated leader. Both leaders must be known by all

members of both source groups. The leaders manage the concatenation (refer to section

2.6.11).

Communication Memory

Memory regions containing data to send, or regions where received data can be

stored, must fulfill special requirements as laid out in section 2.7.3. Such mem¬

ory must be specifically allocated by FCl_AllocateBuf fer ( ), and deallocated by
FCI_FreeBuf fer ( ), when it is no longer in use.

Remote Store

FCI remote store is implemented on top of extended reflective memory. The FCI API

offers five routines for this programming model: A window of given size can be opened
in the GCS by FCI_OpenWindow ( ). It is also mapped to local process memory by
this routine. FCI_CloseWindow ( ) closes a window. FCI_PutWord ( ) writes a sin¬

gle word of size FCI_DATA_SIZE to a given process group and address in the GCS,

while FCl.PutBlock () writes a block of such words. FCl_Sync() guarantees that

received data is visible to the process. This is necessary because on some systems, for

example COMPAQ Alpha-based machines, write ordering is not guaranteed and data can

be overtaken for performance reasons.
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An example:

receiver:

FCI_OpenWindow() ;

WaitForFlag(flag);

FCI_Sync () ;

ProcessData(data);

FCI_CloseWindow() ;

It is assumed that the sender does not write before the receiver has opened the window.

The sender sends some data followed by a flag to the receiver. Both arrive in the receiving
network interface, which forwards it in the same order into the main memory of the ap¬

propriate node. Without calling FCI_Sync ( ) after WaitForFlag (flag) returns and

before data is processed by ProcessData (data), the possibility could exist that the

CPU would see the correct flag but not the correct data, because the ordering may have

changed. It is not necessary to call FCI_Sync ( ) between FCI_PutBlock (data) and

FCl_PutWord (flag) in the sender. The write order is automatically guaranteed by the

FCI library. On the receiving side, it cannot take place automatically as no FCI routine

needs to be called for data reception.

Message Passing

The message passing routines offered by FCI are implemented on top of extended reflec¬

tive memory, and currently through use of the mixed message passing protocol. They are

designed to enable a straight-forward implementation ofMPI on top of the FCI.

A point-to-point FCI message is always sent to a specific process. A tag is attached to

each message. A tag can be used to distinguish messages and selectively receive them.

Therefore, a process can specify a message tag in a receive order, and FCI guarantees that

only a matching message is received. Moreover, a receiver can also specify which process

or which group of processes is allowed to send a message. A message is specified by:

• destination process rank

• message tag

• message

• message length

The following information is involved in a receive order:

• source process rank or process group

• message tag

• message buffer

• maximum message length

sender:

FCl_PutBlock(data) ;

FCl_PutWord(flag) ;

• message status buffer
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31 2^28 16'is'l4 0

Figure 3.14: Structure ofa tag: It consists ofboth a user part U and a system part S, as

well as a bit A, which is used to indicate that any user tag is allowed, and three bits R,

usedfor FCI internalpurposes, for example to encode message probes

It is possible to specify a wild-card for the receive order tag by using the constant named

FCI_ANY_TAG. A tag is currently 4 byte long and consists of four parts. The actual struc¬

ture is shown in figure 3.14. Bits 0 through 15 are reserved for the user tag, which holds

exactly the same tag as that specified by a MPI application. Bit 15 is set if the applica¬
tion makes use of the constant named FCI_ANY_TAG, and does not specify a specific tag.

Bits 16 through 28 are used by the MPI application to encode different communication

scopes. This includes collective operations that are not allowed to interfere with concur¬

rent send and receive point-to-point operations. The MPI library could also use this area

to encode the process group. This makes it possible to have only one FCI process group

that can be used for several MPI groups. For example, there is no need for allocating a

new FCI process group, if the MPI application duplicates a communicator by use of the

MPlJComrrudup call. Bits 31 through 29 are reserved for FCI internal purposes, for

example to encode message probes. Because the layout of the tag could change, the con¬

stants named FCI JYLAX_TAG and FCI JYLAX_USER_TAG are available to guarantee porta¬

bility. FCI JYIAX_TAG is the maximum application tag range u, FCI_MAX_USER_TAG the

maximum user tag range 12.

The message status holds information about the received message:

• source process rank

• message tag

• message length

• flag that indicates whether the received message is truncated

• flag that indicates whether the send or receive order has been cancelled

A message is truncated if the maximum message length, specified in the receive order, is

smaller than the effective message length, specified in the send order. Send and receive

orders can be cancelled, and the flag in the status set accordingly. As in the data sent

by remote store routines, the message size and the message start address on sender and

receiver side must be a multiple of the data granularity size.

Sending and receiving messages is possible in blocking and nonblocking mode. Non-

blocking send and receive orders return a handle. This handle can be used to reference

non-completed pending operations. Pending operations can be checked for completion
or even aborted. If it is no longer necessary to have access to a pending operation, the

assigned handle can be released. Checking for completion can take place in blocking or

"Currently OxlFFFFFFF in hexadecimal notation.

12Currently 0x7FFF in hexadecimal notation.
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nonblocking mode. In blocking mode, the call returns only if the associated order has

completed. In nonblocking mode, it returns immediately with the information whether

the associated order has completed or not.

Probing for the availability of a message with a specific tag from a specific process or pro¬

cess group is also possible. It can be performed in either blocking or nonblocking mode.

A blocking probe blocks until a matching message is available. A call to a nonblocking

probe returns immediately with the information, whether a matching message is available

or not.

Messages can also be broadcasted within process groups. A dedicated process sends a

message to all other group members. It is also possible to perform a barrier synchroniza¬
tion within a process group. All processes in the group must wait until all group members

have reached the synchronization point and have called the barrier routine.

Status information is available for blocking and nonblocking receives, for nonblocking

sends, and for blocking and nonblocking probes, but not for blocking sends and broad¬

casts. The FCI API offers the following routines for message passing:

FCl_BlockingSendMessage ( ) sends a message in blocking mode.

FCl_NonblockingSendMessage ( ) sends a message in nonblocking mode.

FCl_BlockingReceiveMessage ( ) receives a message in blocking mode.

FCl_NonblockingReceiveMessage ( ) receives a message in nonblocking mode.

FCl_BroadcastMessage ( ) broadcasts a message.

FCl_BlockingProbeMessage ( ) probes for a message in blocking mode.

FCl_NonblockingProbeMessage ( ) probes for a message in nonblocking mode.

FClJTestMessage ( ) tests if a nonblocking send or receive order is completed or not.

This call is nonblocking and therefore returns immediately.

FCl_WaitMessage ( ) waits for a nonblocking send or receive order to be completed.
It returns only when the associated send or receive order has completed.

FCI_WaitAnyMessage ( ) waits for the completion of one out of a set of nonblocking
send and receive orders.

FCl_FreeRequest ( ) releases a send or receive handle.

FCl_CancelMessage ( ) cancels a pending nonblocking send or receive order.

FCI_Barrier ( ) performs a barrier synchronization within a process group.

Mutual Exclusion

FCI offers special functionality to guarantee mutual exclusion. A set of keys is available

that can be acquired and released by the processes of an application. A specific key can

only be owned by one process at a time. If two processes request an available key, only
one process gets it, and the other one has to wait until it is released. The FCI API offers

the following routines for key handling:

FCI_BlockingGetKey ( ) requests a specific key in blocking mode.

FCI_NonblockingGetKey ( ) requests a specific key in nonblocking mode.

FCIJTestKey ( ) tests whether a nonblocking key request is completed or not.

FCI-WaitKey ( ) waits for a nonblocking key request to be completed.
FCI-WaitAnyKey ( ) waits for the completion of one out of a set of nonblocking key

requests.
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FCl_ReleaseKey ( ) releases a specific key, owned by the calling process.

FCl_FreeRequest ( ) releases a key handle.

Error Handling

All FCI API routines return error codes. FCI_GetErrorString ( ) returns the error

string that is associated with a given error code. The maximum length of such an error

message is given by the constant named FCIJYLAX_ERRORSTRINGLENGTH.

From the application writer's view, data sent is always received correctly, and it is not

necessary to check for transmission errors. However, two types of errors can still occur:

program errors A FCI API routine is called with wrong arguments.

resource errors One or several system resources are exhausted.

Two methods of error reporting are available: The first is available to each FCI API routine

through the returning of an error code, and the second through the immediate abortion of

the application with an error message. The behavior of the FCI library is determined

at compile time, and cannot be changed during program execution. Resource errors are

always fatal, which means that the FCI applications aborts as soon as possible. The set

of possible resource errors differ from implementation to implementation. A high-quality

implementation will provide generous limits to decrease portability problems. A list of

constants serving as possible FCI API return codes can be found in section D.2.1.

Environmental Management

The FCI API offers a set of application management and environment enquiry routines.

Each FCI application has to call FCI_Init ( ) once at the beginning, before any other

FCI API call is allowed. Subsequent calls of FCl_lnit () are erroneous. All pro¬

cesses of a FCI application must call FCI-Finalize () or FCI-Abort (), before they
are allowed to terminate. FCl_Finalize () is a local operation, which means that

it does not need to communicate with other processes. It checks the local process out

of the application. Once a process has called FCl_Finalize ( ), it is not allowed to

call any further FCI routines, and should terminate. The user must ensure that all pend¬

ing communications involving a specific process are completed, before this process calls

FCl_Finalize ( ). FCl_Abort ( ) is a global operation. The complete FCI applica¬
tion will abort and all processes will terminate as soon as possible.

With FCI_GetSize ( ), a process can determine the size of the communication world.

FCI_GetRank () returns the rank of the calling process within the application. The

number of available remote store windows can be interrogated by FCl_GetWindows ( ),

the number of keys by FCI_GetKeys ( ). FCI_GetUniqueID ( ) returns a value that is

unique within all processes of the application. This is useful in high-level communication

libraries such as MPI, to allocate various identification numbers, for example, for process

groups.
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3.2.2 NHI

The Network Hardware Interface (NHI) is the interface between the FCI library and the

network hardware. FCI conforming network hardware must fulfill the NHI specification,
which consists of mandatory functionality for extended reflective memory communica¬

tion (refer to section 2.5), and optional support for mutual exclusion and barrier synchro¬
nization. The NHI calls used for extended reflective memory communication are similar

to the FCI API remote store routines. The NHI calls support the opening and closing
of windows, the creation and destruction of process groups, the writing of data to the

distant LCSs, and the raising of remote interrupts. Data writing takes place in direct or

indirect mode. For indirect addressing, each process must administrate an index to LCS

address translation table (refer to section 2.5.2). Remote interrupts are realized by so-

called events. Each process can raise a set of events on other processes. An arriving event

can generate an interrupt and/or issue a flag, which is written in process memory at a

predefined address. Instead of using expensive interrupts, the application can wait on the

arrival of such a flag (refer to section 2.7.4). The optional calls for mutual exclusion are

similar to the FCI API key handling routines. Keys can be requested and released, and a

process can test if it owns a specific key. The arrival of a key and the end of a barrier can

be signaled by a flag that is written at a predefined address in process memory, and/or by

raising an interrupt.

A detailed specification of the NHI calls is given in appendix C.

3.2.3 DDI

The FCI network hardware is directly controlled by the application. To support interrupts,
and to maintain system stability and security, it is still necessary to have a device driver.

The interface between this driver and the FCI library is called the Device Driver Interface

(DDI). The DDI is used for the initialization, maintenance and shut down of the local FCI

processes and the network hardware, as well as to handle interrupts.

In modern operating systems, a device driver is part ofthe operating system, and, with the

exception of programming errors, stability and security is guaranteed by the system if the

device is accessed through the device driver. Because FCI-conforming network hardware

is also accessed by the application itself, all functionality that can affect system stability
and security must be not accessible by the FCI processes, but only by the device driver.

Most of the FCI DDI is platform and implementation specific and can be split into two

parts: A mandatory and an optional part. FCI only makes a few assumptions. Manda¬

tory routines are those required for the initialization and the shutting down of the net¬

work hardware, and the management of communication memory. An example of optional

functionality is the management of machines which can be partitioned to run several FCI

applications at the same time.

In the current implementation of the mixed message passing protocol, interrupts are used

to handle nonblocking sends, nonblocking probes, and keys (see sections 2.6.10, 2.6.12,

and 2.6.13). Interrupt handling is performed as presented in section 2.7.5.
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3.2.4 FCI High-Lights and Drawbacks

These are the special high-lights of FCI:

• The new mixed message passing protocol enables a low-latency high-bandwidth
communication. All messages are transfered with this simple protocol. No com¬

plex and time consuming algorithms with a lot of special case handling are neces¬

sary. There are no exceptions such as unexpected messages [GL96]. A receiver is

always prepared for the arrival of the message. This makes software less complex,
decreases the code size, and improves the performance.

• No code must run on the receiver to enable message reception. The network in¬

terface copies the message directly to the correct location in the process's memory
without CPU interaction.

• No interrupt handling is necessary if only blocking sends and blocking receives are

used.

• Transfer combining reduces the communication network overhead.

• Communication with low processing overhead is enabled through user-level, zero-

copy communication, in combination with intelligent communication memory

management, the avoidance of interrupts and process/thread switching, and the han¬

dling of data transport in its entirety by means of intelligent network hardware.

• The single-threaded user-level communication, enhanced by the intelligent commu¬

nication memory management, guarantee maximum platform independence. FCI is

portable and reusable. The operating system is only used for start up, shut down,
and management purposes. The set of functionality used is very small and avail¬

able in all modern standard operating system. No operating system modifications

are necessary at all, and no special hardware provided by the platform is used.

The high-lights are countered by the drawbacks:

• Main memory is required for table management. The tables use several Mbytes of

main memory, depending on the number of participating processes and the selected

resource limitations.

• Receive orders with an explicitly named sender are faster than those with a message

sender from out of a group ofprocesses. Many existing applications try to guarantee

that receive orders are pre-posted 13, but make use of receive orders with a message

sender out of a group of processes. They are optimized for communication libraries

which are less efficient for receives that are not pre-posted, but have no drawback

when the sender isn't explicitly given. Such applications may have to be altered to

enable good performance.

13Pre-posted means that the receive order is visible to the sender before the matching send order is

available.
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3.2.5 Comparison with Other Communication Libraries

In conclusion, a comparison between FCI, using the EasyNet and T-NET hardware,
and other communication libraries using Myrinet network hardware [BCF+95, BRB98a,

BRB98b], is presented.

Competitors

The FCI competitors have already been presented in section 1.6.1. They are the Ac¬

tive Messages (AM), Fast Messages (FM), Virtual Memory Mapped Communication

(VMMC), Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP), and PM communication libraries. For

the comparison, all these communication libraries use the same Myrinet network hard¬

ware, which is widely used to build clusters of workstations. It is very flexible, due to a

fully programmable network interface, which is equipped with a control processor known

as LANai. Several LANai versions exist, and differ primarily in their performance. All

competitors use the LANai version 4.1. In contrast to T-NET, the network hardware does

not offer error correction, only error detection. The internal structure of the network

interfaces and other network hardware components are not of further relevance for the

following comparison, as the LANai chip is fully programmable and the chosen criteria

do not rely on it.

Criteria

Following are the criteria used for the comparison:

Protection: Whether the system achieves transfers to and from arbitrary locations in vir¬

tual memory without compromising system protection.

Reliability: Whether data transmission is reliable or not. Since the Myrinet and EasyNet
hardware does not provide reliable data transmission, reliability must be imple¬
mented by software. T-NET offers reliable data transmission.

No Overflows: Whether unhandled buffer overflows leading to data loss or an abortion

of the application are prevented.

Multi-Programming: Whether several applications can use the network concurrently.

Zero-Copy: Whether contiguous data isn't copied within the main memory of the send¬

ing or receiving node prior to sending, or after reception.

Page Table: Whether the network interface knows the page table of its associated pro¬

cesses.

Comparison Chart

Table 3.3 provides a comparison of the communication libraries AM, FM, BIP, VMMC,

and PM, each using Myrinet, with FCI, using EasyNet and T-NET. Information about the

FCI competitors is taken from [ABD+98], and [BRB98c].
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issue AM

MN

FM

MN

BIP

MN

VMMC

MN

PM

MN

FCI

EasyNet

FCI

T-NET

protection yes yes no yes yes yes yes

reliability yes no no yes no no yes

no overflows yes yes no yes yes yes yes

multi-prog. yes yes no yes yes no yes

zero-copy no no yes no no yes yes

page table no no yes yes no no yes

Table 3.3: Comparison of several communication libraries using Myrinet (MN) hard¬

ware, with FCI using EasyNet and T-NET

3.3 MPI

The MPI library conforms to the MPI-1.2 standard. It is implemented on top of FCI (re¬
fer to illustration 3.13) and is therefore not thread-safe. The verification was performed

through the INTEL MPI Validation Suite 14, consisting of a large set oftest routines, which

checks most of the MPI functionality. The MPI library was first developed in 1995 for a 7

processor parallel machine called GigaBooster 15. Porting it to the new FCI environment

was straight-forward, as all communication related routines are easy to implement with

FCI. The complicated part takes place entirely in the FCI library. The collective commu¬

nication routines currently do not take the network topology into account. Datatypes are

handled within the MPI library and all message buffers passed to and from the FCI library
are therefore contiguous.

14http://www.ssd.intel.com/mpi.html
15The GigaBooster was developed by Supercomputing Systems (SCS), in cooperation with ETHZ.
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Chapter 4

Measurements and Comparisons

"Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted

counts"

- Sign hanging in Albert Einstein's office at Princeton.

4.1 Introduction

Often, the only two aspects people take notice ofwhen parallel machines are compared are

the communication bandwidth and latency. The amount of time taken from the moment

a block of data is sent by the sender, till it returns, is called the ping-pong latency, or

the round-trip latency. This can be measured for any data size, but the most important

number, in the eyes of many people, reflects the lowest achievable latency. Some people
also mention the length of time required by the network hardware to transport a block

of data, known as hardware latency. Communication bandwidth can also be measured

for a specific data size. It is usually higher for larger data blocks. The percentage of

payload in a block of data becomes larger with increases in size, and most hardware

possesses improved handling of larger blocks. The most important number, according
to many, describes the maximum achievable bandwidth. The relevance of pure latency
and bandwidth measurements for the overall performance of the network hardware and

software is restricted by the following facts:

Measuring: Lack of standardization for the measurement of latency. It can be performed
in numerous ways, and the final results may be both different and incomparable.
Not everyone specifies how they have obtained their measurements. Three different

methods are presented in the three algorithms 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

Caches: A receiving process in pure latency benchmarks has nothing else to do besides

waiting for data to arrive. Regular applications perform some computations and

therefore need resources like CPU time and main memory. If the benchmark is

small enough, it fits into the second or even first level cache, which is rather unusual

for normal applications.

Overhead hiding: Modern fast CPUs can execute a large number of instructions per

microsecond, but larger networks have hardware latencies of a few microseconds.
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The software effort required to transport data is in danger of becoming concealed.

CPU time is wasted by running of the protocol, and therefore cannot be used for

computations, a fact which does not reveal itself in pure latency and bandwidth

benchmarks.

Topology: The network topology is not considered in sufficient depth, or taken into ac¬

count. Transferring data to a closer node is usually faster than sending it to a more

distant one. In many networks, the nodes are not connected directly (at least not all

of them) and data takes several hops 1. For a simple latency benchmark, resulting in

a single number representing the "lowest latency", one naturally chooses the closest

two nodes. This can not be considered representative.

Special features: Many networks are optimized for special features, for example, for

handling collective functions such as broadcasts or barriers. This can speed-up

applications significantly, but is not taken in account in pure point-to-point latency
and bandwidth benchmarks.

if rank = 0 then

for i = 0, count do

SendMessage(l, message, size)
ReceiveMessage(l, message, size)

end for

else

for i = 0, count do

ReceiveMessage(0, message, size)
SendMessage(0, message, size)

end for

end if

Algorithm 4.1: "Normal" ping-pong algorithm for two processes with ranks 0 and 1:

First, the process with rank 0 sends a message to the process with rank 1, and then waits

for a message from the same process. The process with rank 1 does the same but in reverse

order. This is repeated for count times

for i = 0, count do

NonblockingReceiveMessageQhandle, 1 -- rank, message, size)

SendMessage(l — rank, message, size)
WaitUntilMessageReceived(handle)

end for

Algorithm 4.2: Ping-pong with pre-posted receives for two processes with ranks 0 and

1 : Both participating processes execute the same code. Both set up a receive order, send

a message to the partner process, and then wait for the arrival of the message. This is

repeated for count times

'Data is routed through several other network interfaces (e.g. for a ring topology), or through routers.
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if rank = 0 then

for i = 0, count do

SendMessage(l, message, size)
end for

else

for i = 0, count do

ReceiveMessage(0, message, size)
end for

end if

Algorithm 4.3: One-way algorithm for two processes with ranks 0 and 1: The process

with rank 0 sends count messages to the process with rank 1, whereas the process with

rank 1 waits for count messages from the process with rank 0

Latency and bandwidth benchmarks can therefore not provide a reliable prediction of the

efficiency of an entire parallel machine. The optimal benchmark would be to run the de¬

sired applications directly. Since this is often not possible prior to the machines purchase,
more complex benchmark suites, such as the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [BHS+95],
the LINPACK Benchmark (refer to section 4.5), or PARKBENCH [HB94], are used by
the manufacturers to provide more realistic and meaningful information. Although no

benchmark can reflect the overall performance of a particular system, they can be used to

provide better comparisons between different machines.

A disadvantage of several such benchmark suites is that they do not distinguish computa¬
tion from communication. In order to reveal the performance of FCI in combination with

EasyNet and T-NET, it is especially important that the computation performance should

be masked as much as possible. Latency and bandwidth benchmarks can be useful in

comparing communication networks, particularly communication libraries (refer to sec¬

tion 4.4). The better a library is, the closer the achievable communication latency and

bandwidth are to the corresponding hardware latency and hardware bandwidth.

4.2 Machines Compared

In the following section a set of machines is presented. These provide the raw material

for the subsequent considerations and comparisons. The raw link bandwidth given is the

maximum bandwidth at which a sequence of bits (serial transmission) or bytes (parallel

transmission) can be transported over the network links 2. Any gaps an upper layer pro¬

tocol may insert are not considered. The usable link bandwidth is the bandwidth at which

application data can be transported on a link3.

Most of the comparisons made between these machines are performed using MPI. This

does not constitute a limitation, as MPI is the de facto standard messaging system for

distributed MIMD style applications on parallel machines.

2Data transport on physical layer 1 of the seven layer Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference

model [Koe81].
3Data transport on data link layer 2, and network layer 3 of the OSI reference model.
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4.2.1 Fast Ethernet Cluster

Fast Ethernet is a popular general purpose local area network, normally utilized with the

TCP/IP protocol. It is also used to cluster workstations, so as to obtain a low-price par¬

allel distributed memory machine, a so-called Beowulf Cluster. The workstations are

connected to hubs or switches, which makes various topologies possible. The raw link

bandwidth is 100 Mbit/s. The usable link bandwidth is calculated by assuming a pay-

load of 1500 bytes per frame, a frame overhead of 38 bytes, and an inter-frame gap of

12 bytes. Measurements are taken from a cluster of 32 COMPAQ DS20 AlphaServers,

equipped with two 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21264 CPUs each. The operating system

is COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX, the MPI implementation MPICH, running on top of TCP/IP.

Each node is connected to two ports of one large switch, a Cabletron SmartSwitch Router

(SSR) 8600, to allow a separate channel for each CPU. Only one link per DS20 was used

for the measurements, and the maximum size of the CPUs involved is therefore 32. See

table 4.1 for an overview of the most important characteristics of the cluster.

Node COMPAQ DS20, dual SMP

Number of nodes 32

CPU 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21264

Number of CPUs 64

Peak performance 64 Gflop/s

Operating system COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX 5.0

MPI library MPICH

Network COMPAQ Fast Ethernet, Cabletron SSR 8600

Network topology Star

Used I/O bus 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 100 Mbit/s (12.5 Mbyte/s)
Usable link bandwidth 12.0 Mbyte/s

Table 4.1: Characteristics ofthe Fast Ethernet Cluster

4.2.2 COMPAQ Memory Channel 2 Cluster

The COMPAQ Memory Channel 2 [FG97, LBD+96] allows one to cluster up to 8 work¬

stations, forming a parallel distributed memory machine. All nodes must be connected to

a single memory channel 2 crossbar switch, and each node is equipped with a memory

channel 2 network interface. The raw link bandwidth is 133 Mbyte/s. Eight COMPAQ

AlphaServer ES40s, each with four COMPAQ Alpha 21264 CPUs, were used for the mea¬

surements. The COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX operating system is used, as well as the MPICH

MPI library, which is specifically adapted for the Memory Channel 2 hardware. Table 4.2

summarizes the most important characteristics of this cluster, as installed at COMPAQ in

Marlboro, MA.
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Node COMPAQ ES40, quad SMP

Number of nodes 8

CPU 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21264

Number of CPUs 32

Peak performance 32 Gflop/s

Operating system COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX 5.0

MPI library MPICH

Network COMPAQ Memory Channel 2

Network topology Star

Used I/O bus 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 133 Mbyte/s per direction

Usable link bandwidth unknown

Table 4.2: Characteristics ofthe COMPAQ Memory Channel 2 Cluster

4.2.3 Quadrics QsNet Cluster

QsNet by Quadrics is a network designed for building parallel distributed memory ma¬

chines. The network interfaces must be connected to switches. The only possible topology
is that of a Fat Tree with fan-out 4. Maximum switch size is 128 ports, raw bidirectional

link bandwidth is 400 Mbyte/s in each direction. According to a statement from Quadrics,
the usable link bandwidth is 340 Mbyte/s. The measurements were undertaken on a sys¬

tem composed of 32 COMPAQ AlphaServer ES40s, each with four 500 MHz COMPAQ

Alpha 21264 CPUs, running COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX. The network interfaces make use

of the 64 bit 33 MHz PCI bus ofthe ES40, which allows for a theoretical maximum band¬

width of 264 Mbyte/s. As in the Memory Channel 2 Cluster, a modified version of the

MPICH library is used. The machine is installed at COMPAQ in Littleton, MA. Table 4.3

presents some of its more important characteristics.

Node COMPAQ ES40, quad SMP

Number of nodes 32

CPU 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21264

Number of CPUs 128

Peak performance 128 Gflop/s

Operating system COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX 5.0

MPI library MPICH

Network Quadrics QsNet, Elan III, Elite

Network topology Fat Tree with fan-out 4

Used I/O bus 64 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 400 Mbyte/s per direction

Usable link bandwidth 340 Mbyte/s per direction

Table 4.3: Characteristics ofthe Quadrics QsNet Cluster
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4.2.4 Swiss-TO Prototype

The Swiss-TO prototype consists of eight Linux PCs, each equipped with 233 MHz Intel

Pentium processors, which are connected by the communication network EasyNet. The

machine is installed at ETHZ. EasyNet has already been discussed in section 3.1. It is a

bus-based network, transporting 32 bits in parallel. The network ofthis eight node system

runs at 12 MHz, and the raw link bandwidth is therefore 48 Mbyte/s. The link protocol

imposes no limit on the maximum length of a packet, and the link bandwidth which can

be used therefore comes close to the raw link bandwidth. The FCI-based MPI library is

called the Swiss-Tx MPI. Table 4.4 summarizes its characteristics.

Node "standard" PC

Number of nodes 8

CPU 233 MHz Intel Pentium MMX

Number of CPUs 8

Peak performance 1.8 Gflop/s

Operating system Linux (kernel version 2.0.31)
MPI library Swiss-Tx MPI

Network EasyNet running at 12 MHz

Network topology bus

Used I/O bus 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 48 Mbyte/s
Usable link bandwidth 48 Mbyte/s

Table 4.4: Characteristics ofthe Swiss-TOprototype

4.2.5 Swiss-Tl

The Swiss-Tl is a cluster of workstations with 32 compute nodes. It is installed at the

EPFL. A node consists of a COMPAQ AlphaServer DS20 with two 500 MHz COMPAQ

Alpha 21264 CPUs. The communication network which is used, T-NET, has already
been discussed in section 3.1. Each node runs its own copy ofthe COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX

operating system. The FCI-based MPI library is called the Swiss-Tx MPI. Table 4.5

presents its main characteristics. The raw link bandwidth is 1.25 Gbit/s, and the usable

link bandwidth is 103 Mbyte/s 4.

4.2.6 CPlant Alaska

Myrinet [BCF+95] is a network widely used to build clusters of workstations. It is very

flexible due to a fully programmable network interface. Almost any topology is possible
with the minimum of 4 and maximum of 64 port switches which are available. The raw

link bidirectional bandwidth is 160 Mbyte/s in each direction. The Myrinet specification

imposes no limit on the maximum length of a packet, and the usable link bandwidth is

4The overhead is caused by the necessary packeting, and by coding 1 byte of data by lObits on the links.
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Node COMPAQ DS20, dual SMP

Number of nodes 32

CPU 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21264

Number of CPUs 64

Peak performance 64 Gflop/s

Operating system COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX 5.0

MPI library Swiss-Tx MPI

Network T-NET

Network topology see figure 3.2

Used I/O bus 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 1.25 Gbit/s (125 Mbyte/s) per direction

Usable link bandwidth 103 Mbyte/s

Table 4.5: Characteristics ofthe Swiss-Tl

therefore close to the raw link bandwidth. The CPlant Alaska at the Sandia National

Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is an example of a large Myrinet machine. It

consists of 400 compute nodes, each with one COMPAQ Alpha 21164 CPU, running at

500 MHz. A copy of the Linux operating system is installed on each node, and a special
version of MPI, based on Portals, [BHM+99] is used. Table 4.6 summarizes its most

important characteristics.

Node Digital Personal Workstation 500a

Number of nodes 400

CPU 500 MHz COMPAQ Alpha 21164

Number of CPUs 400

Peak performance 400 Gflop/s

Operating system Linux (kernel version 2.0.34)
MPI library MPI based on Portals

Network Myrinet, M2M-PCI32, M2LM-SW16

Network topology Cube of Hypercubes
Used I/O bus 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus

Raw link bandwidth 160 Mbyte/s per direction

Usable link bandwidth 160 Mbyte/s per direction

Table 4.6: Characteristics ofthe CPlant Alaska

4.2.7 ASCI Red TFLOPS

The ASCI Red TFLOPS is a large CCOTS machine built by Intel for the Sandia National

Laboratories, as part of the US Department of Energy's Accelerated Strategic Computing
Initiative (ASCI) [ASCI]. It is a distributed memory, message passing, MIMD machine.

Each of the over 4700 compute nodes consists of a small SMP containing two 333 MHz
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Intel Pentium II XEON CPUs. The communication network is directly attached to the

system bus by use of a custom interface chip. The nodes are arranged in a three dimen¬

sional mesh, controlled by custom mesh router chips. It supports raw bidirectional link

bandwidths of to 400 Mbyte/s, over each direction of the six ports available per node.

Each of the compute nodes runs its own copy of the Cougar light-weight operating sys¬

tem. Non-compute nodes run a System V-compatible version of UNIX developed by
Intel. A special version of Portals-based MPI is used. Table 4.7 lists its most important
characteristics.

Node custom, "PC-like", dual SMP

Number of nodes 4736

CPU 333 MHz Intel Pentium II XEON

Number of CPUs 9472

Peak performance 3.15Tflop/s

Operating system Cougar, Intel UNIX for non-compute nodes

MPI library MPI based on Portals

Network custom

Network topology 3D Mesh

Used I/O bus system bus

Raw link bandwidth 400 Mbyte/s per direction

Usable link bandwidth unknown

Table 4.7: Characteristics ofthe ASCIRed TFLOPS

4.3 Analyzing EasyNet-Based FCI

The previously presented Swiss-TO prototype, using the EasyNet network hardware (refer
to section 4.2.4), has served for a detailed analysis of the FCI remote store and message

passing transfers, as well as other related topics.

4.3.1 Remote Store Transfer

Ping-Pong Latency

Through use of the "normal" ping-pong algorithm 4.1 with 4-byte remote store packets,
a remote store transfer, which is directly mapped to a direct mode extended reflective

memory transfer, is analyzed in detail. Figure 4.1 illustrates all involved parts of the two

participating nodes #1 and #2.

In a modern system, a "ping" works as follows: The CPU issues the 4-byte packet, which

is transferred to the chipset (O), from where it is sent over the PCI bus to the EasyNet
network interface (©). The EasyNet network interface transfers it over the EasyNet bus

to the EasyNet network interface located in the receiving node (©), which passes it over

the PCI bus to the local chipset (©). The chipset stores it in local main memory (©) and,
in cooperation with the CPU, guarantees that the caches are updated if necessary (cache
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Memory
Bus

Ol CPU Bus

:' I PCI Bus

Node #1

< EasyNet Bus >

Node #2

Figure 4.1: EasyNet data transfer between two nodes of the Swiss-TO prototype. Seven

phases are distinguished, numberedfrom O to ©

snooping) (©). The caches are assumed to be located within the CPU black box, as is

normally the case in modern systems.

The CPU "sees" the recently arrived packet and can now perform the "pong", which

works exactly in the same way as the "ping": It issues the response 4-byte packet, which

is transferred to the chipset (©). The chipset sends the packet over the PCI bus to the

EasyNet network interface (©), which transfers it over the EasyNet bus to the EasyNet
network interface located in the node which initiated the "ping" (©). This network inter¬

face passes the packet over the PCI bus to the local chipset (©), from where it is stored in

local main memory (©) and, again in cooperation with the local CPU, is updated in the

caches if necessary (O).

The corresponding timings for a remote store ping-pong are illustrated in figures 4.2 and

4.3. As the PCI as well as the EasyNet bus are 32 bit wide, the 4-byte packet fits into a

single write cycle on both busses.

4.2 illustrates the clipping, starting from the moment data has been received by the

EasyNet network interface over the PCI bus (®, signal /DEVSE [PCI95]
5
rises), until

the moment the data has come back from the distant node and the network interface starts

the transfer on the PCI bus (©, signal /REQ drops). As illustrated on the snapshot, the

complete transfer takes about t„etoorfc=8.05 fis (®).

Figure 4.3 presents the clipping starting from the moment the network interface starts the

transfer on the PCI bus (®, signal /REQ drops), until the moment the chipset has trans¬

ferred the new data, previously generated by the CPU, over the PCI bus to the network

interface (©, signal /DEVSE rises). The complete transfer takes about t„0(;e=1.62 fis

(<3>).

5 This signal is named /DEVSEL in the PCI standard.
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Figure 4.2: Logic analyzer snapshot of a 4-byte remote store ping-pong transmission.

The snapshot illustrates the clipping, beginningfrom the moment data has been trans¬

ferred over the PCI bus to the EasyNet network interface (®), until the moment the net¬

work interface starts writing the replied data to the PCI bus (©)

Figure 4.3: Logic analyzer snapshot of a 4-byte remote store ping-pong transmission.

The snapshot illustrates the clipping startingfrom the moment the EasyNet network inter¬

face starts sending the received data over the PCI bus (®), until the moment the new data

has been sent over the PCI bus to the network interface (©)

Through use of tnetwork

t
pmgjpong

and tnode, the ping-pong round-trip latency is expressed as:

tnetwork + tnode = 8.05/iS + 1.62/IS = 9.67flS

And the ping-pong one-way latency

t

tpmg — Ipong
ping-pong ^network ~r ''node

4.83/is

(4.1)

(4.2)
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Although the snapshots only represent a sample measurement, the resulting ping-pong

one-way latency is very close to the average ping-pong one-way latency that has been

measured by software. It is presented in section 4.3.3.

Ping-Ping Latency

© ©

Figure 4.4: Logic analyzer snapshot: Consecutive 4-byte direct addressing mode ex¬

tended reflective memory write instructions, generated by a FCI application calling the

FCI-PutWord () remote store routine

© ©

Figure 4.5: Logic analyzer snapshot: Consecutive 4-byte direct addressing mode ex¬

tended reflective memory write instructions, generated by the FCI low-level message

passing routines

Figure 4.4 illustrates the gap between two consecutive 4-byte remote store write instruc¬

tions (®, ©), which is about 1 fis (©). The benchmark application made use of therefore
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consecutively calls the FCl_PutWord ( ) routine. The low-level FCI data transfer rou¬

tines are much faster, as can be seen in snapshot 4.5. Less software is involved, which

allows for five consecutive direct mode writes within about 1 fis (©). The transmission of

the first 4 bytes over the EasyNet bus (©) starts at about 2 /is after its transmission over

the PCI bus (®) has started (©).

4.3.2 Message Passing Transfer

As a message passing transfer consists of several extended reflective memory write in¬

structions, the MPI ping-pong latency is higher than the remote store ping-pong latency.
In snapshot 4.6, several consecutive ping-pong message transfers are illustrated. The gap

between two consecutive message receives over the PCI bus by the same node (®, ©)
is about 24.5 fis (©). The corresponding ping-pong one-way latency is therefore about

12.2/is.

The first part of every block of PCI transfers (for example ©) consists of PCI transfers

from the network interface to the chipset, the second part, of transfers from the chipset
to the network interface. The first part is the reception of a message, the second part the

sending of a new one. The start of the message send transfer over the PCI bus is located

within each block of PCI transfers and is therefore not visible.

The average 4-byte ping-pong one-way latency has also been measured. It is presented in

section 4.3.3.

© ©

Figure 4.6: Logic analyzer snapshot ofa 4-byte ping-pong usingMPI
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4.3.3 Running EasyNet at Various Speeds

Average Latency for Small Packets

With eight nodes attached, the EasyNet network runs reliably for up to 12 MHz. As

previously presented, the remote store and MPI latency for 4-byte transfers is therefore

in the area of 5 /is, and 12 fis, respectively. With only two nodes attached to the EasyNet

bus, higher transmission rates of up to 25 MHz are possible. Measurements with variable

EasyNet speed (the PCI interface still runs at 33 MHz) have been taken oftwo nodes ofthe

Swiss-TO prototype. Table 4.8 contains the average measured one-way ping-pong latency
values. These are sectioned from the 5 to 25 MHz range for remote store and MPI. The

packet size for remote store is always 4 bytes. As it is possible to transfer 0 byte messages
with MPI, the corresponding numbers for 0 and 4 bytes are listed for MPI.

EasyNet

speed
in MHz

remote store

latency
in /is

0-byte message

passing latency
in fis

4-byte message

passing latency
in fis

5 9.05 25.58 28.05

8 6.39 17.07 18.16

10 5.43 13.49 15.08

12 4.84 11.18 12.98

14 4.38 10.24 11.85

16 4.05 9.33 10.44

18 3.82 8.83 9.64

20 3.60 8.13 9.07

22 3.45 7.29 8.37

24 3.30 7.00 7.87

25 3.24 6.86 7.64

Table 4.8: Average measured one-way ping-pong latency values from 5 MHz up to

25 MHzfor remote store andMPI

Curves can be fitted on the remote store and MPI points. The corresponding formula for

the remote store latency, depending on the frequency /, is 6:

t'rsJatency — i-.IVflS +
36.43

/

The corresponding formula for the MPI latency with 0 byte packets is:

117.39

tmpJatencyo Z.ÖO/IS -\ -

And the corresponding formula for the MPI latency with 4-byte packets is:

126.38

<'mpJatency4 Z.OU/IS -\-

f

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)
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Swiss-TO Prototype MPI and Remote Store Latency
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Figure 4.7: Curvesfitted on the remote store andMPI latencypoints

EasyNet

speed
in MHz

remote store

latency
in fis

0-byte message

passing latency
in /is

4-byte message

passing latency
in /is

33 2.89 5.58 6.43

66 2.34 3.80 4.51

Table 4.9: Extrapolated average one-way ping-pong 33 and 66 MHz latency valuesfor
remote store andMPI

Figure 4.7 shows the three corresponding curves for remote store and MPI. It is amazing
how close the measured points are to the curves. Extrapolating to higher speeds presents

interesting results. At 33 MHz, the remote store latency is about 2.89 /is, the MPI latency
about 5.58 fis for 0-byte packets, and about 6.43 /is for 4-byte packets. At 66 MHz the

numbers obtained are even more dramatic. About 2.34 /is for remote store, and only
about 3.80 fis and 4.51 /is for 0-byte and 4-byte MPI packets, respectively (refer to table

4.9). These numbers are very competitive. Bear in mind that the PCI bus still operates

at 33 MHz, and that the PCs used are low-end machines. It can be anticipated that the

numbers obtained are even better when faster nodes are used.

Average Latency and Bandwidth for Varying Packet Size

More detailed measurements are presented in the following section. Figures 4.8 and 4.9

present the average latency graphs for varying message sizes, as well as EasyNet speeds
from 8 MHz up to 24 MHz for remote store and MPI. In figure 4.10, the remote store and

the MPI average latency for a message size ofup to about 1 Kbyte, for a EasyNet network

6The given numbers are rounded to two digits.
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running at 12 MHz and 24 MHz, are illustrated side-by-side for direct comparison. Up to

1 Kbyte, the offset between remote store and MPI remains more or less constant for both

frequencies. It is about 9 /is for 12 MHz, and about 5 fis for 24 MHz.

Swiss-TO Prototype Remote Store Latency

4 10

8MHz

10MHz

12MHz

20 30 40 50 60 70

message size [bytes]

14MHz

16MHz

18MHz

80

20MHz

22MHz

24MHz

90 100

Figure 4.8: Remote store average one-wayping-pong latencyfor varying data sizes and

EasyNet speeds

Swiss-TO Prototype MPI Latency

8MHz

10MHz

12MHz

30 40 50 60 70

message size [bytes]

14MHz 20MHz

16MHz 22MHz

18MHz 24MHz

90 100

Figure 4.9: MPI average one-way ping-pong latency for varying message sizes and

EasyNet speeds

The bandwidth graphs for varying data sizes, as well as EasyNet speeds from 8 MHz up to

24 MHz, for remote store and MPI, are presented in figures 4.11 and 4.12. The theoretical

and average measured maximum numbers for 8 to 24 MHz are listed in table 4.10. The

theoretical maximum bandwidth is nearly obtained for all listed EasyNet bus speeds, with

a derivation of less than one percent. It is not necessary to distinguish between remote
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Swiss-TO Prototype MPI and Remote Store Latency
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message size [bytes]
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Remote Store @ 12MHz

MPI @ 24MHz

Remote Store @ 24MHz

Figure 4.10: MPIand remote store average one-wayping-pong latencyfor varying mes¬

sage sizes. The EasyNet network runs at 12 MHz and 24MHz
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Figure 4.11: Remote store average ping-pong bandwidth for varying data sizes and

EasyNet speeds

store and MPI, as the numbers do not differ significantly 7, which proves that the message

passing protocol avoids data copy steps and keeps the overhead low.

7This is an assumption for the MPI bandwidth at 24 MHz EasyNet bus speed, as it was impossible to

get valid measurements for larger message sizes for this rate, due to malfunctions in the network hardware.
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Swiss-TO Prototype MPI Bandwidth
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Figure 4.12: MPI average ping-pong bandwidthfor varying message sizes and EasyNet

speeds. Measurementsfor larger packets at 24 MHz were not possible to obtain, as the

network hardware did not support error-free operationfor larger sizes

EasyNet speed
in MHz

theoretical maximum

bandwidth in Mbyte/s

average measured maximum

bandwidth in Mbyte/s

8 32.00 31.98

10 40.00 39.98

12 48.00 47.95

14 56.00 55.84

16 64.00 63.96

18 72.00 71.87

20 80.00 79.74

22 88.00 87.49

24 96.00 95.41

Table 4.10: Theoretical and average measured maximum bandwidth for 8 MHz up to

24 MHz

4.3.4 Interrupt Handling

Measurements have been made showing the time it takes to handle remote interrupts by
an interrupt service routine or by a process. The analyzed software implementation uses a

combination of solutions No. 2 and 3, which are presented in section 2.7.5. Solution No.

2 is used for a data size of less than 1 Kbyte, and solution No. 3 for all other cases.

The logic analyzer snapshot in figure 4.13 demonstrates that it takes about 7 fis (©) to

handle the interrupt through the interrupt service routine. This is the time at which the

/ INTA signal is low (® to ©). About 4 fis after the / INTA signal drops (©, ©), the

interrupt service routine performs its first access of the EasyNet device. This access takes

place at the beginning of the routine and therefore provides a good estimation of the time
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taken for its start-up.

If a process must be awakened by the interrupt service routine in order to handle the in¬

terrupt (refer to sections 2.4, 2.7.4, and 2.7.5), it takes much longer. In snapshot 4.14, the

interrupt is acknowledged first within the interrupt service routine (®), with the wakened

process starting about 900fis later (©) and performing a PCI access (©).

Although the preemptive scheduler only runs every 10 ms in the Swiss-TO prototype, a

standard PC-based Linux system, the process has already been "incidentally" started after

about 900 /is. The PC measured was in a non-stressed state. The situation in which the

PCs are stressed is presented in figure 4.15. From 0-byte up to about 3-Kbyte messages

are transferred with the "normal" ping-pong algorithm 4.1 in blocking and nonblocking

mode, using FCI-based MPI and an EasyNet network running at 12 MHz. In the block¬

ing case, no interrupts are involved as the complete message transfer is handled by the

application in foreground. The latency varies from about 11 /is for a 0-byte message to

about 90 /is for a 3-Kbyte message. In the nonblocking case, the message transfer is han¬

dled directly by the interrupt service routine for a message size less than 1 Kbyte. For

larger messages, a process is awakened, and this has a big impact on the latency. The

PC is stressed as the remote interrupt is handled while the FCI application is spin-waiting
on the arrival of a message. The preemptive scheduler has to swap between at least two

processes, the spin-waiting application and the awakened process. The latency suddenly

jumps to about 25 ms for a 1-Kbyte message.

© © ©

Figure 4.13: Logic analyzer snapshot: Interrupt handling by an interrupt service routine
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Figure 4.14: Logic analyzer snapshot: Interrupt handling by an interrupt service routine

and aprocess

Swiss-TO Prototype: MPI Latency: Blocking & Nonblocking Send
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Figure 4.15: MPI average ping-pong one-way latency of the Swiss-TO prototype using

blocking and nonblocking send calls

4.4 Comparing MPI Latency and Bandwidth

A few comparison charts of the MPI bandwidth and the average one-way ping-pong la¬

tency for the machines introduced in section 4.2 follow 8.

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 present the latency numbers as a function of the message size.

In figure 4.16, all machines are present, while figure 4.17 leaves out the graphs for the

Fast Ethernet Cluster and the CPlant Alaska, for purposes of improved readability. Large

8For these measurements, the EasyNet network hardware used in the Swiss-TO and the Swiss-TO pro¬

totype was only operating at 12 MHz, as this is the maximum frequency at which the eight-node clusters

work error-free.
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MPI Latency Full Comparison Chart
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Figure 4.16: MPI average ping-pong one-way latency of the machines presented in sec¬

tion 4.2
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Figure 4.17: MPI average ping-pong one-way latency of the machines presented in sec¬

tion 4.2, except the Fast Ethernet Cluster and the CPlant Alaska

processing overhead is the main culprit for the poor results obtained from these two ma¬

chines.

Table 4.11 contains the average 4-byte MPI one-way latency values for all competitors.
The average latency for the Swiss-TO prototype is about 13.0 /is, for the Swiss-Tl ma¬

chine about 14.5 /is. The main reasons for the higher latency of the Swiss-Tl are that

the nodes are SMPs, which introduces hardware and software overhead, and that the T-
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machine

average 4-byte
MPI latency

in fis

Fast Ethernet Cluster 126.8

CPlant Alaska 97.8

ASCI Red TFLOPS 17.8

Swiss-Tl 14.5

Swiss-TO Prototype 13.0

Memory Channel 2 Cluster 8.9

QsNet Cluster 6.2

Table 4.11: MPI average 4-byte ping-pong one-way latency numbers ofall competitors

NET hardware is more complex than the EasyNet hardware and requires greater resource-

intensive handling.

machine theoretical maximum

bandwidth in Mbyte/s

measured maximum MPI

bandwidth in Mbyte/s

QsNet Cluster 264 213

Memory Channel 2 Cluster unknown (132) 78

Swiss-TO Prototype 48 48

Swiss-Tl 103 100

ASCI Red TFLOPS unknown (400) 370

CPlant Alaska 132 69

Fast Ethernet Cluster 12 11

Table 4.12: Theoretical maximum bandwidth and average measured maximum MPI

bandwidth for all competitors. Although QsNet is capable of transferring 340 Mbyte/s
in each direction on the links, the network interface is connected by a 64 bit 33 MHz PCI

bus, limiting the maximum bandwidth to 264Mbyte/s. The networks ofthe CPlant Alaska

and the Memory Channel 2 Cluster are connected by a 32 bit 33 MHz PCI bus, which

limits the maximum bandwidth to 132 Mbyte/s. The usable link bandwidth ofthe Memory
Channel 2 Cluster and the ASCI Red TFLOPS is unknown. The raw link bandwidth is

given in parenthesis

Figure 4.18 illustrates the bandwidth of all competitors as a function of the message size.

The theoretical maximum and average measured maximum bandwidth for all machines is

given in table 4.12. The ASCI Red machine attains the highest bandwidth of about 370

Mbyte/s 9. Its network interface is directly connected to the system bus, which enables

much higher transfer rates than the 32 or 64 bit 33 MHz PCI buses used by all other

machines. The bandwidths of the Swiss-Tx machines, the QsNet Cluster, the ASCI Red,

9The maximum MPI bandwidth value of the ASCI Red machine is taken from the "Frequently Asked

Questions about the ASCI Red System, janus" at the Sandia National Laboratories

(http://www.sandia.gov/ASCI/Red/usage/faq.html).
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Figure 4.18: MPI averageping-pong bandwidth ofthe machines presented in section 4.2

and the Fast Ethernet Cluster are all in the range of the theoretical maximum bandwidth.

In the results presented, the CPlant Alaska and the Memory Channel 2 Cluster offer about

half of the theoretical maximum bandwidth.

The theoretical maximum bandwidth of the Fast Ethernet Cluster is very low when com¬

pared with the overall speed and the memory bandwidth of the nodes used. This makes

it possible to hide data copying and other overhead which is introduced by the TCP/IP

protocol running within the operating system kernel. The expensive TCP/IP protocol al¬

ways runs while data is transferred, and consumes CPU time. Because the nodes used are

powerful enough to run the protocol at a fast enough rate, the average measured maximum

bandwidth remains in the range of the theoretical maximum bandwidth. As already men¬

tioned in the introduction to this chapter, pure communication benchmarks do not reveal

the processing overhead required to perform data transfers, or take it into proper account.

4.5 LINPACK Benchmark

Since June 1993, the LINPACK benchmark has been used to rank the 500 most powerful

computer systems installed internationally. A detailed description of the benchmark, as

well as a list of performance results obtained from a wide variety of machines, is available

from netlib 10. The name LINPACK is derived from a linear algebra package, which is

used to solve a dense system of linear equations with Gaussian elimination. Created by
Jack Dongarra, it is one of the most popular floating-point benchmarks of recent years.

For the list of the 500 most powerful computer systems installed, the TOP500 list, a ver¬

sion of the benchmark which allows the user to scale the problem size N, and to optimize

10http://www.netlib.org
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the software in order to achieve the best performance, is used. To provide a comparable
set of performance numbers, the algorithm used must conform to the standard floating¬

point operation count for LU factorization with partial pivoting, which is 2/3N3 +0(N2).
The TOP500 list provides, together with the theoretical peak performance Rpeak, the max¬

imal achieved performance Rmax with corresponding problem size Nmax, as well as the

problem size Ni/2, at which half of Rmax is achieved.

Achieved performance with problem size N.

Theoretical peak performance.

Maximal achievable performance.

Problem size at which Rmax is achieved.

Problem size at which half of i?m0T is achieved.

Machine tf'peak

Gflop/s
-t^max

Gflop/s
L*max N1/2

Swiss-Tl (T-NET) 64 46 44000 9000

Fast Ethernet Cluster 64 35 44000 16000

Table 4.13: LINPACKperformance ofthe Swiss-Tl and the Fast Ethernet Cluster

LINPACK Performance R(N)
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Figure 4.19: LINPACKperformance R{N) in Gflop/s asfunction of the problem size N

for the Swiss-Tl and the Fast Ethernet Cluster

The problem size is allowed to increase and the performance numbers therefore normally
reflect the largest problem run on the machine. Accordingly, Nmax is also the size of the

largest problem run on the machine, and Rmax the corresponding performance. Results

are available for the Fast Ethernet Cluster and the Swiss-Tl machine equipped with T-

NET. Except for the network, both machines are very similar. Peak performance for both

16000 24000 32000

Problem Size (N)

40000
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is 64 Gflop/s, and main memory for the two machines is exhausted at N m 44000. The

Swiss-Tl achieves 46 Gflop/s, the Fast Ethernet Cluster only 35 Gflop/s. Half of Rmax is

attained atN & 9000 for Swiss-Tl, and atN ^ 16000 for the Fast Ethernet Cluster (refer
to table 4.13). In the TOP500 list as of June 2000, Swiss-Tl would rank as number 392.

In addition, the LINPACK performance R(N) as a function of the problem size A" is

illustrated in figure 4.19. Once again, the maximum problem size is N ^ 44000, and is

limited by the available main memory.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

"The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existing."
- Albert Einstein

5.1 Summary

The new communication architecture, implemented in the FCI communication library, as

well as the EasyNet and T-NET network hardware, fulfills all the demands specified at the

beginning of chapter 2. By offering a MPI library implemented in its entirety on top of

FCI, many existing applications can run efficiently on the Swiss-Tx machines without any

modifications. The message passing and remote store programming models supported by
FCI are both scalable, and the presented implementation allows for both high-bandwidth
and very low-latency networks. The (enhanced) mixed message passing protocol enables

an efficient message exchange. Expensive system calls and interrupt handling are avoided

to as great an extent as possible, message transmission dispenses with data copy steps, and

message reception takes place without interaction with the receiving process. Transfer

combining and the hidden table management make a reduction of the protocol overhead

possible.

The main memory required for table management is within acceptable limits. The mixed

message passing protocol uses about 4 Mbytes for approximately 8000 processes, and 8

send and 8 receive requests.

Minimized hardware and software development enable a good price-to-performance ratio.

The extended reflective memory communication model realized in EasyNet and T-NET

is not difficult to implement in hardware. The logic required by the communication con¬

troller fits onto the programmable chip of the EasyNet device 1, as revealed in figure 3.7,

and further illustrated in image 3.8. T-NET is much more sophisticated and therefore

requires greater implementation effort.

All Swiss-Tx machines use unmodified, standard operating systems. Currently, imple¬
mentations for COMPAQ Tru64 UNIX, Microsoft Windows NT, and Linux, are available.

These run on both PCs and COMPAQ Alpha processor based machines. The worksta¬

tions remain stable and the security offered by the operating systems is not undermined.

1
EasyNet does not support the indirect addressing mode.
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The implemented software is mostly hardware and operating system independent, which

means that it can be easily ported to other platforms, thus reducing the costs and time

taken in the development of new machines.

In special cases, remote store can be used instead of message passing, to achieve better

performance. The upshot of this is that the programmer must invest some effort in porting
its code to the new environment.

The measurements presented prove that the Swiss-Tx machines, implementing the FCI

communication architecture, can compete with state-of-the-art products. The Swiss-Tl

installed at EPFL has passed the acceptance tests and is now used in scientific computing

by a large number of users.

5.2 Outlook

Figure 5.1: 64 bit 33 MHz PCI bus T-NET communication network interface. The func¬

tionalityprovided is the same as that ofthe 32 bit 33 MHz device

In order to keep up with the rapidly evolving market, it is very important to improve the

network hardware performance. Competitors such as Quadrics, designers of the QsNet

network, offer much faster links and network interfaces, which primarily boost the com¬

munication bandwidth. A first step in this direction has been taken through the current

development of advanced T-NET network interfaces. Such an interface is presented in

figure 5.1. It supports higher PCI bus data transfer rates at reduced hardware production
costs. Improving the performance of the T-NET router is also necessary. This can be

achieved, for example, through the addition of more links, by improving the throughput,
and through the addition of better routing mechanisms, such as adaptive routing.

On the software side, both the low-level and the high-level communication libraries can be

improved and extended. If MPI-2 has to be fully implemented remains to be seen, but the

MPI library will soon be extended by the MPI-2 I/O functions [MPIX97]. By considering
the network topology, some MPI collective communication routines, like the reduction

operations, could be improved. A further enhancement would be to use the T-NET system

channel for transferring operating system packets, in order to speed up operating system

data transfers and socket-based applications. Although the communication latency and
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bandwidth of such applications will be boosted, the numbers presented for FCI in the

benchmark section will not be attained, due to the fact that the TCP/IP protocol is still

involved. A possible means of overcoming this problem is to implement a socket-like

interface on top of FCI.

A group of users continue to make use of other high-level communication libraries, such

as PVM, or SHMEM. Both PVM and SHMEM could be implemented on top of FCI.

The FCI library currently employs the mixed message passing protocol. Implementing
the enhanced mixed protocol may improve the performance of applications transmitting
small messages. An added improvement for particular applications could be to support

datatypes directly in the network interface. This can enable better performance for non¬

contiguous buffers. The drawback of such an extension is the use of more complicated
network hardware, as well as a bigger FCI API and NHI.

Competing with large countries such as the USA is very difficult for Switzerland. The

resources available for research and to build really large machines are limited. The com¬

plete Swiss-Tx network hardware and software was realized by a very small team from the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), and Supercomputing Systems

(SCS).

It seems inevitable that workstation clusters will soon dominate general-purpose, high
and mid-performance computing. This will be mainly due to their excellent price-to-

performance ratio. Only a few companies still try to sell high-end systems that are not

(primarily) based on CCOTS technology. They generally do not do it for commercial pur¬

poses, but for research and publicity. Several other companies develop and sell products

specifically designed for use in workstation clusters. These include entire communication

networks, as well as debuggers, management tools, and other miscellaneous products.
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Appendix A

Matrix-Vector Multiplication

This section presents the implementation of the iterative matrix-vector multiplication,

using the shared memory, message passing, and remote store programming models. It is

an important building block in many scientific programs. One can use it either directly for

transformations of vectors, or as a subroutine in higher level linear algebraic functions.

The matrix-vector multiplication is also a good example of a parallel program due to its

simple communication requirements and obvious method of splitting the work.

y = A x (A.1)

2/1
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(A.2)

The n x n matrix A is multiplied with vector x of size n. The result is vector y of size

n. The new vector y is the dot product of each row of matrix A with the column vector x.

Thus, entry yt of the transformed vector y is the dot product of row i of matrix A with the

original vector x. The mathematical formula is:

Vi E-4tj
^

3 '
^ 1... n (A.3)

The matrix-vector multiplication is often used iteratively. It is therefore executed repeat¬

edly through copying the resulting vector y of step t in vector x for the following iteration

step t + 1. By replacing x with xt and y with xt+i in equation A. 1 we obtain:

xt+i = A- xt (A.4)

Algorithm A.l provides a possible serial implementation for t iteration steps. 2n2

floating-point operations are necessary to do a matrix-vector multiplication of size n. The

last loop copies output vector y to vector x, which is used as input for the next iteration.

Computing it in parallel requires row-wise distribution of matrix A on all participating

processes. Additionally, each process needs all entries of vector x. All processes perform
a matrix-vector multiplication of vector x with its portion of matrix A. The result is a
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for i = l,t do

for j = \,n do

2/0') = 0.0

for k = 0, n do

i/(i) = y(j) + A(j,k) * x(k)
end for

end for

for j = \,n do

^(i) = 2/0')
end for

end for

Algorithm A.l: t serial matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n

section of vector y which has to be distributed to all other processes for the next iteration

step. On a parallel machine with p processes, A is split into p portions and each process

possesses n/p rows. Process r (r = 1... p) computes ys to ye, where s = (r — 1) * - + 1

and e = r * -. It is assumed that n is a multiple ofp so that - is an integer value.

Figure A. 1 illustrates one iteration step with four processes named Pi to P4, including the

redistribution of result vector y.

A •

^
= y x^

Figure A.l: One matrix-vector multiplication iteration step

A.l Message Passing

A first solution using the message passing programming model is presented in algorithm
A.2. It must be executed on all processes in parallel. It is assumed that n is a multiple of

p. Notice that only vector x and the portions of matrix A a process is interested in must

be stored in local process memory. This algorithm uses the message passing routines

SendQ and ReceiveQ. SendQ takes following arguments: The rank of the receiving

process k, and the section of the vector that should be communicated. The vector is

expressed by vector name y, starting index s, and ending index e. The ReceiveQ call

takes two arguments: The vector where the received data should be slotted, x, and the
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for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of y() */

for j = s, e do

2/0) = 0.0

for k = \,n do

2/0) = 2/0) + ^0? k) * z(*0
end for

end for

/* copy own portion of y() to x() */

for j = s, e do

x(j) = 2/0)
end for

/* distribute new x() */

for j = l,p do

if j = r then

for k = l,p do

if A; ^ r then

Sendfk, y, s, e)
end if

end for

else

a=G-l)*(n/p)+l

ReceiveQx, a)
end if

end for

end for

Algorithm A.2: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using message passing SendQ and ReceiveQ calls, r is the rank of

the local process, s the starting index, e the ending index

for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of y() */

same code as above

/* copy own portion of y() to x() */

same code as above

/* distribute new x() */

for j = l,p do

a=G-l)*(n/p)+l

b=j*(n/p)

BroadcastQ], x, a, b)
end for

end for

Algorithm A.3: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using message passing BroadcastQ calls
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for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of y() */

same code as> above

/* copy own portion of y() to x() */

same code as> above

/* distribute new x() */

Allgather (x , x, e — s + 1)
end for

Algorithm A.4: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using a message passing AllgatherQ call, s is the starting index, e

the ending index

starting index a. Each SendQ ReceiveQ pair transfers e — s + 1 values. p(p — 1) send

and receives are necessary for each iteration step.

Distributing the new vector xQ can also be performed through a broadcast operation, if

available. See algorithm A.3. The BroadcastQ call accepts several arguments: The rank

of the process that is sender, j, and the portion of the vector that should be communi¬

cated, expressed by vector name x, starting index a, and ending index b. p broadcasts are

necessary.

Another option is to use one AllgatherQ call instead of n broadcasts, as presented in

algorithm A.4. AllgatherQ accepts three arguments: The vector containing the data that

should be sent, identified by vector name x, the vector of same size where the received

data should be filled in, in this case x as well, and the number of elements each process

sends e — s + 1. The AllgatherQ routine knows the number of participating processes

and their ranks. Therefore it can calculate the portions of the vectors each process sends

and receives.

A.2 Shared Memory

In the shared memory variant (see algorithm A.5 for a possible implementation), it is

necessary to use a synchronization mechanism like a barrier to guarantee a separation of

the different iteration steps. All processes have to wait until each of the processes has

finished step t before they can start with step t + 1. This is necessary since the computed
vector y is input vector for the next step. Each process has a copy of matrix A (or at least

the portion it needs) and vector x in its local memory, if such memory is available. Vector

y is shared. It is assumed that n is a multiple of p. The processes compute their portion
of vector y by use of a temporary variable y-temp to write only once to each shared field

of vector y.

A.3 Remote Store

Each process has a copy of matrix A (or at least the section needed) and the two vectors

x and y in its local memory. Each process has an open window on the same GCS address

range where vector y is located. The corresponding vector in the GCS is named yr. Refer
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for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of shared y()*/
for j = s, e do

y-temp = 0.0

for k = \,n do

y-temp = y-temp + A(j, k) * x(k)
end for

2/0) = y_temp

end for

/* do a barrier synchronization */

BarrierQ
1* copy shared y() to local x() */

for j = \,n do

x(j) = 2/0)
end for

end for

Algorithm A.5: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using the shared memory programming model, s is the starting index,

e the ending index

to figure A.2 for an example ofmemory and GCS allocation with four processes Pi... P4.

y and yr are split up. The leftmost portion of vector yr respectively y is computed by Pi

and the rightmost by P4. It is assumed that n is a multiple of p.

local memory local memory
of process R of process R

local memory local memory
of process R of process R

Figure A.2: Remote store matrix-vector multiplication with four processes. Vector y is

located in the GCS window

As was the case in the shared memory implementation, it is necessary to perform a barrier

synchronization before a new computation phase can start. Algorithm A.6 serves as an

example of how the matrix-vector multiplication can be implemented with the remote

store programming model. The PutQ call accepts two arguments: The source entry in
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for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of y() */

for j = s, e do

2/0) = 0.0

for k = \,n do

2/0) = y(J) + A(j,k)*x(k)
end for

-Pwt(y(j),yr(j))
end for

/* do a barrier synchronization */

BarrierQ
1* copy local y() to local x() */

for j = \,n do

x(j) = 2/0)
end for

end for

Algorithm A.6: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using the remote store programming model with single writes, s is

the starting index, e the ending index

vector y that should be distributed to the other processes and the destination entry in vector

yr. The computed data y(j) is communicated to the other processes immediately. Both,

computation and communication take place within the computation loop.

for i = l,t do

/* calculate own portion of y() */

for j = s, e do

2/0) = 0.0

for k = \,n do

2/0) = y(J) + A(j,k)*x(k)
end for

end for

PutBlockQy, yr, s, e)
/* do a barrier synchronization */

BarrierQ
1* copy local y() to local x() */

for j = \,n do

x(j) = 2/0)
end for

end for

Algorithm A.7: t matrix-vector multiplications of matrix A and vector x of size n, run¬

ning on p processes using the remote store programming model with combined writes, s

is the starting index, e the ending index

A better solution is to distribute the computed entries of vector y in a single step. This

makes it possible for the hardware to combine several separate remote writes into a single
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large write, thus allowing for improved performance in many systems. The PutBlockQ
call accepts four arguments: The source vector y, which should be partially distributed to

the other processes, and the destination vector yr. The portion that should be distributed

is defined through the starting index s, and ending index e.
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Appendix B

Basics to Compare Programming
Models

It is difficult to compare different programming models. There are essentially three means

by which it may be done: through the use of real hardware, through simulation, or through

analytical modeling. Obtaining meaningful results using real hardware requires a machine

offering all the programming models to be compared. Even then, it is difficult to carry

forward the results to other machines, or to obtain results which are true in general. A

machine usually supports one model better than others - hardware and operating systems

have a major impact on the performance. Simulating programming models is a very

complicated task, and may even be impossible. It is dangerous to make assumptions,
as a parallel machine is very complex and the number of parameters huge. An analytical
model ofthe behavior omits the hardware and software implementation and focuses on the

principal advantages and disadvantages of each programming model. The results deliver

qualitative information about the performance which can be expected.

The following considerations are carried forward through analytical modeling for the

three programming models message passing, shared memory, and remote store. It is

assumed that exactly one process of the parallel application runs on each node and that

no other application needs computing time.

B.l Definitions

The following notation is used:

p: Number of nodes a parallel program is running on. Same as the number of

processes.

s: Problem size. The number of computed elements.

n: Number of operations necessary to compute one element of the result.

top : Average execution time per operation.

tdock ' Network clock cycle. Time to transfer one value over the network link.

texecQ) ' Total execution time of a program running on i nodes.
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tcaicQi) ' Total computation time of a program running on % nodes.

tcomm Q) ' Total communication time of a program running on i nodes.

hamer Q) ' Total synchronization time of a program running on i nodes.

tserial- Computation time of the serial part.

tparaiiei- Computation time of the parallel part running on one node.

tSync ' Synchronization time per node.

tiatency Data flow latency.

Uransfer Q) ' Data transfer time of a program running on i nodes.

S(i) : Speedup of a program running on i nodes.

E(i) : Efficiency of a program running on i nodes.

P(i) : Performance of a program running on i nodes.

Speedup is the sequential execution time divided by the parallel execution time of a pro¬

gram.

S(p) = tf^\ (B.l)
texec\P)

In best case, a program running on p nodes is p times faster than on a single node and

therefore the speedup S(p) is p1. An application consists oftwo sections: A serial portion,
which must be executed by a single node, and a part which may be executed in parallel.

tsermi is the time taken by the serial part, tparauei the time it takes to execute the parallel

part on one node. Assuming that the parallel part can run on p nodes without introduction

of overhead, one may express the total computation time tcaic(p) as follows:

Ualc{p) = tserial H (B-2)
p

The second section of the equation decreases with an increasing number of used nodes

while the first part remains constant. This is not a particularly realistic abstraction. In real

life, many other parameters effect an influence.

A special case is tcalc(l):

''calc\l) ''serial ~r ''parallel v-'-'/

tparaiiei can be expressed by the number of computed elements, s (the problem size), the

number of operations necessary to compute one element, n, and the average execution

time per operation top.

''parallel STltop \D.^)

1 In rare situations, it is possible for the speedup, S (p), to be larger than p. This is called the super-linear

speedup. It comes about because in parallel execution, each node performs the computation on a smaller

set of memory than the single node in sequential execution. The smaller amount of data may fits better in

cache. As cache accesses are faster than main memory accesses, each node may executes faster than the

single node in the sequential case.
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We can now rewrite tcaic(p) as:

, ,
Ö I Lb

QIQ /-W-\ r \

tcalc(P) = tserial H (& V
p

If one disregards the time required for data communication, texec(p) is equal to tcaic(p).
In this case, speedup S(p) can be expressed as:

S[p) = ^Ü = tafc^l
,

(B.6)
+ _|_ 'parallel i , tcaic(l)—t3ertai

'-serial ~T"
„

^serial >
„

With a = ff-ryi we obtain Amdahl's [Amd67] speedup equation:

Peak speedup is attained at:

S(P) = ^s
(B.7)

P

P=\I— = J-^L (B.8)
1 O \/ ^parallel

Amdahl's equation does not take into account the time that is required for synchronization
and to transfer data between the nodes in a parallel application. A better way to define the

total execution time of a program texec(p) is:

texec\P) — tcalc\P) T tcomm \P) T tramer \P) (**-')

or

,
/ \ J ''serial ~r ''parallel P — -t

,„ -,

„^

^ ''serial ^ ^ ~r ''comm \P) ~r ''barrier \P) • p ^> i-

The total data communication time tcomm is split up into two parts: The communication

latency Uatency and the data transfer time ttransfer(p). The total communication time is

defined as:

tcomm\P) — tiatency T ttransfer\P) v" •''/

For many existing machines, Uatency can be assumed to be constant. ttransfer(p) depends
on p as the amount of data transfered is a function of the number of used nodes.

"Efficiency" refers to the measurement of the proportion of the total processing power of

a machine which is actually used by the application.

E(p) =
^

(B.12)
P

"Performance" provides a measurement of how well an application runs on a machine.

It is expressed in operations per second. In the field of scientific computing, such an

operation is usually a floating-point operation.

„,
.

total # of operations
^ „^

P(P) = r-^ (B.13)
bexec\y)
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B.2 Message Passing

Transferring a message of length x with the message passing programming model has the

following costs:

''MPmessage\%) ''latencyMP ' clock v-*! V

Unlock is the network clock cycle. It is assumed that one value can be transfered over the

network link in each clock cycle. In the message passing solutions, no explicit synchro¬
nization is usually needed.

B.3 Shared Memory

In the shared memory programming model, remote data reads and writes are usually very

resource-intensive when compared with local main memory accesses. Caching and pre¬

fetching mechanisms that are often implemented in shared memory machines can help
reduce remote accesses. A read is more expensive than a write because a read is composed
of a request containing the address, and a reply with the read data, while a write is a single

request containing address and data. Write instructions are therefore assumed to be half

as expensive as read instructions. The costs for x single remote write accesses are:

tsMwrite\x) = x\tlatencySM ~^~ tciock) (B-15)

Depending on the hardware implementation, the time consumed for remote write instruc¬

tions can be reduced by combining several writes into one. The costs for x remote ac¬

cesses combined to y writes is:

tsMcwrite\xiV) = VUatencysM ~^~ xtciock (B.16)

Only y instead of re separate writes are necessary for the complete transfer.

Not all shared memory machines offer a functional programming interface, where the

amount of data to be read and written can be exactly specified. In such cases, simple

processor read and write instructions are routed to the network, with the consequence

that the system cannot know how much data altogether the user wants to transfer. It is

as unrealistic to assume a single large burst of data as x separate accesses. A realistic

assumption being that the size of a data transfer lies somewhere in-between, depending
on the amount of data that must be transfered.

Assuming that a read is twice as expensive as a write, the costs for x single remote read

accesses are:

tsMread{x) = 2x[tiatencysM + tc|ocfc) (B.17)

Combined remote read accesses are rather easy to implement in small machines. A node

can pre-fetch additional data and hold it in a cache. To maintain data consistency, all

cached data must be invalidated if it is changed at its origin. This must be performed by
the hardware, for example, through cache snooping. In large systems, it is difficult to au¬

tomatically invalidate such caches and the therefore necessary network activity decreases

the network performance. The costs for x remote accesses executed in y reads are:
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''SMread\%i 2/ ) U ("'latencysm ' tciock) T V''latencysm '
^clock .,„

1 „^

v
•

/

V (^latencysm ' ^clock) T ^clock

Only y separate reads, as opposed to x, are necessary for the complete transfer. A read is

composed of a request containing the address and a reply with the read data.

Explicit synchronization is used in the shared memory programming model, in order to

guarantee an ordered program flow. Synchronization costs tbamersM (p) grow with the

number of participating nodes p. The effective costs depend largely on the hardware

implementation [LJ98, BRA+97].

B.4 Remote Store

The remote store programming model only supports remote writes but no remote reads.

The costs for x single remote write accesses are:

ÎRSswrite\-E) — %\tlatencyns ' clock) (."'-')

Because remote store has a functional programming interface, the user explicitly names

the amount of data that should be transfered. Several remote write accesses can therefore

be combined. The costs for x combined remote write accesses are:

''RScwrite\%) ''latencyus ' ^clock \D.z.\J)

As in the shared memory programming model, explicit synchronization is also used in

remote store to guarantee an ordered program flow. Synchronization costs turnerRS (p)
grow with the number of participating nodes p. The effective costs depend largely on the

hardware implementation.
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Appendix C

FCI NHI Reference Manual

C.l Overview

The Network Hardware Interface (NHI) is the interface between the FCI library and the

network hardware. FCI-conforming network hardware must offer support for extended

reflective memory communication (mandatory functionality) and maybe for mutual ex¬

clusion and barrier synchronization (optional functionality). The presented interface is

only a proposal. Depending on the implementation it may be necessary to change the

arguments of the calls.

The FCI NHI functionality is specified using a notation approximating that used by the C

language. The arguments are marked as IN, OUT, or INOUT:

IN: The functionality uses but does not update the argument.

OUT: The functionality updates the argument.

INOUT: The functionality both uses and updates the argument.

The available functions are summarized in table C.l. For further explanations refer to

sections C.2.1 and C.2.2.
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mandatoryfunctionality
name purpose

NHI OpenWindow Open a window.

NHI CloseWindow Close a window.

NHI CreateGroup Create a group of processes.

NHI DestroyGroup Destroy a group of processes.

NHI SetlndirectionAddress Manage local index to LCS

address mapping table.

NHI InitiateTransfer Write data to the LCS in direct

or indirect mode, raise events.

NHI ConfigureEvent Configure how the arrival of an

event is signaled: Activate or

deactivate flag writing to process

memory, activate or deactivate

interrupt.
NHI MaskEventlnterrupt Mask event interrupt.

optionalfunctionality
name purpose

NHI RequestKey Request a specific key.

NHl_TestKey Test if local process owns a specific

key.
NHI ReleaseKey Release a specific key.
NHI ConfigureKey Configure how the arrival of a key

is signaled: Activate or deactivate

flag writing to process memory,

activate or deactivate interrupt.
NHI MaskKeylnterrupt Mask key interrupt.
NHI Barrier Do a barrier synchronization.
NHI ConfigureBarrier Configure how the end of a barrier

is signaled: Activate or deactivate

flag writing to process memory,

activate or deactivate interrupt.
NHI MaskBarrierlnterrupt Mask barrier interrupt.

Table C.l: NHIfunctionality
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C.2 Detailed Explanations

C.2.1 Mandatory Functionality

NHLOpenWindow

SYNOPSIS

NHl_OpenWindow (number, global-base, local-base, length)

DESCRIPTION

Open a window in the LCS and a corresponding one in the local process memory.

Write instructions to LCS addresses in the newly defined LCS window are automati¬

cally forwarded to the corresponding addresses in local process memory.

PARAMETERS

IN number Number of the window that should be opened.

IN global-base Window base address in LCS.

IN local-base Window base address in process memory.

IN length Window size.

NHLCIoseWindow

SYNOPSIS

NHI_CloseWindow(number)

DESCRIPTION

Close a LCS window and the corresponding one in the local process memory. Sub¬

sequent write instructions to LCS addresses in the area of the previously closed LCS

window are no longer forwarded to local process memory.

PARAMETERS

IN number Number of the window that should be closed.
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NHLCreateGroup

SYNOPSIS

NHI_CreateGroup(count, rank, group)

DESCRIPTION

Create a new process group consisting of count members, rank is a table of size

count that holds the ranks of the processes that should be included in the new group.

Depending on the implementation, this call may have to be a collective operation,

meaning that all processes that are members of the new group must participate.

PARAMETERS

IN count Number of processes that should be included in the group.

IN rank Table holding ranks of processes that should be included in the group.

OUT group The new created group.

NHLDestroyGroup

SYNOPSIS

NHI_DestroyGroup(group)

DESCRIPTION

Destroy a process group. Depending on the implementation, this call may have to be

a collective operation, meaning that all processes that are members of the given group

group must participate.

PARAMETERS

IN group The group that should be destroyed.
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NHLSetlndirectionAddress

SYNOPSIS

NHl-SetlndirectionAddress(index, address)

DESCRIPTION

Used to administer the index to LCS address mapping table of the local process that is

necessary for indirect addressing. A new address is linked to a given index.

PARAMETERS

IN index The index used by an direct addressing mode write instruction.

IN address The address that should be linked to index.
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NHLInitiateTransfer

SYNOPSIS

NHI-InitiateTransfer (destination, dmode_count,

dmode_address [] ,
dmode_buffer [] ,

dmode_length [] , idmode_count,

idmode_index [] ,
idmode_buf fer [] ,

idmode_length [ ] , event-count, event [ ] )

DESCRIPTION

Used to transfer events, and data in direct and indirect mode. Events and data

must be sent to the same set of processes defined by destination, only pro¬

cesses that are members of the process group destination are allowed to re¬

ceive. Data blocks to transfer in direct addressing mode are given in dmode_buf fer

and dmode_length. The destination addresses are stored in dmode_address.

dmode_count contains the number of entries in these three tables. Data blocks

to transfer in indirect addressing mode are set out in the tables idmode_buf fer

and idmode_length. The destination indices are stored in idmode_index, while

idmode_count holds the number of entries in these three tables. The number of

events are stored in event.count, table event holds them.

PARAMETERS

IN destination Group of processes that is allowed to receive.

IN dmode_count Number of blocks to transfer in direct addressing mode.

Size of the tables dmode_address, dmode_buf fer, and

dmode_length.

IN dmode_addre s s Table holding destination LCS addresses for direct addressing
mode transfers.

IN dmode_buf fer Table holding local process memory buffer start addresses for

direct addressing mode transfers.

IN dmode_length Table holding sizes of the buffers located in table dmode_-

buf f er.

IN idmode_count Number of blocks to transfer in indirect addressing mode.

Size of the tables idmode_index, idmode_buf fer, and

idmode_length.

IN idmode_index Table holding the indices for indirect addressing mode trans¬

fers.

IN idmode_buf fer Table holding local process memory buffer start addresses for

indirect addressing mode transfers.

IN idmode_length Table holding sizes of the buffers located in table idmode_-

buf f er.

IN event_count Number of events to transfer. Size of table event.

IN event Table holding the events.
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NHLConfigureEvent

SYNOPSIS

NHI_Conf igureEvent (number, enable_flag, enable_interrupt)

DESCRIPTION

Configure event number. Flag writing to process memory can be activated or de¬

activated by enable_flag and interrupts can be activated or deactivated by en-

able_interrupt.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the event.

IN enable_flag Enable or disable flag writing to local process memory

for event number.

IN enable_interrupt Enable or disable the interrupts for event number.

NHLMaskEventlnterrupt

SYNOPSIS

NHI_MaskEventInterrupt(number)

DESCRIPTION

Mask interrupt of event number. Interrupts can be set active or inactive by use of this

function.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the event interrupt that should be masked.
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C.2.2 Optional Functionality

NHLRequestKey

SYNOPSIS

NHI_RequestKey(number)

DESCRIPTION

Request key number. This function tells the network hardware that the local pro¬

cess needs a specific key. Status of the operation can be polled by the function

NHl_TestKey.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the needed key.

NHLTestKey

SYNOPSIS

NHI_TestKey (number)

DESCRIPTION

Test if process owns key number. The key must be requested prior to this by function

NHI-Request Key.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the key that has been previously requested.

NHLReleaseKey

SYNOPSIS

NHl_ReleaseKey(number)

DESCRIPTION

Release key number which must be owned by the local process.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the key no longer needed.
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NHLConfigureKey

SYNOPSIS

NHI_Conf igureKey (number, enable_flag, enable_interrupt)

DESCRIPTION

Configure key number. Flag writing to process memory can be activated or de¬

activated by enable_flag and interrupts can be activated or deactivated by en-

able_interrupt.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the key.

IN enable_flag Enable or disable flag writing to local process memory

for key number.

IN enable_interrupt Enable or disable the interrupts for key number.

NHLMaskKeylnterrupt

SYNOPSIS

NHIJMaskKeylnterrupt(number)

DESCRIPTION

Mask interrupt of key number. Interrupts can be set active or inactive through use of

this function.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the key interrupt that should be masked.

NHLBarrier

SYNOPSIS

NHI_Barrier(group, number)

DESCRIPTION

Run on barrier number. This is a collective operation. All members of the given

group must participate.

PARAMETERS

IN group Group of the participating processes.

IN number The number of the barri er.
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NHLConfigureBarrier

SYNOPSIS

NHI_Conf igureBarrier (number, enable_f lag,

enable_interrupt )

DESCRIPTION

Configure barrier number. Flag writing to process memory can be activated or de¬

activated by enable_flag and interrupts can be activated or deactivated by en-

able_interrupt.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the key.

IN enable_flag Enable or disable flag writing to local process memory

for barrier number.

IN enable_interrupt Enable or disable the interrupts for barrier number.

NHLMaskBarrierlnterrupt

SYNOPSIS

NHIJYlaskBarrierlnterrupt (number)

DESCRIPTION

Mask interrupt of barrier number. Interrupts can be set active or inactive through use

of this function.

PARAMETERS

IN number The number of the barrier interrupt that should be masked.
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Appendix D

FCI API Reference Manual

D.l Overview

The FCI API is the interface between the FCI library and the application. It offers a set of

routines for process group management, remote store, message passing (sends, receives,

probes, barriers, and broadcasts), key management and environmental management.

The FCI API procedures are specified using the C language notation. The complete soft¬

ware is written in C. The arguments of the procedure calls are marked as IN, OUT, or

INOUT:

IN: The call uses but does not update the argument.

OUT: The call updates the argument.

INOUT: The call both uses and updates the argument.

The user interface routines for the FCI Library are summarized in table D.l, possible error

return codes in table D.2. For further explanations refer to section D.2.
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maintenance ofthe application
routine purpose

FCI_Init Initialize the FCI environment,
start up the FCI application.

FCI Finalize Clean up the local FCI environment.

FCI_Abort Abort the running FCI application.
FCI GetErrorString Returns the error string associated with

an error code.

FCI_GetRank Get the rank of the calling process in

the FCI application.

FCI_GetSize Get the number of processes involved in

the FCI application.

FCI_GetWindows Get the number of available remote store

windows.

FCI_GetKeys Get the number of available keys.
FCI CreateGroup Create a group of processes.

FCI MergeGroups Merge two disjoint groups of processes.

FCI DestroyGroup Free a group of processes.

FCI_GetUniqueID Get an id that is unique in the FCI

application.
FCI AllocateBuffer Allocate a block of memory for

communication.

FCI FreeBuffer Free a block of memory that was

previously allocated for communication.

remote store

routine purpose

FCI OpenWindow Open a remote store window.

FCI CloseWindow Close a remote store window.

FCI PutWord Write a single 4-byte word to the GCS.

FCI PutBlock Write a block of 4-byte words to the GCS.

FCI_Sync Guarantees that received data is visible to

the local process.
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key management
routine purpose

FCI BlockingGetKey Get a key in blocking mode.

FCI NonblockingGetKey Get a key in nonblocking mode.

FCl_TestKey Get the status of the requested key.

FCI_WaitKey Wait for the requested key.

FCI_WaitAnyKey Wait for one of the requested keys.

FCl_ReleaseKey Release a key.
FCI FreeRequest Free a (key) request handle.

message passing

routine purpose

FCI BlockingSendMessage Send a message in blocking
mode.

FCI NonblockingSendMessage Send a message in nonblocking
mode.

FCI BlockingReceiveMessage Receive a message in blocking
mode.

FCI NonblockingReceiveMessage Receive a message in

nonblocking mode.

FCI BroadcastMessage Broadcast a message in

blocking mode.

FCI BlockingProbeMessage Blocking probe for a specific

message.

FCI NonblockingProbeMessage Nonblocking probe for a

specific message.

FCl_TestMessage Get the status of a nonblocking
send or receive operation.

FCl_WaitMessage Wait for the completion of a

nonblocking send or receive

operation.
FCI WaitAnyMessage Wait for the completion of one

of a set of nonblocking send or

receive operations.
FCI FreeRequest Free a (send or receive)

request handle.

FCI CancelMessage Cancel a nonblocking send or

receive operation.
FCI Barrier Run on a barrier.

Table D.l: FCI routines
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return value

FCI_SUCCESS

FCI_ALREADY_INITIALIZED

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED

FCI_INVALID_COUNT

FCI_INVALID_LENGTH

FCI_INVALID_NUMBER

FCI_INVALID_RANK

FCI_INVALID_TAG

FCI_INVALID_GROUP

FCI_PREDEFINED_GROUP

FCI_INVALID_REQUEST

FCI_ALREADY_OWNER

FCI_NOT_OWNER

FCI INVALID GCS ADDRESS

FCI INVALID LMM ADDRESS

purpose

Operation was successful.

FCI already initialized.

FCI not initialized.

Count not valid.

Length not valid.

Number not valid.

Invalid process rank.

Invalid tag.

Invalid group.

Process group is predefined.

Request handle invalid.

Already owner of the object.
Not owner of the object.
GCS address not valid or

not aligned.
communication memory address

not valid or not aligned.

Table D.2: FCI error return codes
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D.2 Detailed Explanations

D.2.1 Error Return Codes

What follows is a list of named constants functioning as possible FCI API return codes:

FCI-SUCCESS Indicates that the operation has successfully

completed.

FCI-ALREADY-INITIAL I ZED The FCI library is already initialized. Do not call

FCI_Init () twice.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED

FCI_INVALID_COUNT

FCI-INVALID-LENGTH

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER

The FCI library is not initialized. Call FCI_Init ( )

first.

The given count is invalid. FCI_CreateGroup ( )

requires that the new group has at least one member.

The number of request in the calls

FCI-WaitAnyKey () and

FCI-WaitAnyMessage () must be positive.

The given length is not a multiple of the data

granularity size.

Occurs when an invalid key, window, or error code is

referred to.

FCI _INVALID_RANK

FCI _INVALID_TAG

FCI-INVALID-GROUP

FCI-PREDEFINED-GROUP

A given process rank is invalid.

A given tag is invalid.

The given process group is invalid.

The given group is a predefined process group.

Predefined process groups cannot be deallocated by

FCI_DestroyGroup ( ).

A given request handle is invalid.

The process is already owner of the key, that should be

acquired by calling FCI_BlockingGetKey ( ) or

FCI_NonblockingGetKey().

The process is not owner of the key, that should be

released by calling FCl_ReleaseKey ( ).

FCI_INVALID_GCS_ADDRESS The referred region is not within the GCS.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The referred data buffer is not within the special
communication memory. Allocate it with

FCl_AllocateBuffer ( ).

The named constant FCI_ERROR_FIRST is equal to FCI-ALREADY-INITIAL I ZED,

and FCI_ERROR_LAST equal to FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS. They delimit the range

of valid error codes. FCI_ERROR_FIRST is the upper bound, FCI_ERROR_LAST the

lower bound.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST

FCI-ALREADY-OWNER

FCI_NOT_OWNER
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D.2.2 Miscellaneous Constants

What follows is a list of miscellaneous named constants used in the FCI API:

FCI-UNDEFINED Used in several routines to set a value to undefined.

FCI-MAX-TAG The maximum possible tag (refer to section 3.2.1).

FCI JYLAX_USER_TAG The maximum possible user tag a MPI application,
for example, specifies (refer to section 3.2.1)

FCI_ANY_TAG Tag wild-card.

FCI_ALL_PROCESSES Group containing all processes of the parallel

application.

FCI-LOCAL-PROCESS Group containing only the local process.

FCI-DATA-SI ZE Number of bytes all data accesses are aligned to.

FCIJDATAJYLASK To FCI_DATA_SI ZE corresponding bit mask.

FCI JYLAX-ERRORSTRINGLENGTH Maximum length of a FCI error message.

D.2.3 Datatypes, Data Structures

The following is a list of the FCI API datatypes and data structures:

FCI_group Process group handle.

FCl_request Request handle.

FCI-data Datatype of data transfered by the remote store routines. All fields in

the message status data structure are also of this type.

FCl_gcs GCS address.

FCl_tag Message tag.

FCl_mpstatus Data structure holding the message status. Its fields are specified in

section 3.2.1.
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D.2.4 Routines

FCLInit

SYNOPSIS

FCI_Init(arge, argv)

DESCRIPTION

Initialize the FCI environment. Must be called before any other FCI routine and can¬

not be called twice. Normally, FCl_lni t takes the parameters of the C programming

language main (arge, argv) routine. The FCI startup environment will start the

application on all participating nodes and will add several parameters to the startup

parameters given by the user. These added parameters are used by FCl_lnit to

correctly initialize the application and are stripped off by FCl_lnit afterwards. Ba¬

sically, these parameters hold the information necessary for the processes to find each

other.

PARAMETERS

INOUT arge Number of arguments in argv.

INOUT argv The arguments normally passed to C main by the operating system.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS FCI initialized correctly.

FCI-ALREADY FCl_lnit already called.

FCLFinalize

SYNOPSIS

FCI_Finalize ()

DESCRIPTION

Clean up the local FCI environment. Once this routine is called, no FCI routine may

be called anymore. Waits until all pending operations (e.g. send or receive requests)
are terminated.

PARAMETERS

none

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS local FCI process finalized.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.
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FCI^\bort

SYNOPSIS

FCI-Abort ()

DESCRIPTION

Abort the running FCI application. Can be called in any situation, guaranteeing that

an abort can always be executed.

PARAMETERS

none

RETURN VALUES

FCI-Abort will never return.

FCLGetErrorString

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetErrorString(error, string)

DESCRIPTION

Returns in string the error string associated with the given error code error. The

maximum error string text length is given by FCIJVIAX-ERRORSTRINGLENGTH.

PARAMETERS

IN error Error code.

OUT string Corresponding error string.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Error string assigned.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER Unknown error code.
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FCLGetRank

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetRank(rank)

DESCRIPTION

Get the rank of the calling process in the running FCI application.

PARAMETERS

OUT rank The rank of the calling process.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS rank assigned.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCLGetSize

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetSize(size)

DESCRIPTION

Get the number of processes involved in the running FCI application.

PARAMETERS

OUT size The number of involved processes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Number of involved processes assigned.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.
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FCLGetWindows

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetWindows(windows)

DESCRIPTION

Get the number of available remote store windows.

PARAMETERS

OUT windows The number of available windows.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Number of available windows assigned.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCLGetKeys

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetKeys(keys)

DESCRIPTION

Get the number of available keys.

PARAMETERS

OUT keys The number of available keys.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Number of available keys assigned.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.
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FCLCreateGroup

SYNOPSIS

FCI_CreateGroup(group, count, rank[], member, new_group)

DESCRIPTION

Create a group of processes. The group new_group is always a subgroup of group.

FCI-UNDEFINED is allowed in rank table.

PARAMETERS

IN group Group in which the new group will be allocated.

IN count Number of entries in the rank table rank.

IN rank Array of ranks of processes.

OUT member = 0: Local process not member of the new group.

7^ 0: Local process is a member of the new group.

OUT new_group The created group of processes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Group of processes created.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP group is an invalid group.

FCI-INVALID-COUNT Value of count is not valid.

FC I _INVALID_RANK rank is an invalid rank.
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FCLMergeGroups

SYNOPSIS

FCl_MergeGroups (group, local-leader, remote_leader,

new_group)

DESCRIPTION

Merge two disjointed groups. Each source group has a dedicated leader. Both leaders

are know by all members of both source groups. The leaders are used as "Contact

Points" and they manage the merge operation.

PARAMETERS

IN group Local group that should be merged.

IN local-leader Rank of the local group leader.

IN remote-leader Rank of the remote group leader.

OUT new_group The merged group.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS New group created.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP group is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_RANK local-leader or remote-leader is an invalid rank.

FCLDestroyGroup

SYNOPSIS

FCIJDestroyGroup(group)

DESCRIPTION

Free a group of processes, group is set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT group The group that should be deallocated.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Process group deallocated.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP group is an invalid group.

FCI-PREDEFINED-GROUP group is a predefined group that cannot be deallocated.
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FCLGetUniquelD

SYNOPSIS

FCI_GetUniqueID(id)

DESCRIPTION

Get an ID that is unique in the running FCI application.

PARAMETERS

OUT id The unique ID.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Unique ID assigned.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCUMIocateBuffer

SYNOPSIS

FCl_AllocateBuffer(size, buffer)

DESCRIPTION

Allocate a block of memory for communication.

PARAMETERS

IN size Size of the requested buffer.

OUT buffer The allocated buffer.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Buffer allocated.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.
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FCLFreeBuffer

SYNOPSIS

FCl_FreeBuf fer (buffer)

DESCRIPTION

Free a block of memory that was previous allocated for communication, buffer is

set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT buffer The no more used buffer to deallocate.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Buffer deallocated.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCLOpenWindow

SYNOPSIS

FCl_OpenWindow (number, global-base, local-base, length)

DESCRIPTION

Define a window with the ID number within the GCS and map it into the local com¬

munication memory.

PARAMETERS

IN number Number of the window.

IN global-base Window base address in the GCS.

IN local-base Window base address in local communication memory.

IN length Window size in bytes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Window defined.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER number is not a valid window number.

FCI_INVALID_GCS_ADDRESS The window is outside the GCS or global-base

is not 4-byte aligned.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The window is outside the local communication

memory or local-base is not 4-byte aligned.

FCI-INVALID-LENGTH length is not a multiple of 4.
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FCLCIoseWindow

SYNOPSIS

FCI_CloseWindow(number)

DESCRIPTION

Close the window with the given ID number.

PARAMETERS

IN number Number of the window that should be closed.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Window closed.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER number is not a valid window ID.

FCLPutWord

SYNOPSIS

FCl_PutWord(destination, address, data)

DESCRIPTION

Write a single 4-byte word to the address address in the GCS. destination is

the group of processes that are allowed to receive.

PARAMETERS

IN destination Group of processes that are allowed to receive the data.

IN addre s s Address in the GCS where to write to.

IN data Data that should be written.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Data written.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP destination is an invalid group.

FCI_INVALID_GCS_ADDRESS address is not a valid GCS address or is not 4-

byte aligned.
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FCLPutBlock

SYNOPSIS

FCI_PutBlock(destination, address, buffer, length)

DESCRIPTION

Write a block of 4-byte words of size length bytes to the address address in the

GCS. destination is the group of processes that are allowed to receive.

PARAMETERS

IN destination Group of processes that are allowed to receive the data.

IN addre s s Start address in the GCS where to write to.

IN buffer Buffer containing the block of data that should be written.

IN length Size of the block in bytes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Data written.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP destination is an invalid group.

FCI_INVALID_GCS_ADDRESS The block of data given by address and length

is outside the GCS or address is not 4-byte

aligned.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The block of data that is given by buffer and

length is outside the local communication mem¬

ory or buffer is not 4-byte aligned.

FCI-INVALID-LENGTH length is not a multiple of 4.
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FCLSync

SYNOPSIS

FCI-Sync ()

DESCRIPTION

Guarantees that data written by a remote store operation is visible to the calling
cess.

PARAMETERS

none

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Data synchronized.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCLBIockingGetKey

SYNOPSIS

FCI_BlockingGetKey(number)

DESCRIPTION

Get a key in blocking mode.

PARAMETERS

IN number The key number.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Got the key.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER number is not a valid key number.

FCl_ALREADY_OWNER The calling process is already owner of the key.
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FCLNonblockingGetKey

SYNOPSIS

FCI_NonblockingGetKey(number, request)

DESCRIPTION

Get a key in nonblocking mode. A handle to the request is returned in request.

PARAMETERS

IN number The key number.

OUT request Handle for the stored key request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Key request stored.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER number is not a valid key number.

FCI_ALREADY_OWNER The calling process is already owner of the key.

FCLTestKey

SYNOPSIS

FCl_TestKey(request, flag)

DESCRIPTION

Get the status of the key request. If the process got the key, the request is deleted and

the handle in request is set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT request Handle for the stored key request.

OUT flag = 0: Operation still pending.

^ 0: Process owns the requested key.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Flag flag set, request is set to NULL if the process

owns the requested key.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request handle is invalid.
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FCLWaitKey

SYNOPSIS

FCI_WaitKey(request)

DESCRIPTION

Wait for the requested key. The request handle request is set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT request Handle for the stored key request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Process owns the requested key, request is set to

NULL.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request handle is invalid.

FCLWaitAnyKey

SYNOPSIS

FCI-WaitAnyKey(count, request[], index)

DESCRIPTION

Wait for one of a set of requested keys. The set is given by a table of requests named

request with count entries. The field in the table request that holds the request

corresponding to this key is set to NULL and the index of this field is returned in

index.

PARAMETERS

IN count Number of entries in the request table request.

INOUT request Table of requests for keys to wait on.

OUT index Index of the field in the table request that held the request of

the key that the process owns now.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Process owns one of the requested key, the correspond¬

ing entry in the request table request is set to NULL.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-COUNT Value of count is not valid.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request table request holds at least one invalid

key request handle.
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FCLReleaseKey

SYNOPSIS

FCl_ReleaseKey(number)

DESCRIPTION

Release a key.

PARAMETERS

IN number Number of the key that should be released.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Key released.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-NUMBER number is not a valid key number.

FCI_NOT_OWNER The calling process is not the owner of the key.
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FCLBIockingSendMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_BlockingSendMessage(destination, tag, buffer, length)

DESCRIPTION

Send a message in blocking mode.

PARAMETERS

IN destination Rank of the process that should receive the message.

IN tag Message tag.

IN buffer Message buffer.

IN length Size of the message in bytes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message sent.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FC I _INVALID_RANK rank is an invalid rank.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The message is outside the local communication

memory or the start address buffer is not 4-byte

aligned.
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FCLNonblockingSendMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_NonblockingSendMessage(destination, tag, buffer,

length, request)

DESCRIPTION

Send a message in nonblocking mode.

PARAMETERS

IN destination Rank of the process that should receive the message.

IN tag Message tag.

IN buffer Message buffer.

IN length Size of the message in bytes.

OUT request Handle for the stored send request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message send request stored.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FC I _INVALID_RANK rank is an invalid rank.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The message is outside the local communication

memory or the start address buffer is not 4-byte

aligned.
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FCLBIockingReceiveMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_BlockingReceiveMessage(source, tag, buffer, length,

status)

DESCRIPTION

Receive a message in blocking mode.

PARAMETERS

IN source Group that is allowed to send the message.

IN tag Message tag.

IN buffer Message buffer.

IN length Size of the message buffer in bytes.

OUT status Message status.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message received.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP source is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The buffer and/or the status are outside the lo¬

cal communication memory or the start addresses

buffer or status are not 4-byte aligned.
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FCLNonblockingReceiveMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_NonblockingReceiveMessage(source, tag, buffer,

length, request)

DESCRIPTION

Receive a message in nonblocking mode.

PARAMETERS

IN source Group that is allowed to send the message.

IN tag Message tag.

IN buffer Message buffer.

IN length Size of the message buffer in bytes.

OUT request Handle for the stored receive request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message receive request stored.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP source is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The buffer and/or the status are outside the lo¬

cal communication memory or the start addresses

buffer or status are not 4-byte aligned.
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FCLBroadcastMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_BroadcastMessage(group, source, buffer, length)

DESCRIPTION

Broadcast a message. The sending process with rank source will send the message

in buffer buffer, the processes in group group will receive it in buffer buffer.

PARAMETERS

IN group Group that will receive the message.

IN source Rank of the process that will send the message.

IN buffer Message buffer.

IN length Size of the message buffer in bytes.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message broadcasted.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP group is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_RANK source is an invalid rank.
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FCLBIockingProbeMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_BlockingProbeMessage(source, tag, status)

DESCRIPTION

Blocking probe for a specific message.

PARAMETERS

IN source Group that is allowed to send the message.

IN tag Message tag.

OUT status Message status.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Probed for a matching message.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP source is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The status is outside the local communication mem¬

ory or the start address status is not 4-byte

aligned.
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FCLNonblockingProbeMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_NonblockingProbeMessage(source, tag, flag, status)

DESCRIPTION

Nonblocking probe for a specific message.

PARAMETERS

IN source Group that is allowed to send the message.

IN tag Message tag.

OUT flag =0: No such message available.

7^ 0: Matching message available.

OUT status Message status.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Probed for a matching message.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP source is an invalid group.

FC I _INVALID_TAG tag is an invalid tag.

FCI_INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS The status is outside the local communication mem¬

ory or the start address status is not 4-byte

aligned.
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FCLTestMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_TestMessage(request, flag, status)

DESCRIPTION

Test for the completion of the send or receive operation given by the request handle

request. If the operation is completed, flag is set to a value different from 0,

request is set to NULL, and the status status is filled.

PARAMETERS

INOUT request Handle for the stored send or receive request.

OUT flag = 0: Operation still pending.

^ 0: Operation completed.

OUT status Message status (only set if flag ^ 0).

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS flag set. request set to NULL, and status filled if

the operation is completed.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request send or receive handle is invalid.

FCLWaitMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCl_WaitMessage(request, status)

DESCRIPTION

Wait for the completion of the nonblocking send or receive operation given by the

request handle request. On return, request is set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT request Handle for the stored send or receive request.

OUT status Message status.

RETURN VALUES

FCI_SUCCESS Message arrived or sent, request set to NULL, and

status filled.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request send or receive handle is invalid.
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FCLWaitAnyMessage

SYNOPSIS

FCI-WaitAnyMessage(count, request[], index, status)

DESCRIPTION

Wait for the completion of one of the given nonblocking send or receive operations.
Handles to the requests are given in the table request of size count. On return,

the field in the table request that holds the request corresponding to the completed

operation is set to NULL and the index of this field is returned in index.

PARAMETERS

IN count Number of entries in the request table request.

INOUT request Table of pending send and receive operations to wait on.

OUT index Index of the field in the table request that held the request of

the completed operation.

OUT status Status of the completed operation.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS One send or receive operation is completed, the corre¬

sponding entry in the request table request is set to

NULL, and status holds the corresponding status in¬

formation.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-COUNT Value of count is not valid.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request table request holds at least one invalid

send or receive request handle.
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FCLFreeRequest

SYNOPSIS

FCl_FreeRequest(request)

DESCRIPTION

Free a request handle. An ongoing operation that is associated with the request will be

allowed to complete. The request handle is deallocated and request is set to NULL.

PARAMETERS

INOUT request Handle to the request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Request handle deallocated.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request handle is invalid.

FCI-Cancel Message

SYNOPSIS

FCl_CancelMessage(request)

DESCRIPTION

If possible, cancel the given nonblocking send or receive operation.

PARAMETERS

IN request Handle to the request.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Operation canceled or completed.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-REQUEST The request handle is invalid.
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FCLBarrier

SYNOPSIS

FCI_Barrier (group)

DESCRIPTION

Run on a barrier.

PARAMETERS

IN group Group within the barrier will be executed.

RETURN VALUES

FCI-SUCCESS Barrier done.

FCI_NOT_INITIALIZED FCI is not initialized.

FCI-INVALID-GROUP group is an invalid group.
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D.3 C Include File

/* return codes */

#define FCI SUCCESS 0

#define FCI__ERROR_FIRST -1

#define FCI__ALREADY_INITIALIZED -1

#define FCI__NOT_INITIALIZED -2

#define FCI__INVALID_COUNT -3

#define FCI__INVALID_LENGTH -4

#define FCI__INVALID_NUMBER -5

#define FCI__INVALID_RANK -6

#define FCI__INVALID_TAG -7

#define FCI__INVALID_GROUP -8

#define FCI__PREDEFINED_GROUP -9

#define FCI__INVALID_REQUEST -10

#define FCI__ALREADY_OWNER -11

#define FCI__NOT_OWNER -12

#define FCI__INVALID_GCS_ADDRESS -13

#define FCI__INVALID_LMM_ADDRESS -14

#define FCI ERROR LAST -14

/* miscellaneous constants */

#define IN

#define OUT

#define INOUT

#define FCIJJNDEFINED -1

#define FCI_MAX_TAG OxlFFFFFFF

#define FCI_MAX_USER_TAG 0x7FFF

#define FCI_ANY_TAG ((FCI_tag)0x8000)

extern FCI_group FCI_ALL_PROCESSES;
extern FCI_group FCI_LOCAL_PROCESS;

#define FCI_DATA_SIZE 4

#define FCI_DATA_MASK 0x3

#define FCI MAX ERRORSTRINGLENGTH 128
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/* datatypes, data structures */

typedef unsigned long FCI_group;

typedef unsigned long FCI_request;

typedef unsigned int FCI_data;

typedef FCI_pointer FCI_gcs;

typedef FCI_data FCI_tag;

typedef struct

{

FCI_data source;

FCI_data length;

FCI_data truncated;

FCI_data cancelled;

FCI_tag tag;

}

FCI_mpstatus;

/* maintenance/control routines */

int FCI_Init(INOUT int *argc,

INOUT char ***argv);

int FCI_Finalize(void) ;

int FCI_Abort(void);

int FCI_GetErrorString(IN int error,

OUT char *string);

int FCI_GetRank(OUT int *rank);

int FCI_GetSize(OUT int *size);

int FCI_GetWindows(OUT int *windows);

int FCI_GetKeys(OUT int *keys);

int FCI_CreateGroup(IN FCI_group group,

IN int count,

IN int rank []
,

OUT int *member,

OUT FCI_group *new_group);
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int FCI_MergeGroups(IN FCI_group group,

IN int local_leader,
IN int remote_leader,
OUT FCI_group *new_group);

int FCI_DestroyGroup(INOUT FCI_group *group);

int FCI_GetUniqueID(OUT int *id);

int FCI_AllocateBuffer(IN int length,

OUT FCI_data *buffer);

int FCI_FreeMemory(INOUT FCI_data *buffer);

/* remote store routines */

int FCI_OpenWindow(IN int number,

IN FCI_gcs global_base,
IN FCI_data *local_base,
IN int length);

int FCI_CloseWindow(IN int number);

int FCI_PutWord(IN FCI_group destination,

IN FCI_gcs address,

IN FCI_data data);

int FCI_PutBlock(IN FCI_group destination,

IN FCI_gcs address,

IN FCI_data *buffer,

IN int length);

int FCI_Sync();

/* key management routines */

int FCI_BlockingGetKey(IN int number);

int FCI_NonblockingGetKey(IN int number,

OUT FCI_request *request);

int FCI_TestKey(INOUT FCI_request *request,

OUT int *flag);

int FCI_WaitKey(INOUT FCI_request *request);
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int FCI_WaitAnyKey(IN int count,

INOUT FCI_request request[],

OUT int *index);

int FCI_ReleaseKey(IN int number);

/* message passing routines */

int FCI_BlockingSendMessage(IN int destination,

IN FCI_tag tag,

IN void *buffer,

IN int length);

int FCI_NonblockingSendMessage(IN int destination,

IN FCI_tag tag,

IN void *buffer,

IN int length,

OUT FCI_request *request);

int FCI_BlockingReceiveMessage(IN FCI_group source,

IN FCI_tag tag,

OUT void *buffer,

IN int length,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);

int FCI_NonblockingReceiveMessage(IN FCI_group source,

IN FCI_tag tag,

OUT void *buffer,

IN int length,

OUT FCI_request *request);

int FCI_BroadcastMessage(IN FCI_group group,

IN int source,

IN void *buffer,

IN int length);

int FCI_BlockingProbeMessage(IN FCI_group source,

IN FCI_tag tag,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);

int FCI_NonblockingProbeMessage(IN FCI_group source,

IN FCI_tag tag,

OUT int *flag,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);

int FCI_TestMessage (INOUT FCI_request *request,

OUT int *flag,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);
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int FCI_WaitMessage(INOUT FCI_request *request,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);

int FCI_WaitAnyMessage(IN int count,

INOUT FCI_request request []
,

OUT int *index,

OUT FCI_mpstatus *status);

int FCI_FreeRequest(INOUT FCI_request *request);

int FCI_CancelMessage(INOUT FCI_request *request);

int FCI_Barrier(IN FCI_group group);
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